
Summary of Options for Policy E.5 (p. 21, Nisqually Subarea Plan) 

Board of County Commissioner – Public Hearing Draft – December 1, 2020 

Comprehensive Plan Amendments: 2020-2021 Docket Item 11 
NSAP Asphalt Recycling Policy Review Project (Policy E.5) 

Current Text (Policy E.5, p.21): 1 

Allow accessory activities to be considered inside the mined out portion of the gravel pit through the site plan 2 

review process. Examples of allowable accessory uses would include concrete pipe and/or septic tank 3 

construction and the recycling of used concrete. The reprocessing of imported mineral materials shall not be 4 

the primary accessory use and the reprocessing of asphalt shall not be allowed due to water quality concerns. 5 

These activities shall be discontinued once reclamation of the pit is completed in accordance with the WDNR 6 

standards. 7 

8 

9 

Proposed Options: 10 

11 

Option 1:  12 

Make no changes to the current policy E.5 of the Nisqually Subarea Plan. Continue to prohibit reprocessing 13 

of asphalt. 14 

No change from current text. 15 

16 

Option 2:  17 

Adopt the applicant’s proposed amendment to Policy E.5 of the Nisqually Subarea Plan, thus removing the 18 

prohibition on asphalt recycling as an accessory use within the Nisqually Subarea. 19 

“Allow accessory activities to be considered inside the mined out portion of the gravel pit through 20 

the site plan review process. Examples of allowable accessory uses would include concrete pipe 21 

and/or septic tank construction and the recycling of used concrete and asphalt pavement. The 22 

reprocessing of imported mineral materials shall not be the primary accessory use. and the 23 

reprocessing of asphalt shall not be allowed due to water quality concerns. These activities shall be 24 

discontinued once reclamation of the pit is completed in accordance with the WDNR standards.” 25 

26 

Option 3 (PLANNING COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION, OCTOBER 7, 2020):  27 

Adopt the applicant’s proposed amendment to Policy E.5 of the Nisqually Subarea Plan, with additional 28 

amendments. This option would remove the prohibition on asphalt recycling as an accessory use within 29 

the Nisqually Subarea, but add the requirement that Best Management Practices be employed (specifically 30 

for covering stockpiles). This option would also require text changes in the Thurston County Code. 31 

“Allow accessory activities to be considered inside the mined out portion of the gravel pit through 32 

the site plan review process. Examples of allowable accessory uses would include concrete pipe 33 

and/or septic tank construction and the recycling of used concrete and asphalt pavement. Operators 34 

shall employ best management practices for covered storage of recycled asphalt to ensure minimal 35 

environmental harm and impact due to leachate. Best management practices will be determined 36 

through the site-level permit review process, but may include tarping, storage sheds, or other 37 

methods.  The reprocessing of imported mineral materials shall not be the primary accessory use. 38 

and the reprocessing of asphalt shall not be allowed due to water quality concerns. These activities 39 

shall be discontinued once reclamation of the pit is completed in accordance with the WDNR 40 

standards.” 41 

42 
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Code Language to Pair with Option 3    Title 20 - THURSTON COUNTY ZONING 

  Chapter 20.54 – Special Use Permit 

DELIBERATIVE DRAFT 

1 BoCC Public Hearing DRAFT – December 1, 2020 

Thurston County Community Planning and Economic Development 

Department 

Community Planning Division 

THURSTON COUNTY BOCC 

PUBLIC HEARING DRAFT 

Titles: 20.54 

December 1, 2020 

SPECIAL USE. 

Chapter: 20.54 (attachment-A) 

 (Amended) 

Deleted Text:   Strikethrough Proposed Changes:  Underlined 

Staff Comments: Italics Unaffected Omitted Text … 

The below code changes are being reviewed in conjunction with the Recycled Asphalt Policy review, which 

is item number 11 on the 2020/2021 Official Comprehensive Plan Docket. 

The proposed code changes below would complement Option 3. 

On October 7, 2020, the Planning Commission produced a recommendation for the proposed amendment 

as denoted in Option 3. There were no additional changes proposed. 
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Code Language to Pair with Option 3    Title 20 - THURSTON COUNTY ZONING 

  Chapter 20.54 – Special Use Permit 

DELIBERATIVE DRAFT 

2 BoCC Public Hearing DRAFT – December 1, 2020 

Thurston County Zoning Ordinance, Special Use Permit (Title 20) 

Chapters: 

Chapter 20.54 – SPECIAL USE 

Sections: 

… 

20.54.070 – Use – Specific Standards. 

… 

3.1 Asphalt Production. Asphalt plants (hot mix or batch plants) are subject to the following 

provisions: 

… 

l. For operations that process and store Recycled Asphalt Pavement (RAP) within

the Nisqually Subarea, operators shall employ best management practices to

mitigate leachate by providing covered storage of processed/recycled asphalt

stockpiles. Specific practices will be determined through the site-level permit

review process, but may include tarping, storage sheds, or other methods.

… 
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Board of County Commissioner Public Hearing: CPA Docket Item CP‐11 ‐ Recycled Asphalt Policy Review
Comments Received 11‐04‐2020 to 12‐1‐2020

Unique ID Date Commenter Name Summary County Response

BCC‐H‐1 11/4/2020

Shelley Kneip, 
League of Women 
Voters

LWVTC position is that this policy amendment is premature and 
should not be approved. It is premature because it is taken out of 
context with the full subarea plan update. The record shows that the 
science does not support change, and there are issues with the SEPA 
review that accompanied this application.

LWVTC feels this should be rejected and combined with the Nisqually 
Subarea Plan Update. Processing these separately is contrary to good 
planning. 

LWVTC feels the science does not support the amendment. The 
literature review didn't evaluate asphalt recycling near critical areas 
and salmon habitat. There are critical areas that will be impacted.

LWVTC has serious concerns with the County's SEPA process for 
planning in general as well as the DNS issued for the proposal. We 
didn't appeal solely due to the cost. SEPA requires agencies to 
consider environmental effects of a proposed action. Thurston 
County didn't conduct SEPA until after planning commission, which is 
a violation.

LWVTC also included a technical memorandum from County 
Hydrogeologist.

Comment recorded and included on the record.

The technical memo provided was developed for the  
mineral lands designation update to the Comprehensive 
Plan. Although it was not developed for RAP, there are 
some areas of overlap since asphalt batch plants are also 
subject to the mineral extraction code, 17.20 TCC. The 
Mead report attached to the memorandum (p. 11) states 
"asphalt batch plants present less risk to ground water 
than concrete plants" and that "the potential risk from 
asphalt plants is maintly from the effects of stormwater, 
vehicle fueling, and fuel storage and handling". 

Currently, the Subarea Plan allows for concrete recycling, 
but not asphalt recycling.

The SEPA process is initiated when a citizen‐application 
for a comp plan amendment is docketed and work 
begins. The environmental Checklist for this project was 
first received received Nov. 14, 2016 and a revised 
checklist on Jun. 19, 2017. Additional studies and review 
of the checklist occurred during the review of the 
amendment. The County issued a determination after the 
Planning Commission recommendation, which is standard 
process for Thurston County's non‐projects.

BCC‐H‐2 11/10/2020 Marian Bailey

Please do not change policy E.5. The Nisqually is part of a water 
recharge zone. This particular site is a CARA 1 ‐ that should be 
anough reason not to allow asphalt recycling. I do not believe the 
mitigation to prevent water pollution would actually work... over 
time with enough rain and standing water, it would percolate into 
the ground. Comment recorded and included on the record.

LAST UPDATED: November 25, 2020
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Board of County Commissioner Public Hearing: CPA Docket Item CP‐11 ‐ Recycled Asphalt Policy Review
Comments Received 11‐04‐2020 to 12‐1‐2020

BCC‐H‐3 11/11/2020 Jeff Zahir

I'm opposed to amending the policy. The impacts of placing high 
concentrations of hydrocarbons, sulphur and heavy metals in a river 
basin cannot be recovered. Fish and wildlife don't measure PPM of 
pollutants, they either like them or they don't. Please leave the 
existing language of Policy E.5 and consider bans on all accessory 
uses that introduce anything that wasn't in the environment before. Comment recorded and included on the record.

BCC‐H‐4 11/11/2020 JJ Lindsey

I am against the proposed amendment. Please listen to many 
important stakeholders that have commented. Lakeside is the only 
entity that would profit from the change in regulations. There are 
plenty of other asphalt recyclers in the county. Asphalt recycling is 
toxic, and covering a pile with a tarp will result in pollution Comment recorded and included on the record.

BCC‐H‐5 11/13/2020 Howard Glastetter

I am in agreement with the proposal provided that RAP in the pit is 
covered and protected from weather. Preferably, covered by an 
unwalled metal building with an airspace above the stored RAP to 
ensure it is free from moisture.

The RAP request should not be done in a vacuum and should take 
into consideration an existing 10‐yr‐old permit request to mine into 
the aquifer at the same site. 

The Nisqually Subarea Plan protects rural lands from industrial 
dominance. There are also on‐going flooding issues. If RAP is 
allowed, there is a way to mitigate its effects. Finally any increase in 
production output at the Lakeside plant should not exceed the 
300,000 annual ton limit. Comment recorded and included on the record.

BCC‐H‐6 11/14/2020 Sharon Herting
I support the League of Women Voters position in the 11/4/20 letter, 
and I am asking you to reject this docket item. Comment recorded and included on the record.

BCC‐H‐7 11/15/2020 Maureen Canny
I support the League of Women Voters position in the 11/4/20 letter, 
and I am asking you to reject this docket item. Comment recorded and included on the record.

BCC‐H‐8 11/15/2020 Hilarie Hauptman
I support the League of Women Voters position in the 11/4/20 letter, 
and I am asking you to reject this docket item. Comment recorded and included on the record.
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Board of County Commissioner Public Hearing: CPA Docket Item CP‐11 ‐ Recycled Asphalt Policy Review
Comments Received 11‐04‐2020 to 12‐1‐2020

BCC‐H‐9 11/15/2020 Glen Anderson
I support the League of Women Voters position in the 11/4/20 letter, 
and I am asking you to reject this docket item. Comment recorded and included on the record.

BCC‐H‐10 11/16/2020 Lee Riner
I ask that you reject this docket item, the Nisqually is a fragile 
exosystem and the aquifer and drinking water is in this area. Comment recorded and included on the record.

BCC‐H‐11 11/16/2020 Lisa Ornstein

I support the League of Women Voters position in the 11/4/20 letter, 
and I am asking you to reject this docket item. I support recycling but 
it must be done at an appropriate site. This site is two miles upwind 
and upriver from the Nisqually National Wildlife Refuge, home to 
wildlife and endangered salmon. The area is extremely porous. The 
County has spent approximately $2.4 million purchasing 
development rights immediately adjacent. Comment recorded and included on the record.

BCC‐H‐12 11/16/2020 Diana Moore
I support the League of Women Voters position in the 11/4/20 letter, 
and I am asking you to reject this docket item. Comment recorded and included on the record.

BCC‐H‐13 11/16/2020 Carol Goss
I support the League of Women Voters position in the 11/4/20 letter, 
and I am asking you to reject this docket item. Comment recorded and included on the record.

BCC‐H‐14 11/16/2020 Karol Erickson
I support the League of Women Voters position in the 11/4/20 letter, 
and I am asking you to reject this docket item. Comment recorded and included on the record.

BCC‐H‐15 11/19/2020 Jon Ceazan
I support the League of Women Voters position in the 11/4/20 letter, 
and I am asking you to reject this docket item. Comment recorded and included on the record.

BCC‐H‐16 11/19/2020 Rick Bartholomew
I support the League of Women Voters position in the 11/4/20 letter, 
and I am asking you to reject this docket item. Comment recorded and included on the record.

BCC‐H‐17 11/22/2020 Beck Beswick
I support the League of Women Voters position in the 11/4/20 letter, 
and I am asking you to reject this docket item. Comment recorded and included on the record.

BCC‐H‐18 11/23/2020 Joseph Diaz
RAP would help Lakeside be more competitive and reduce overall 
cost in raw materials Comment recorded and included on the record.

BCC‐H‐19 11/23/2020 Ryan Heathers

Use of RAP decreases the high cost per ton of asphalt and would 
allow for more competitive pricing with other companies. RAP is 
environmentally beneficial, reduces stockpiling and disposal of old 
asphalt,  Comment recorded and included on the record.
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Board of County Commissioner Public Hearing: CPA Docket Item CP‐11 ‐ Recycled Asphalt Policy Review
Comments Received 11‐04‐2020 to 12‐1‐2020

BCC‐H‐20 11/23/2020 Laurel Smith

I ask that you amend the subarea plan to allow for asphalt recycling. 
It saves on valuable resources, reduces greenhouse gases, allows 
increased competition in the pavement marks, and can increase jobs 
in the industry. Comment recorded and included on the record.

BCC‐H‐21 11/24/2020 Dusty Barringer I support the proposed amendment. Please vote for option 2. Comment recorded and included on the record.

BCC‐H‐22 11/24/2020 Dan Wagner I support use of recycled asphalt in the area. Please vote in favor. Comment recorded and included on the record.

BCC‐H‐23 11/24/2020

Dave Gent, 
Washington Asphalt 
and Pavement 
Association

WAPA strongly supports the amendment to allow asphalt recycling. 
Asphalt recycling is a standard practice, it is sustainable, it extends 
precious resources, is local, and science supports RAP use. Comment recorded and included on the record.

BCC‐H‐24 11/24/2020
Roger Millar
WSDOT

This letter supports Lakeside Industries request for a Comprehensive 
Plan Amendment to allow the use of RAP. The WSDOT strongly 
supports the use of RAP throughout the state. Use of RAP is key in 
WSDOTs effort to improve sustainability of highways, with ~20% RAP 
used on most WSDOT projects. Comment recorded and included on the record.

BCC‐H‐25 11/24/2020 Doug Smith Allow asphalt recycling Comment recorded and included on the record.

BCC‐H‐26 11/24/2020 John Escobedo
I support the proposed amendment. Asphalt recycling is encouraged 
and is safe and environmentally friendly. Comment recorded and included on the record.

BCC‐H‐27 11/25/2020 Jim Holland

I support the proposed amendment. Utilization of recycled asphalt 
decreases the high cost/ton of asphalt and allows more competitive 
pricing that would reduce costs to public and private entities in 
Thurston County. Comment recorded and included on the record.
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From: Shelley Kneip
To: John Hutchings; Gary Edwards; Tye Menser
Cc: joshua.cumming@co.thurston.wa.us; jennifer.davis@cp.thurston.wa.us; Maya Teeple; Karen Tvedt
Subject: League of Women Voters Comments on #CPA-11
Date: Wednesday, November 4, 2020 2:51:29 PM
Attachments: ATT00001.htm

Ltr to BOCC re RAP.docx
3 - Tech Memo 33 - Hydrogeologic review of Mineral Extraction Code 08152018 (1).pdf

Dear Commissioners:  

1. Please find attached a letter from the League of Women Voters of Thurston County
opposing the consideration and/or approval of #CPA-11, concerning an amendment to the
Nisqually Subarea Plan (NSAP).

2. We also have attached a technical memo from the County's hydrogeologist, which we ask
to be reviewed and made part of the administrative record for #CPA-11.

-- 
Shelley Kneip
shelleykneip@gmail.com

BCC-PH-1
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Board of Commissioners						November 4, 2020

Thurston County

2000 Lakeridge Dr. SW # 269

Olympia, WA 98503



RE:  Amendment to the Nisqually Subarea Plan, #CPA-11





Dear County Commissioners:  



	The Thurston County League of Women Voters (LWVTC) has been following the Thurston County planning process over the years.  LWVTC’s position is that the proposed amendment to the Nisqually Subarea Plan to allow for recycled asphalt plants is premature and should not be approved.  It is premature because it is taken out of the context of a full subarea plan update.  The record also shows that the science that was reviewed does not support the change, and that there are issues with the SEPA review that accompanied this application. 



A.   #CPA-11; Asphalt Recycling.  Lakeside Industries applied for an amendment to the Nisqually Subarea Plan (NSAP) to allow asphalt recycling at a gravel mine site.  The LWVTC supports the recycling of asphalt generally, and acknowledges that there is abundant science to support the concept.  However, there is no science that shows asphalt recycling should occur in the fragile Nisqually ecosystem. 



 1. Reject #CPA-11 and combine it with the Nisqually Subarea Plan Update. The 2020/2021 docket lists updating the NSAP as a docket item (# CPA-6) and a “citizen initiated amendment” to change one small portion of the NSAP (#CPA-11).  Lakeside’s application has been severed from the update of the Nisqually Subarea Plan update process, which apparently has been deferred.  Considering the Lakeside proposal separately from the NSAP runs contrary to good planning. GMA requires that  “all proposals shall be considered concurrently  . . . so that the cumulative effect of the various proposals shall be maintained.”  RCW 36.70A.130(2)(a)(v).[footnoteRef:1]   [1:  While this provision pertains to annual amendments, it is still applicable here, where both the NSAP update and the RAP proposal were on the docket.  Taking RAP in isolation before the update undermines the planning process. ] 




Chipping away of a plan with small amendments here and there undermines the entire planning process.   Here, there is no reason to amend the Nisqually Subarea Plan other than a property owner asked for it.  Granting this application would render all the work done, and defended in court, to be cast aside and ignored. 

Making amendments to a plan in a piecemeal way will result in inconsistencies and oversights.  Should the update to the NSAP show there are more critical areas, including critical aquifer recharge areas (CARAs), the County may have little to no ability to stop a proposal if it an application has vested.  We see no justification for considering a property owner’s request outside of a major update, other than economic benefit to the property owner.  This proposed amendment should be done concurrently with the NSAP update, as good planning dictates.[footnoteRef:2] [2:  Moreover, since the NSAP is incorporated into the County’s comprehensive plan, it should have been part of the comprehensive plan update process, which was also a fragmented review, undermining the purpose of good planning. ] 




2.  Science Does Not Support Amending the NSAP.  The County commissioned a literature review on the potential environmental impacts of RAP (“Herrera Report).[footnoteRef:3]  The literature review examined scientific papers that evaluated the potential of metals and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) to be released into the environment when asphalt is recycled.  The literature review did not evaluate the propriety of asphalt recycling at a gravel mine near critical areas and salmon habitat.    [3:  The County contracted with Herrera Consultants to prepare the report.  Lakeside Industries paid for the report.  One might question the objectivity of the report, particularly when Herrera frequently cites “Lakeside Industries” as a source for distinguishing conclusions.  See, e.g., Literature Review: Contaminant Leaching from Recycled Asphalt Pavement at 17, Herrera Environmental Consultants, May 2019.  ] 




The staff report summarizes the “key takeaways” from the Herrera Report as follows:  



· As a source of contaminants, RAP is highly variable. Factors contributing to variability in leachate from RAP appear to include how the asphalt was originally manufactured (e.g., the sources of crude oil and aggregate or whether coal tar or bitumen was used), how the RAP was used, the duration and degree to which it has weathered and been exposed to traffic or other pollution generating sources, and how long it is stored. 

· Laboratory testing indicated that there were typically some contaminants leached from RAP at concentrations that exceeded state groundwater quality standards. There were some Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs)[footnoteRef:4] that leached above Washington state groundwater quality standards with some frequency. Some metals were also leached, 10 primarily in low pH environments.  [4:  PAHs (carcinogenic)" or "cPAHs" means those polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons substances, PAHs, identified as A (known human) or B (probable human) carcinogens by the United States Environmental Protection Agency. These include benzo(a)anthracene, benzo(b)fluoranthene, benzo(k)fluoranthene, benzo(a)pyrene, chrysene, dibenzo(a,h)anthracene, and indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene. WAC 173-340-200.
] 


· Testing indicated that there is a distinct initial flush of contaminants from RAP that can result in concentrations exceeding Washington State groundwater quality standards, but that these peak concentrations decrease quickly to below detection limits.

· Although this literature review specifically did not include an assessment of potential environmental impact from fate and transport of these contaminants, a number of the researchers suggested that the impact to the environment would be negligible if dilution and assimilation were considered. 

· Batch and column laboratory tests, while informative, are not necessarily representative of what can be expected under field conditions.



These “takeaways,” on their face, question the wisdom of changing one provision of the NSAP in isolation of a holistic update and without additional environmental review.  Bullet 2 explicitly states that “typically” contaminants leached from RAP at concentrations exceeding groundwater standards, and PAHs leached at high levels “with some frequency.”  This takeaway alone should give the Commissioners pause about proceeding.  Bullet 3 refers to a “distinct initial flush” of contaminants, but implies that those contaminants are diluted.  But the RAP process is continuous, so each time RAP is processed there will be an “initial flush.”  This summary conclusion brushes over logic in minimizing concerns.  Bullet 4 implies, without basis, that there would be negligible impact if dilution and assimilation is considered.  Dilution is not the solution to pollution.  



Thurston County has received a number of comments, several from distinguished individuals, stating that the science supports the proposed amendment.  Please read those comments carefully.  The “science” they are referring to is that science supports asphalt recycling, which we agree is a good concept.  There is no science in the record supporting the change to the NSAP, and in fact, the Herrera Report concludes that there is a potential for pollution.  No comments, other than applicant representatives, say science supports asphalt recycling in the Nisqually Subarea.  We do not believe there is science supporting this change.



The Board should reject the adoption of #CPA-11, or, at the very least, defer it until science shows that it will not cause environmental impacts. 



3.  Reject # CPA-11 because there are Critical Aquifer Recharge Areas and Fragile Ecosystems that will be impacted.  One of the major themes voiced by the applicant and staff is that the proposed amendment deals solely with the NSAP plan and not to a specific site.  However, given the history and the applicant, it is abundantly clear that the amendment will open the door for Lakeside to operate a RAP at its site on Durgin Road.  In 2004, Lakeside applied for a special use permit to recycle asphalt, despite the prohibition in NSAP.  This permit was denied and litigated.  The Court of Appeals decision upholding the denial contains abundant evidence regarding the purpose of the prohibition:  



The proposed asphalt facility would be approximately two miles upwind and upriver from the Nisqually National Wildlife Refuge, home to numerous wildlife species and endangered salmon.  The groundwater around the mine site is between four and fifteen feet below the extremely porous surface.  The site is also located in the County’s aquifer protection district.  The County has spent approximately $2.4 million to purchase development rights in the immediate area adjacent to the proposed facility to prevent environmental damage. 



Lakeside Industries v. Thurston County, 83 P.3d 433 (2004).  



The Court also noted that the NSAP is “a plan the County adopted to preserve the agricultural and pastoral character of the valley.”  Id.  The Lakeside site is bordered by long term agricultural lands.  The NSAP not only sets goals and policies to enhance agricultural uses, it also seeks to limit large-scale commercial development.  The NSAP, and the site, is blanketed with Critical Aquifer Recharge Areas (CARAs), which by definition, are susceptible to pollution. These factors should all be taken into consideration before amending the NSAP. 



B. #CPA-11; SEPA Process.  We have significant concerns with the County’s SEPA process for planning in general as well as the Determination of Nonsignificance (DNS) issued for this proposal.  We did not appeal the DNS issued solely due to the high fee required (close to $2,000). 



SEPA, the State Environmental Policy Act, Chapter 43.21C RCW, requires that all governmental agencies consider the environmental effects of a proposed action – “A Full Disclosure Law.”   It is as applicable to plan amendments as it is to specific project proposals.  Thurston County does not conduct a SEPA analysis until after the planning commission has reviewed, held public hearings, and made a recommendation on a proposal.  That means neither the planning commission nor the public has the benefit of an environmental analysis until it reaches the commissioners.  This violates SEPA.  



WAC 197-11-055, adopted by reference in Thurston County Code 17.09.020, requires that SEPA this consideration be done at the earliest possible point in the planning process 



(1) Integrating SEPA and agency activities. The SEPA process shall be integrated with agency activities at the earliest possible time to ensure that planning and decisions reflect environmental values, to avoid delays later in the process, and to seek to resolve potential problems.

(2) Timing of review of proposals. The lead agency shall prepare its threshold determination and environmental impact statement (EIS), if required, at the earliest possible point in the planning and decision-making process, when the principal features of a proposal and its environmental impacts can be reasonably identified.

(a) A proposal exists when an agency is presented with an application or has a goal and is actively preparing to make a decision on one or more alternative means of accomplishing that goal and the environmental effects can be meaningfully evaluated.

(i) The fact that proposals may require future agency approvals or environmental review shall not preclude current consideration, as long as proposed future activities are specific enough to allow some evaluation of their probable environmental impacts.

WAC 197-11-055.



 (2) The responsible official of the lead agency shall make the threshold determination, which shall be made as close as possible to the time an agency has developed or is presented with a proposal (WAC 197-11-784). If the lead agency is a GMA county/city, that agency must meet the timing requirements in subsection (6) of this section.



WAC 197-11-310.



Further, Thurston County Code 17.09.050 specifically states that the SEPA analysis should accompany the staff recommendation to the planning commission.  The SEPA review should have happened when the proposals were first submitted 



In May of this year, the Central Puget Sound Growth Management Hearings Board found a King County ordinance noncompliant with GMA because the SEPA review was done too late in the process  (FOSV v. King County, CPSGMHB Case no. 20-3-0004c, Order on Dispositive motions, 5/26/20).[footnoteRef:5]  FOSV (Friends of Sammamish Valley) involved King County’s development regulation regarding the wine and beverage industry in the Sammamish Valley.   [5:   https://www.gmhb.wa.gov/Global/RenderPDF?source=casedocument&id=6904] 




In FOSV, the County knew there were issues arising from a “burgeoning wine industry” in 2012.  In 2016, the County issued a consultant study on the issues, which included a series of policy recommendations.  From that, the County executive issued a series of policy changes, which included proposed regulations that went to the County Council for consideration in April 2018.  Public comments were considered during this process, but the SEPA determination was not issued until June 2019.  The Growth Board found that this violated SEPA.  A Board would find the same in Thurston County’s process,  



	In terms of issuing a DNS, the County also made a critical error, concluding it could not determine impacts until a site-specific proposal was submitted.  The Growth Management Hearings Boards have rejected this approach: 



[bookmark: _GoBack]Non-project actions are not exempt from adequate SEPA review. In fact, jurisdictions may not evade SEPA review by deferring analysis until later stages of actual development. This Board has often considered SEPA requirements in regards to nonproject actions.  Thus, when a city amends its comprehensive plan or changes zoning, a detailed and comprehensive SEPA environmental review is required.  SEPA is to function “as an environmental full disclosure law,” and the City must demonstrate environmental impacts were considered in a manner sufficient to show “compliance with the procedural requirements of SEPA.”



Olympians for Smart Development & Livable Neighborhoods, et al., v. City of Olympia, Case No. 19-2-0002c, Order Denying Motion to Dismiss, Allowing Supplementation f the Record, Granting Summary Judgment at 6, March 29, 2019.  (citing WAC 197-11-055(2)(a)(i), Alpine Lakes Protection Society v. DNR, 102 Wn. App 1, 16 (1999); quoting Association of Citizens Concerned about Chambers Lake Basin et al., v. City of Olympia, GMHB No. 13-2-0014 (Final Decision and Order, August 7, 2013) at 5 (footnotes omitted).



	In sum, for all the reasons set forth above, we urge the Board of Commissioners to defer the proposed amendment #CPA-11 for consideration at least until it can be considered concurrently with the NSAP update.  At that time, SEPA should be done early in the process, and most certainly before the planning commission considers it.   



Sincerely, 



-S- 



Shelley Kneip, Boardmember

League of Women Voters of Thurston County

shelleykneip@gmail.com

(360) 972-2269



Cc:	Joshua Cummings, Director, CPED 

	Jennifer Davis, Community Planning Manager, CPED

	Maya Teeple, Senior Planner, CPED
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layer of soil in place, contamination risk increases substantially (knowing this, reputable mine 
operators will usually proactively propose monitoring groundwater or surface water). 


3. Specific polluting activities. Mine-related water quality impairments are common, but can 
usually be traced to specific mining activities. Gravel washing, concrete plants, asphalt plants, 
onsite fueling, waste sludge/spoils pits, vehicle maintenance, machine shops and mine ponds 
have proven to be problematic sources of contamination at mineral extraction sites. Acid mine 
drainage (AMD) is a common outcome from coal mining and certain other types of mining 
activity. AMD can contain significant concentrations of toxic substances such as metals 
solubilized by low pH AMD. AMD can also be environmentally destructive. 


4. High water consumption. Likewise, high water use at some mineral extraction sites can be 
traced to specific mine practices. Dust control, dewatering, drilling mud mixing, hydrofracturing 
mix water, gravel washing, concrete mixing, equipment/truck washing and evaporative losses 
from ponds.  All consume large volumes of water. Depending on whether these activities are 
present, mineral extraction sites’ water use could reduce the water available for nearby 
groundwater or surface users, or streamflows needed for habitat. 


5. Lowered water levels. Surface water bodies and other habitats can also be affected by specific 
mineral extraction practices. Depending on specific mineral extraction practices such as dust 
control, dewatering, temporary or long-term permits for pumping for industrial usage, gravel 
washing, concrete mixing, equipment/truck washing and evaporative losses from ponds that can 
consume large volumes of water. Water levels can be lowered in streams, lakes, wetlands or 
other surface water features near a mineral extraction site, potentially negatively affecting the 
water body or habitat, damaging habitat quality. Rare, threatened or endangered species 
habitat can be affected, further complicating these effects. 


6. Protection of clogging layer. Most gravel mines with perennial wet ponds state their reliance on 
a “clogging layer” of fine-grained material forming a seal at the bottom of their mine pond. 
Similarly, hard rock mines and coal mines have pits for disposal that may be naturally lined with 
fines. Drilling fluids and hydrofracturing sites may depend on large open pits for fluid 
management and disposal. An effective natural “clogging layer” reduces the downward 
movement of water and contaminants. This protective layer naturally forms in many cases. If it 
is disturbed, sediment and other contaminants in the mineral extraction site pond can enter the 
groundwater system more readily, then move down gradient in the aquifer.  


7. Breaching aquifer confining layers. Mineral extraction can pierce confining layers separating 
upper and lower aquifers. Confining layers are critical to protecting Thurston County water 
supplies and water quality. Deep wells’ water quality relies on the protection provided by 
shallow confining layers. Piercing them during mineral extraction can expose deeper aquifers 
and public supply wells to new contamination and new water losses. State law prohibits this 
practice for water well construction (WAC 173-160). Oil and gas wells isolate their wells’ 
boreholes from drinking water supplies using effective well seals. 


8. Nearby water users may incur additional water treatment requirements. Water wells near 
mineral extraction sites’ ponds may incur new water treatment costs if the Washington State 
Department of Health or Thurston County Environmental Health determine that a public supply 
well has become ‘Under the Influence of Surface Water’ as a result of mineral extraction sites’ 
activity. 
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9. Illegal dumping. Mine pits are frequently used for illegal dumping. This practice is widespread 
and difficult to prevent. Preventing illegal dumping requires both security fencing and vigilance 
by mine operators. Unfortunately, with more mines near water wells, it represents a 
cumulatively-increasing potential source of new contamination. 


10. Noise. Certain mineral extraction activities are exceptionally noisy. Blasting by hardrock mining 
or coal mining for example, can be disruptive well beyond a property line. Oil and gas drilling, 
gravel mining, hard rock mining and coal mining may have specific practices that are of 
significant duration that may be objectionable because of unusual noise. 


11. Cumulative impacts. Cumulative impacts from all of the above factors will occur as many more 
mines come into direct proximity with higher-density populations after the expansion of areas 
with a Mineral Lands designation. Cumulative impacts were not addressed in the current version 
of TCC 17.20. 


Recommendations 


Table 1 presents in spreadsheet format the following draft recommendations designed to ensure a 
balance of protection for the natural environment while permitting responsible economic development: 


1. Provide a Hydrogeologic Report for each new mine that includes: 
o Resource protection well installation and water level data collection; 


o Determination of aquifer properties such as, but not limited to: the groundwater flow 
direction, recharge areas, and discharge areas of groundwater; 


o Identify the source(s) and receptor(s) of physically-available water: 


 Identify  the mine’s water sources, including groundwater and surface water; 


 Identify surface water such as creeks, rivers, lakes and wetlands receiving water 
from the mined area;  


 Identify any sensitive receptors such as wetlands, habitat, lakes, streams, ponds, 
creeks, etc. within buffer areas or 6,000 feet downgradient of the site. 


o Identify the source(s) and receptor(s) of legally-available water: 


 Identify nearby water rights and U&A rights held by Tribes, and demonstrate 
that any identified reductions to others’ water availability are mitigated; 


 Determine that already-impaired waters are not impacted further. For example, 
the mine operator could demonstrate how they will prevent further depletion 
of streams closed to new water withdrawal permits; 


 Quantification of the volume of water affected by mining activity at each 
important receptor; 


o Estimation of the cumulative effects on surface water and groundwater from both 
mining and future development nearby, at the maximum then-current zoned 
development density; 
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2. Monitor groundwater quality, surface water quality, water levels and stream flows at/near 
most new mineral extraction sites.  Many of the mineral extraction site operators in Thurston 
County have already put groundwater monitoring systems in place, creating a de facto best 
practice for their industry. New site operators can clearly do the same. The components of each 
monitoring program can be negotiated along with the mine permit. At a minimum, monitor 
groundwater quality as a baseline and regularly thereafter, including at receptors such as supply 
wells. Appendix B (Mead, 1995) provides numerous examples of mine-related contamination 
travelling large distances in gravel deposits similar to those in Thurston County. These examples 
demonstrate that groundwater needs to be monitored up to 6,000 feet downgradient of the 
mine in gravel deposits. For this reason, monitoring of groundwater and surface water is needed 
up to 6,000 feet of a mine, including in creeks/rivers. Other types of mineral extraction site 
activities may require different downgradient distances depending on area geology. Site-specific 
and mining practice-specific hydrogeologic assessments would be required to determine the 
necessary water-quality monitoring distance.  


3. Make available data and models to support for these assessments. Mine permit applicants 
could use these data and models to evaluate the site, make predictive assessments and 
understand the framework for their projects. In addition, mine owners and operators collect 
additional data and perform independent modeling. 


4. Require fencing at new mineral extraction sites, to prevent illegal dumping. Large numbers of 
new mineral extraction sites near residential areas increase these risks; 


5. Include an assessment of cumulative effects at each new mineral extraction site, for both 
groundwater and surface water. The GMA cumulative effects assessment could use many 
methods, but include both the effects of the mineral extraction site itself, plus the effects of the 
maximum-allowable zoned development at all parcels nearby, downgradient within 6,000 feet, 
and at sensitive receptors. 


6. Include  measures to prevent reduction in water available for streamflows and other uses, in 
permits. Damage could occur through the mineral extraction site’s water use, or through its 
excavation/dewatering activities. The following are possible approaches for preventing these 
problems: 


A) Routinely require that most mineral extraction sites secure water rights; 


Or:  


B) Require that a mineral extraction site demonstrate that it does not require a water 
rights permit, or is exempt from permitting by the WA Department of Ecology. 


Or: 


C) Submit an analysis as part of the mineral extraction site’s Hydrogeologic Report that 
demonstrates no adverse impacts to adjacent water users, surface water flows/levels, 
or wetlands at the water use expected during operation and at full build-out of the 
mineral extraction site itself and adjacent land at the current maximum zoning density. 
The inclusion of adjacent land use at full-buildout is crucially important for meeting the 
GMA standard for an assessment of ‘Cumulative Effects.’ 
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7. Formulate and review a contingency plan to deal with unexpected impacts to surrounding 
water users, groundwater, surface water, water quality and wetlands/habitat.  


8. Preventive permitting measures can help prevent violations. County reviews only occur at 5-
year intervals, and not at all sites.  Five-year reviews of ongoing mineral extraction site 
operations indicate that a few operators’ compliance with permit requirements can be 
problematic. Thurston County has few inspectors and we only perform a few reviews to check 
compliance. We need to use strong permitting to forestall problems. 


9. No breaching of confining layers. The risks of breaching confining layers are too serious to allow 
unless County review of the hydrogeologic report indicates no risk to lower aquifers.  


10. Require maintenance of a clogging layer. Mineral extraction site operators’ practices can 
maintain a “Clogging Layer” of fine material at the base of wet pits, ponds, or lagoons as part of 
their Operations Plan. This clogging layer can be maintained by many methods, including using 
on-site fines, up to measures using artificially-added clay/silt, if natural fines do not sufficiently 
impede the vertical movement of water. 


 


 







Table 1 ‐ Recommended Water Protection 
Matrix for Expanded Mineral Lands 
Permitting
TCC 17.20 Mineral Extraction and Asphalt 
Production
8/20/2018


Mineral Extraction Activity
Hydrogelogic 


Report?


Site‐
Specific 


Test Wells?


Groundwater or 
Surface Water 


Monitoring During 
Mineral 


Cumulative 
Effects 


Assessment?


Mitigate Effects 
of  Water 


Consumption?


Water Rights 
(Permit) 
Required?


Protection 
Program for 
Clogging 
Layer?


Prohibition 
Recommended?


Contingency 
Plan?


Expanded Site‐
Specific  


Requirements?


Acid Mine Drainage Possible (AMD) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Possible


Asphalt Plant Yes Yes Yes Yes Possible Yes Possible


Blasting Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Possible


Breach of Confining Layer Yes Yes N/A Yes Possible Prohibited Yes N/A


Concrete Plant Yes Yes Yes Yes Possible Yes Yes Possible


Dry Barrow Pit (< 3 acres) Yes Possible Possible Yes Possible


Gravel Washing Yes Yes Yes Yes Possible Yes Yes Possible


Hydrofracturing for Oil/Gas Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Possible


Machine Shop Yes Yes Yes Yes Possible Yes Possible


Onsite Fueling Yes Yes Yes Yes Possible Yes Possible


Pits for waste, sludge, spoils or mixing Yes Yes Yes Yes Possible Yes Yes Yes Possible


Public or Private Supply Well within 6,000 feet Yes Yes Yes Yes Possible Yes Yes Possible


Stream, Lake, or Wetlands within 6,000 feet Yes Yes Yes Yes Possible Yes Yes Possible


Wet Mine Pond Yes Yes Yes Yes Possible Yes Yes Yes Possible
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 


During the last several years, there has been a significant increase in the rnunber of presubmission 
conferences related to proposals for new gravel mines or expansions of existing mines. There have also 
been several applications for local special use permits submitted for new mines or expansions. Some of 
these applications or proposals have been for sites located in areas underlain by aquifers that are highly 
susceptible to contamination and that already have known ground water quality problems. 


Because of these proposals and applications, there has been a high degree of public interest in gravel 
mining within Thurston County. One of the primary concerns was about the environmental effects of 
gravel mining, especially on ground water quality. Although gravel mining is a relatively common 
industrial activity, its environmental effects are not well documented. In addition, regulatory agencies 
responsible for overseeing gravel mining usually have not required ground water quality monitoring as 
part of mining permit conditions. 


As a result, the Thurston County Health Department could not provide conclusive assurances that gravel 
mining was not having a harmful effect on ground water quality. In order to assure that ground water was 
not being adversely affected, the Thurston County Board of County Commissioners enacted a moratorium 
directing the Thurston County Planning Department not to accept any new Special Use Permit applications 
for gravel mining operations. The purpose of this moratorium was to allow staff time to study the 
environmental effects of gravel mining and the present system for overseeing and regulating mining. 


As of 1993, gravel mining had taken place on approximately 1,108 acres in Thurston County, which is 
0.23 per cent of the county's surface area. There are now approximately 107 acres of gravel pit lakes 
within the county, which equals 1.5 per cent of the total area of surface water in the county. By the year 
2023, it is estimated that there could be 287 acres of gravel pit lakes, equaling approximately 4.1 per cent 
of the total area of surface water in the county. 


The process of mining consists of a number of separate activities, such as excavating, screening, washing, 
asphalt or concrete making, vehicle maintenance and fueling. The environmental effects of gravel mining 
on ground water vary widely, depending on which specific activities take place on a given site. In order 
to evaluate these environmental effects, it is necessary to view each gravel mining operation as the sum 
of the environmental effects of these component activities. Each associated activity adds additional risks, 
which vary in size with the type and scale of that associated activity. 


The simplest form of gravel mining, excavating above the water table with no associated activities such 
as vehicle maintenance or asphalt batch plants, causes a relatively low risk to ground water quantity and 
quality. Because even the limited protection provided by the soil layer has been removed, these 
excavations are extremely sensitive to the introduction of any type of contamination. But because this 
type of mining is essentially a relatively simple process of loading unconsolidated materials, it does not 
pose a serious risk of introducing contaminants. 


Mining into an aquifer brings some additional risks for ground water quality. This includes potential 
increases in ground water turbidity and iron content, and local water level changes. The only cases found 
in this study in which turbidities were increased by gravel mining involved gravel washing operations. 
Significantly increasing the iron content of ground water by physically disturbing the aquifer materials 
requires a combination of heavily iron-coated aquifer materials, organic material, and bacteria that is very 
uncommon in Thurston County. There are a number of studies on record in which improved aeration of 
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by creating a gravel pit lake causes shifts in the local water table that depend on the ground water 
gradient, the permeability of the aquifer, and the size of the lake. For the geological conditions found in 
Thurston County, the additional risk presented by simple excavation within an aquifer is small. Well 
structured regulatory oversight and proper enforcement of a carefully-designed set of best management 
practices is necessary to minimize this risk. 


Concrete batch plants are a more serious risk to ground water quality, particularly if process waters are 
discharged to ground water without adequate treatment. These process waters can have high pH levels 
and there are a variety of cement additives that can significantly effect a wide variety of water quality 
parameters. The nature of most cement plant process water discharges is such that inadequate treatment 
of those waters will have a measurable and unacceptable effect on ground water. Concrete hatch plants, 
especially if there is any form of discharge, would require a high degree of regulatory oversight to avoid 
ground water quality degradation. 


Asphalt batch plants present less risk to ground water than concrete plants. The potential risk from asphalt 
plants is mainly from the effects of stormwater, vehicle fueling, and fuel storage and handling. However, 
asphalt plants are still a very significant source of risk to ground water quality and require adequate 
regulatory oversight. 


Petroleum leaks and spills resulting from vehicle and equipment fueling, maintenance, and washing are 
the most common threat to ground water associated with gravel mining. This risk varies depending on 
the scale of these activities and the degree of oversight provided by the mining operation management. 
That petroleum leaks and spills are a problem is clear from Department of Ecology incident reports. 
Because of the lack of ground water monitoring and follow-up investigations on these incidents, the actual 
degree of ground water impact is unknown. 


Creating gravel pit lakes lowers the water table in wells up-gradient from the lake and raises them on the 
down-gradient side. This is a relatively local effect, but can measurably affect water levels in wells very 
near to the gravel pit lake. 


Mining into an aquifer could potentially breach the hydrological barriers between different aquifers. If 
this were to happen, water in the two aquifers could mix, potentially affecting water quality or water levels 
in one or more aquifers. Many gravel pits in Thurston County are located close to the Vashon Till, a 
major aquitard, suggesting that the potential for intermixing of aquifer waters is significant. 


Abandoned gravel pits have often been used for the disposal of various types of non-inert solid wastes. 
The adverse effects of this practice are well documented and compelling enough that this practice should, 
in general, be completely discontinued. Only truly inert materials should be placed within gravel pits. 


In summary, gravel mining may have a complex array of environmental effects on ground water. This 
is because different mining operations will each consist of a different set of mining and processing 
activities. The environmental effects can only be understood by examining each separate activity in the 
mining operation. Each of these component activities has a different environmental effect and requires 
a different management approach to risk reduction Gravel mining, in general, poses low to moderate risks 
to ground water quality and quantity. But consistent regulatory oversight of project design, operation, 
monitoring and closure, and effective enforcement if necessary, can minimize the risk of ground water 
quality degradation. 
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l Introduction 


Although gravel mining is a widespread and common activity within Washington and the rest of the 
United States, its environmental effects are not well documented. Before any regulatory system for gravel 
mining can be properly designed and implemented, the environmental effects must be known and 
quantified. 


Modem civilization consumes a wide variety of resources in the course of its day-to-day activities. Some 
of these resources that society considers essential are obtained only by mining mineral deposits. Mining 
has taken place nearly everywhere in the world, including Thurston County. There are two main types 
of mining, underground mining and surface mining, depending on the location of the resource that is being 
mined. 


The types of mineral resources found within Thurston County are clay, quarry rock, iron oxides, coal, peat, 
metals, and sand and gravel. All of these are located near the earth's surface and so are classified as 
surface-minable resources. 


Deposits of geologically recent clays within the city of Centralia, just south of the Thurston County 
border, have been mined for many years. Potentially minable clay deposits are found in Thurston County 
in the late Eocene Northcraft Formation and the early Pleistocene Logan Hill Formation (Noble and 
Wallace, 1966). Because clay deposits are highly impermeable and do not easily permit infiltration of 
potentially contaminant-bearing waters, they are a low threat to ground water. 


Quarry rock was mined in the Tenino area for a number of years from sandstone layers within the upper 
part of the Mcintosh Formation (Noble and Wallace, 1966). Very limited mining of this formation for 
decorative and dimension stone has taken place in recent years and there is some potential for future 
expansion. The basalt of the Crescent Formation in the Black Hills and other locations in northwestern 
Thurston County have been mined for road ballast, rip-rap, and similar uses. The Northcraft Formation 
in the Bald Hills also has mined for similar uses. In most areas where minable stone is found there are 
very limited ground water resources and the potential for aquifer contamination is low. 


Iron oxides potentially suitable for pigment (umber) manufacture, are found in several locations (Valentine, 
1960). These deposits are small and were formed where iron-rich waters enter bogs or wetlands. The 
changes in environmental conditions caused iron to be precipitated as "bog iron". Occurrences are found 
near the Black River in Township 17 North, Range 3 West, section 25 and near Lake St. Clair in 
Township 17 North, Range 1 F.ast, sections 4 and 6. Because these deposits are in environmentally 
sensitive areas closely associated with wetlands, they are probably not minable. 


Significant coal deposits are found within the Skookumchuck Formation in southern Thurston County and 
northern Lewis County (Snavely and others, 1958). There is one large coal mine in southern Thurston 
County, which will probably continue to operate for many years into the future. This mine may seek to 
expand, or other parties may seek to open new mines in this area. Coal mining is regulated primarily by 
the Federal government and is not regulated by local land use permits. Coal mining can have very 
significant environmental effects, which are well documented in many studies. 


Valentine (1960) lists 23 areas totalling 2,988 acres within Thurston County that contain peat resources. 
Almost half of these peat resources are in the Black River valley between Black Lake and Littlerock:. 
Wetland restrictions would probably make this low-unit-value resource difficult to mine, although at least 
one peat mine in Thurston County has a valid Department of Natural Resources mining permit. Peat 
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mining could have several possible effects on ground water. These include increasing the levels of tannins 
and lignins, changing pH and color, increasing nitrate levels, and introducing pathogens. Because of the 
limited potential for peat mining in Thurston County, its potential environmental effects will not be 
discussed fi.nther in this report. 


There are few significant occurrences of metal ores within Thurston County. Gibson (1940) describes low 
levels of gold and silver within veins in basalt in the Black Hills. Unpatented mining claims were once 
filed for placer gold along Waddell Creek, and there are other scattered locations in the Black Hills where 
short exploratory tunnels were developed by prospectors. There are also scattered locations where copper
stained basalt can be found. None of these occurrences produced significant amounts of metals and the 
possibility of significant amounts being located in the future is very low. 


Sand and gravel are by far the most important mineral resource in Thurston County and the only resource, 
except coal, that bas been the target of significant mining activities. These resources are also generally 
located in areas of high ground water susceptibility. For those reasons, the environmental effects of sand 
and gravel mining are of far greater concern than other types of mining. This report will discuss only the 
effects that gravel mining may have on ground water. As used here, the term "gravel" will also refer to 
sand-siz.ed material. 


n Method'i of Stu<lY 


This study was conducted in three parts. The first part was a comprehensive review of published technical 
and scientific literature on the environmental effects of gravel mining on ground water. Computer 
bibliographic database searches were used extensively to locate sources, and an effort was made to locate 
useful unpublished data. The result was a very complete collection of information, world-wide in scope, 
related to gravel mining and ground water. 


The records of regulatory agencies that oversee gravel mining were also examined in order to assess the 
types and frequencies of complaints, records of inspection reports, and incidents that could have resulted 
in ground water contamination. This included records· on associated activities that commonly accompany 
gravel mining and covers events such as fuel spills and leaks, stormwater discharges, and other discharges. 
These listings include information on incidents up to 1993. It should be noted that these incident reports 
are only the regulatory agency's side of the incident and may not represent the full story. 


The information on the direct effects of gravel mining gathered in the first two parts of the study was used 
to study the cumulative effects of gravel mining in Thurston County. The cumulative effects study 
considered the individual effects of single gravel mines, the total area of mined sand and gravel deposits 
in Thurston County, and estimates of probable future demand for sand and gravel in Thurston County. 
This information was interpreted to evaluate the probable future effects of gravel mining in Thurston 
County based on different patterns of future mining activity. 


The area of gravel excavations in Thurston County was estimated using the ARC/CAD geographic 
information system ( GIS), along with the total area of ground water exposed by gravel excavations. The 
outlines of existing gravel pits were taken from digital Washington Department of Natural Resources 
(DNR) maps of Thurston County soils and DNR gravel mining records. Additional gravel excavations 
were digitiz.ed into the GIS from U. S. Geological Survey 7.5 minute series topographic maps and 1 :2,000 
airphotos. The areas of exposed water within gravel excavations were obtained from topographic maps 
and airphotos. 
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III. sl!!l!!l!ll!Y of mining practices 


There are three basic types of gravel mining operations, defined by their relationship to the water table; 
dry pit, wet pit, and dredging (Newport and others, 1974). In a dry pit, gravel is extracted above the water 
table. In a wet pit, gravel is being extracted from below the water table. In dredging operations, gravel 
is being extracted from existing water bodies, including lakes, rivers, and estuaries. Dredging operations 
are rare in Thurston County and will not be discussed. 


A dry pit is the simplest type of gravel mining 
and the equipment involved can range from small 
bucket loaders and dump trucks to large power 
shovels, bucketwheel excavators, and belt 
conveyors (Tepordei, 1992). Wet pits normally 
excavate gravel using either a drag-line excavator 
(Figure 1) or a drag scraper (Figure 2) (Landberg, 
1982). Both of these types of excavators have the 
main part of the excavating machinery above 
water, with a relatively simple bucket entering the 
water and doing the excavating. 


Figure 2 Drag-line scraper (from Landberg, 1982) 


Figure 1 
1982). 


(from Landberg, 


Gravel producers supply products for a wide 
variety of end uses. Most of these uses, especially 
construction or specialty applications have 
exacting requirements. These requirements 
include siz.e grading, strength, wear resistance, 
reactivity, and clay or organic material content 
(White and others, 1990). In order to meet these 


requirements, producers generally must process the gravel after it is mined. Processing methods include 
crushing the larger material, washing with water, and sizing with vibrating screens. The processed 
materials are transferred by combinations of conveyor belts, bucket elevators, and screw conveyors 
(Tepordei, 1992). 


Many Puget Sound area gravel producers have ready-mix concrete and/or asphalt batch plants on the 
property or within a short haul distance (White and others, 1990). Some companies also lease pit-floor 
space and sell gravel to other companies that manufacture products such as pre-cast concrete products. 
Many gravel producers also have vehicle fueling and maintenance facilities located near the gravel 
excavation site. 


IV. Direct mining effects 


The essence of gravel mining is the act of physically extracting the gravel. Everything else that happens 
between the extraction of the gravel and its end use should be classified as "associated activities". The 
primary environmental effects of gravel excavation are related to physically disturbing the aquifer materials 
and exposing the aquifer to the air by forming a lake. For mines excavating above the water table, the 
environmental problems are very similar to those posed by stormwater disposal in any other extremely 
environmentally sensitive area 
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Physical Effects 


Turbidity 


Turbidity is caused by the presence in water of suspended material such as clay, silt, fine organic material, 
plankton, or other fine inorganic or organic matter. Ground water normally has turbidity levels below 1.0 
N1U (nephelometric turbidity units) and levels above 5.0 N1U are easily seen in a glass of water (U.S. 
E.P.A., 1992). Turbidity can have other undesirable effects, but it is regulated in public water supplies 
primarily because it interferes with the action of chlorine as a disinfectant and provides organic precursors 
that may help form trihalomethanes (Driscoll, 1986). For this reason, the Washington State Department 
of Health established a primary maximum contaminant level of 1. 0 N1U for turbidity. In addition to 
reducing the effectiveness of disinfection, turbidity may also affect the taste of drinking water and cause 
sedimentation or staining of household fixtures. Other possible effects are clogging of well screens and 
wear on pumps or other machinery. In locations where ground water discharges to surface water, 
increasing the turbidity of ground water may have a hannful effect on the surface water ecosystem 


Gravel mine operators try to avoid gravel deposits that contain large amounts of silt and clay, which 
reduce the value of the deposit. Many gravel products must have a very low content of fine materials, 
and the need for extensive washing raises the cost of production. Examples are concrete aggregate, in 
which clay and silt reduces the strength of the concrete, and gravel for septic system drainfields, in which 
silt and clay can produce clogging of the drainfield. A high content of fines in the gravel deposit not only 
produces a large volume of turbid wash water, it also creates a problem of how to dispose of large 
amounts of silt and clay waste products. In general, even the best gravel deposit will contain some silty 
layers or some silt or clay coating on the gravel. 


Ground water turbidity may be increased by physically disturbing the aquifer materials by mining, gravel 
washing, or by incidental generation of turbid runoff from erosion of disturbed areas. This mining-related 
turbidity can enter the aquifer either by direct discharge into ground water exposed by mining or by 
infiltration into coarse materials exposed by mining operations. 


Gravitational settling and interstitial straining are the two main mechanical mechanisms by which turbidity 
is reduced in porous media, (Behoke 1969). . Gravitational settling occurs when the greater density of 
suspended particles causes them to sink out of the water. Interstitial straining occurs when transported 
particles are filtered out as the turbid solution flows between the grains of fine sediments. 


Friedman and Sanders (1978) summarized the results of other studies and concluded that very-coarse-silt
size spheres in still water would settle at 0.27 cm per second or less. Gibbs and others (1971) measured 
the gravitational settling rates in still water for silt-size glass spheres in water. They found that coarse-silt
size spheres (0.05 mm) settled at 0.2 cm per second and they predicted that fine-silt-sized spheres (0.01 
mm) would settle at less than 0.01 cm per second, or 28 feet per day. 


Most actual silt to clay-size particles are flattened or tabular rather than spherical and so would settle at 
a rate less than similar-size spheres because of their lower mass to diameter ratio. Based on a settling rate 
of less than 28 feet per day as given above, silt-size turbidity particles should settle out of suspension in 
a gravel pit lake relatively rapidly, probably within several days. 


As shown in Table 1, very fine clay particles can be as much as 40 times smaller than fine-silt-size 
particles. The empirical formula developed by Gibbs and others (1971) predicts that fine-clay-size spheres 
with a diameter of 0.00025 mm would settle at arate of0.000005964 cm per second in still water at 20° 
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C. This is approximately 0.017 
feet (0.2 inches) per day. 
This suggests that the very 
finest clay fractions of turbidity 
could settle out on a time scale 
measured in weeks or months. 
This settling rate is 
substantially slower than 
horiwntal ground water flow 
rates in Thurston County 
gravels. Sinclair and Hirschey 
(1992) estimated the mean 
ground water flow velocity in 
the Grand Mound/Scatter Creek 
area to be 16 feet per day, with 
values ranging from 1.3 to 60 
feet per day. Given a settling 
time of weeks or months and 
the rapid flow rates of some 
Thurston County aquifers, clay 
particles could travel relatively 
long distances. Using the 
settling rate of 0.017 feet per 
day, it would take 
approximately 1175 days (3.2 
years) for fine clay to settle 20 
feet. In that time, traveling at 
16 feet per day, the clay could 
travel approximately 3.5 miles. 


Size 


Silt 


Clay 


Table 1 
Grain Size Scale Used By American Geologists 


(Dietrich and others, 1982) . 


Grade Name mm mm 


coarse 1116 - 0.062-
1/32 0.031 


medium 1132 - 0.031 -
1164 0.016 


fme 1164 - 0.016 -
1/128 0.008 


very fine 11128 - 0.008 -
1/256 0.004 


coarse 11256 - 0.004 -
11512 0.002 


medium 11512 - 0.002 -
111024 0.001 


fme 111024 - 0.001 -
1/2048 0.0005 


very fine 112048 - 0.0005 -
1/4096 0.00025 


There are several effects that could modify the settling rates given above. Chemical action could cause 
clay particle to clump together, or flocculate, increasing the settling rate. Water currents could help keep 
particles in suspension longer than would be possible in still water, decreasing the settling rate. 


Clay minerals consist of interlocking sheets composed of silicon and oxygen atoms. These sheets are 
bound together by positively charged cations such as sodium, calcium, and potassium. The chemical sites 
that are occupied by these cations cause the clay particles to have a negative surface charge when those 
cation sites are empty. For this reason, suspended clay particles have a tendency to clump together in the 
presence of dissolved cations. This is why clay particles settle so quickly when they reach salt water. 
Thurston County ground water is generally low in dissolved cations, so the effect of chemical flocculation 
on clay settling rates would be expected to be very small. 


Sediment particles that are heavier than water can be kept suspended by the action of moving water. The. 
faster the water is moving, the larger the particles that can be kept suspended. Newport and others (1974) 
report studies indicating that currents of 0.18 miles per hour would suspend brick clay and currents of 0. 72 
mph would move fine mud and loam. The fastest ground water recorded in Thurston County, as discussed 
above, is 60 feet per day which equals 0.0005 mph. This is well below the amount of current needed to 
keep even the finest sediments in suspension. 
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Sediment clogging by turbid waters is a key factor in determining how far gravel mining related turbidity 
will travel. Behnke ( 1969) examined gravitational settling and interstitial straining together in a study 
of surface infiltration for artificial ground water recharge. He applied solutions containing 43-203 ppm 
of turbidity derived from suspensions of two different natural soils. The turbid solutions were applied to 
two sieved sands and two natural soils inside 85 cm long columns. The soils were packed to reproducible 
densities and the vertical head of the turbid solutions were kept constant. 


Behnke found that surface deposits that 
reduced flow developed within eight 
hours in all cases studied. With the 
solution containing 203 ppm turbidity, 
there was more than a six-fold reduction 
in flow in one hour. With a solution 
containing 4 3 ppm turbidity, it took 
slightly less than 4.5 hours for a similar 
reduction in flow to develop (Figure 3). 
He concluded that clogging is essentially 
a surface process, with detectable 
reductions in flow as little as 0.50 cm 
below the surface. He found that 
gravitational settling was the initial 
clogging mechanism, with interstitial 
straining becoming dominant later. Other 
studies generally agree that filtration of 
suspended material happens mainly at the 
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Figure 3 Flow rate of turbid solutions through fine sand as 
a function of time (from Behnke, 1969). 


recharge surface, but feel that some colloidal particles (1.0 to 0.1 microns) can penetrate to "appreciable 
distances" (Nightingale and Bianchi, 1977). 


Behnke also found that clogging was less rapid with combinations of the finer soils and coarser turbidities, 
where the suspended particles and soil particles were most similar in siz.e. For coarser textured soils (.25 
mm sand), the high silt turbidity produced the most rapid clogging. For the finer textured soils (.10 mm 
sand), the high clay turbidity produced the most rapid clogging. 


Behnke's study showed that the clogging layer becomes established within a matter of hours and that it 
takes place at or very near the surface. These results are most relevant to washing gravel or otherwise 
creating turbidity above the water table, where gravitational settling and water flow are parallel. In gravel 
pit lakes, these two processes occur in different locations in the lake because the force of gravity that 
governs gravitational settling is oriented vertically downward and ground water flow, which governs 
interstitial straining, flows horizontally. 


Durbec and others ( 1987) found that the amount of clogging in gravel pit lake walls in France varied 
significantly depending on pit morphology, vegetation on the walls, hank materials, and water turbidity. 
They also found that a superficial zone on the upper walls of gravel pit lakes is not greatly affected by 
clogging and another zone along the bottom and lower part of the walls of the gravel pit lake (Figure 4) 
is where most clogging occurs. Their study also found that clogging in the bottom of the gravel pit lake 
did not vary significantly throughout the pit and that the majority of the clogging was found in the upper 
10 cm of the bottom sediments. 
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Figure 4 Sediment clogging patterns in gravel pit lakes (from Durbec, 1987). 


Landberg (1982) cites German research showing that, due to ground water flow, clogging of the banks 
should start on the downgradient end of the gravel pit lake. If clogging was extensive, it could raise the 
water level in the lake, which could also raise the water level in the aquifer up-gradient from the lake. 
Landberg reported that Swedish studies had not found any lake with significant clogging. He suggested 
that this could be explained by the relatively recent age of the pits (less than 25 years). 


The studies described above produce a clear picture of the behavior of turbidity in gravel pit lakes. The 
silt fraction of turbidity should settle or be filtered relatively rapidly, probably over a matter of hours or 
days. The finer clay fraction could remain suspended for a much longer period of time. Sediment 
clogging happens primarily on the surface of the bottom and lower sides of the lake. The upper part of 
the banks of the gravel pit lake is largely unclogged and permits efficient hydrological exchange between 
the lake and the aquifer. 


1his information can be compared to data from several sites in the Pacific Northwest. The most complete 
data available on the movement oflow levels of turbidity through aquifer materials is from collector wells, 
called Ranney Collectors. These systems draw in water through horiz.ontal screened pipes placed beneath 
rivers or lakes (Figure 5). Surface water infiltrates into the screened pipes, flows into a central connector, 
and is pumped into the water system (Mikels, 1992). The horiz.ontal screened pipes are jacked into place 
so that they will not disturb the sediments below the surface water body. The studies cited involved 
collection pipes located from 8 - 21 feet below the river bottom 


Comparing the river and collector turbidity data shows that relatively low levels of turbidity are greatly 
reduced by passage through a short distance of aquifer materials. The remaining turbidity in the collector 
samples is probably the finer clay fraction. 


In response to local complaints, the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality studied well turbidity 
in the vicinity of a gravel extraction and washing operation near Milton-Freewater, Oregon (Mathiot, 
1978). The aquifer below this site consists of unconsolidated alluvial fan gravels of very high 
penneability. 


1his DEQ study found a turbidity plume that extended more than a mile to the north ( downgradient) of 
the gravel operation The average turbidity of the water being discharged from the washing operation into 
the pond at the site was 2,737 nephelometric turbidity units (NTIJ). Nearly all wells sampled within the 
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first 6,000 feet of the turbidity plume were measured at 5 
NIU or more. Many wells within the first 3,000 feet of 
the plume had turbidity levels of 10 NIU or more. Nearly 
all wells outside the plume had turbidities of 2 NIU or 
less. 


This data shows again that only a small percentage of the 
initial turbidity is transmitted through aquifer materials. 
However, if the initial turbidity levels are high enough, 
significant amounts of turbidity can be carried over a mile 
through very highly permeable aquifer materials. This 
should not automatically be taken to mean that a 6,000 
foot buffer zone around gravel mining operations is 
necessarily warranted. The actual distance that turbidity 
would travel would depend on local factors, which should 
be evaluated in a geohydrologic report before the start of 
mining operations. 


---~ 


·~ 


RfVER 


Simple gravel excavation probably will not produce 
turbidity levels that would be detectable off the mine site. 
Because of the higher turbidity loads they generate, gravel 
washing operations are more likely to produce turbidities 
that can migrate significant distances. The distance 
turbidity will be transported in ground water will vary 
between different sites depending on the type and siz.e of 


Figure 5 Cross-section through a Ranney 
Collector system (from Mikels and Bennet, 
1978). 


Table 2 
Turbidity Data From Ranney Collector Systems 


Mean Standard . 


Turbidity Deviation River River Turbidity 
System (NfU) (NfU) Source (NfU) 


Boardman, OR' 0.04 0.02 Columbia 0.9 - 13 


Fort Benton, MT' 0.05 <0.01 Missouri 1.5 - 34 


Kalama, WA' 0.30 0.03 Kalama 1.0 - 4.0 


Port Angeles, WA' 0.11 0.04 Elwha 0.6 - 35 


Sonoma County, CA' 
Collectors 1 & 2 0.12 0.04 Russian 1.1 - 20 
Collectors 3, 4, & 5 0.05 0.02 Russian 1.1 - 20 


Kennewick, WA2 0.13 0.04 Columbia 2.1 - 8.6 


Kalama, WA2 0.31 0.03 Kalama 0.9- 4.6 


1) Mikels and Bennett, 1978. Data are 1988 means. 
2) Mikels, 1992. Data represent 10 samples from 12/87 to 3/90. 
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the particles causing the turbidity, the pore sizes of the aquifer media, the ground water flow velocity, and 
the ionic strength of the ground water. 


There are many causes, other than gravel mining, that can increase turbidity in ground water (Table 3). 
Sandhu and others ( 1977) studied samples from 98 water sources in South Carolina and found that iron 


and colloidal material were chiefly responsible for turbidity in 19 percent of the water sources. The U.S. 
Geological Survey, in its aquifer characterization study of northern Thurston County (Dion and others, 
1994) found iron levels exceeded the state maximum levels (MCL) in 16 percent of the wells sampled and 
that manganese exceeded the MCLs in 30 percent of the wells sampled. 


Table 3 
Non-mining Sources of Ground Water Turbidity 


Source Cause. Reference 


poor well development fine sediments are washed from the Driscoll, 1986 
aquifer by well pumping 


changes in well pumping rates turbulent flow disturbs sediments Trela, 1986 


corrosion of distribution pipes colloidal and particulate iron Sandhu and others, 
1978 


artificial ground water recharge turbid surface waters are discharged Behnke, 1969 
( storrnwater) into ground water Nightingale and 


Bianchi, 1977 


sulfur turbidity chlorination of waters containing Lyn and Taylor, 
hydrogen sulfide 1992 


turbid surface waters turbid surface waters entering ground U.S. E.P.A, 1992 
water during floods periods 


changes in chemical conditions dissolved Fe, Mn, and other Trela, 1986 
(Eh-pH) substances form colloidal 


suspens10ns 


high organic matter content water source located near a marsh or Driscoll, 1986 
swamp 


Because of the many potential causes of turbidity in ground water, it may be difficult to determine the 
cause in a specific case. If sufficient pre-mine monitoring data is available, it may be possible to show 
whether the turbidity was a pre-existing condition unrelated to mining. If there are monitoring wells at 
the mine site that were sampled at the appropriate time, they might show the amount of turbidity generated 
by mining. Tracers, such as fluorescein dye, can be used in some cases to determine flow rates and 
directions. Each of these methods has some limitations. Often pre-mining sampling data is not available. 
Often monitoring wells are not present or were not sampled when the alleged turbidity was being 
generated. It is difficult to use tracers over long distances and introducing chemical tracers into a drinking 
water supply may be a controversial technique. 
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Another way to determine whether a particular gravel mine may be the cause of a turbidity problem is to 
look at the distance from the mine to the well of concern and the timing of the turbidity problem. If these 
factors and the approximate ground water velocity are known, it may be possible to determine whether 
turbidity related to the mine is a potential cause of the problem. Similarly, turbidity problems in wells 
located up-gradient from the mining operation in most cases can not be a result of the mining activity. 


Noble ( 1987) applied this method to show that a gravel pit in northern Lewis County was not the source 
of turbidity in a near-by well. The well was located 600 feet away from the edge of the gravel pit, 
hydrologically connected by sands and gravels of high penneability. The owners of the well complained 
of high turbidity 24 hours after flood waters from the Skookumchuck River had entered the gravel pit. 
The neighbors asserted that the pit was the source of the turbidity in their well, and requested that the pit 
operators install a benn to remedy the situation. Noble calculated that the ground water flow speed in that 
area was in the range of 1.3 - 13 feet per day, which is a typical range for ground waters in this area. It 
would be necessary to have a flow rate of 600 feet per day for the gravel pit to have been the source of 
the observed turbidity. Noble proposed as an alternate explanation that the rapidly rising water table 
caused by the flooding mobilized clay and silt in the aquifer in the immediate vicinity of the well. 


The sequence of mining operations can have a major effect on sediment clogging and turbidity transport. 
If gravel excavation starts at the up-gradient end of the gravel deposit and proceeds downgradient, the 
incipient aquifer clogging layer will be excavated along with the gravel, eliminating a significant form of 
aquifer protection. If mining starts at the downgradient side of the deposit, the clogging layer will be 
preserved as mining proceeds up-gradient. Development of the clogging layer can also be enhanced by 
early reclamation of the downgradient face of the excavation to increase vegetation growth. 


Planning the gravel mining operation to preserve the clogging layer is a possible best management 
practice. It can be useful in aquifer protection while still being low in cost to the mine operator. One 
disadvantage of using this teclmique to maximiz.e filtration is that it could produce enough clogging to 
cause a "dam" across the aquifer, potentially affecting local ground water flow patterns. The effect of this 
local change in aquifer permeability is not likely to be perceptible for more than a short distance from the 
site. Another disadvantage is that this teclmique may be in conflict with the most efficient sequence of 
mining operations for the site. 


Water temperature effects 


During the summer months, when the air temperature is greater than the ground temperature and input of 
heat from the sun is high, opening a gravel pit lake would tend to increase the temperature of the water 
passing through it. During the winter, the air is generally cooler than the ground, input of solar heat is 
greatly reduced, and water passing through a gravel pit lake would tend to be cooled. 


In northern Thurston County, ground water temperatures ranged from 8.5° to 14.5° C (47° to 58° F). 94 
per cent of the samples were between 9° and 12° C ( 48° to 54° F). This means that, based on average 
Olympia monthly temperatures, the effect of gravel pit lakes would be to cool ground water from October 
to April. The same effect would cause heating from May to September. 


This analysis does not fully account for the effect of solar heating, which is the largest source of heat 
input to lakes (Wetzel, 1983). Air temperature is partly a result of solar heating, but the direct input of 
sunlight is not considered here. This solar heating would tend to increase the summer heating action. 
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This is not expected to be large, due in part to the relatively rapid rate at which ground water moves, 
compared to other types of lakes. 


Sinclair and Hirschey (1992) estimated the mean ground water flow velocity in the Grand MOund/Scatter 
Creek area to be 16 feet per day, with values ranging from 1.3 to 60 feet per day. This would means that 
average ground water in that area would require at least 62 days to pass through a 1,000 foot long gravel 
pit lake. The average Olympia temperature for July is 63.1° F and the average for August is 62.7° F. This 
is approximately 9 to 15 degrees F higher than typical ground water temperatures. This suggests that, 
depending of the size of the gravel pit lake, local ground water temperatures could show seasonally 
variable temperature effects of up to several degrees from gravel pit lake formation. Because of the high 
thermal inertia of aquifer materials and the effects of dilution, the effect would be expected to be limited 
to an area several hundred feet downgradient of the gravel pit lake. 


Water level effects 


When a lake is formed by excavating gravel out of an aquifer, it inevitably causes a shift in the local 
ground water surface (Landberg, 1982). Before the lake was developed, the local water table was a gently 
sloping surface, with ground water flowing down the ground water gradient toward the areas where the 
water table is the lowest. The water table was sloping because the aquifer materials had a certain 
resistance to the passage of ground water. 
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Figure 6 Creating a gravel pit lake raises water levels on the downgradient end of the lake, and lowers 
them on the upgradient end (from Landberg, 1982). 


As soon as a lake is excavated, this resistance to the flow of ground water is removed. What was 
formerly the ground water table at the site of the lake becomes the lake surface. Like all open bodies of 
water, it is horiwntal and the water level in the lake at its center is equal to the old ground water table 
at that same point (Figure 6). This means that ground water levels immediately adjacent to the pit will 
be lowered at the up-gradient end of the lake and raised at the downgradient end. The amount of raising 
or lowering at the lake boundary is approximately one-half the length of the lake times the local ground 
water gradient. This effect is accentuated if a series of gravel pit lakes are formed parallel to the ground 
water gradient (Morgan-Jones and others, 1984) 


In Thurston County, ground water gradients range from 0 to approximately 50 feet per mile (Noble and 
Wallace, 1966). MOst ground water gradients are less than 20 feet per mile. This means that a ground 
water lake half a mile long in the direction of ground water flow, with a gradient of 20 feet per mile 
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would raise the water table approximately 5 feet at the downgradient bmmdary and lower the water table 
approximately 5 feet at the up-gradient end. 


Geoengineers (1992) studied a proposed gravel pit in southern Thurston County that would create a gravel 
pit lake approximately 4,400 feet long. The ground water gradient in that area is approximately 10 feet 
per mile. Geoengineers computer modeling estimated that the resulting lake level would be 4.6 feet below 
the ground water surface at the up-gradient end of the lake and 4.6 feet above the ground water level at 
the downgradient. They estimated, based on aquifer testing and computer modeling, that the effect of 
creating the lake would result in lowering the water table 0.5 feet at a well 300 feet up-gradient. 


Removing mined material from the aquifer 


Removing gravel from below the water table is equivalent, in short-term effects, to removing the same 
volume of water from the aquifer. After mining has finished, the effect is to increase the storage capacity 
(coefficient of storage) in the area of the lake (Landberg, 1982). This happens because the porosity is 
increased from approximately 25-40% for sand and gravel to 100% for open water. This means that more 
water can be extracted from wells near the lake with less drawdown in the water table because of the large 
amount of water available in the lake. 


Increased evaporation 


Geoengineers (1992) found that creating a gravel pit lake in southern Thurston County would increase 
evapotranspiration, causing a decrease in ground water recharge of 4.6 inches per year for each acre 
converted to open water. This is consistent with the range of decreases in recharge of 0.8 to 4.5 inches 
per year per acre reported in Shope (1990) for similar situations in New Hampshire. The decrease in 
recharge of 4.6 inches per year per acre is equivalent to an evaporation rate of 0.24 gallons per minute 
per acre or 126, 100 gallons per year per acre. 


ARC/CAD GIS analysis shows that there are now approximately 107 acres of gravel pit lakes in Thurston 
County. The evaporation loss from these lakes is equivalent to ground water withdrawals of 5,044,000 
gallons per year. A single new gravel mine proposed for the Violet Prairie area, if approved, would create 
4 acres per year of gravel pit lake. Other 
extraction operations will create new lakes 
at a roughly estimated rate of 2 acres per 
year. This will produce a significant 
increase in the evaporative losses to 
ground water (Table 6). By the year 
2023, this increase will amount to a 2.7-
fold increase over the 1993 rates. If 
distributed evenly over the whole of 
Thurston County, these losses are 
probably not critical. But if concentrated 
in particular areas, they may be sufficient 
to have a measurable impact. 


Table 6 
Predicted Evaporation Losses from Gravel Pit lakes 


Year Total Evaporative Losses 
Acreage (gal./year) 


1993 107 13,493,000 


2003 167 21,059,000 


2013 227 28,625,000 


2023 287 36,191,000 


Comparing the area of gravel pit lakes to other surface water bodies in Thurston County provides another 
perspective. ARC/CAD GIS analysis shows that there are 6,950 acres of surface water in Thurston 
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County. The 107 acres of existing gravel pit lakes amounts to 1.5 per cent of this area. The 287 acres 
of gravel pit lakes estimated to be developed by the year 2023 would be 4.1 per cent of the total area of 
the natural surface water bodies. 


Water chemistry effects 


Rasmussen (1985) compared the water quality in a gravel pit lake with water quality in the Big Sioux 
aquifer in eastern South Dakota. He found that the lake water had higher pH, lower alkalinity, lower 
calciwn hardness, lower magnesiwn hardness, lower total hardness, lower iron and manganese, and lower 
total dissolved solids than water from up-gradient and downgradient wells. A significant difference in 
these parameters between the up-gradient and downgradient wells was not apparent in all cases. He 
attributed the difference in these parameters between the wells and the lake to aeration of the lake waters 
and biological activity. Similar water quality patterns and conclusions are found in other masters theses 
that studied the same gravel pit lake and aquifer system (Kothari, 1985; Perry, 1986) and in a study from 
Hungary (Perjes, 1982). All these authors concluded that the mere presence of a lake caused by previous 
gravel mining did not degrade ground water quality. In general, they found the effects of increased 
aeration that lake formation provided had a beneficial effect on water quality. 


Labroue and others (1988) found measurable removable of nitrate from ground water in association with 
gravel-pit lakes. They found the highest denitrification in old unclogged lakes and no activity in recently
opened lakes or older, clogged lakes. In a separate paper, they suggest that reclaiming gravel pits with 
nitrate-fixing vegetation such as alder trees may improve water quality (Labroue and others (1986). 


Interchanges between aquifers 


Mining into ground water can potentially breach the hydrologic barriers that separate different aquifers. 
If this happens, water in the two aquifers can mix, potentially affecting the water quality or water levels 
in one or more of the aquifers. If the affected aquifers have different water quality, this can be an 
immediate problem Even if the affected aquifers have the same water quality, loss of that barrier between 
aquifers may become important in the future if the water quality in one aquifer deteriorates. In addition 
to potential· water quality effects, interchanges between aquifers can cause water level changes. 


Some differences in water quality among Thurston County aquifers are shown in Table 4. The aquifers 
are listed in order from shallowest to deepest, with the Vashon Recessional Outwash (Qvr) on the left and 
Tertiary Bedrock (Tb) on the right. Dion and others (1994) found that deeper aquifers are more likely 
to have higher concentrations of naturally occurring constituents, such as iron, manganese, and calcium 
They found that shallower aquifers were more likely to have hwnan-caused constituents, such as nitrates 
and other septage-related compounds. The data given in Table 4 are averages for all of northern Thurston 
County. Local variations in water quality among aquifers may be greater. 
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Table 4 
Average Water Quality In Thurston County Aquifers 


Constituent Qvr Qvt Qva Qf Qc TQu Tb 


Dissolved oxygen 6.5 5.7 5.7 4.0 2.2 0.2 0.5 


Specific conductance 118 140 128 142 150 144 190 


Sodium 5.2 6.0 5.8 6.0 6.7 7.6 20 


Nitrate 1.0 0.95 0.84 0.33 0.25 <.10 <.10 


Iron (ppb) 16 19 14 20 21 81 11 


Manganese (ppb) 3 2 3 8 6 52 3 


Hardness (as CaC03) 41 52 51 54 57 54 71 


Concentrations are in ppm unless noted. 
Specific conductance expressed as microsiemens per centimeter at 25° C. 


Washington State law related to the construction of water wells (Ch. 173-160-075) is very explicit that 
interconnections between aquifers are not allowed: 


"In constructing, developing, redeveloping, or conditioning a well, care shall be taken to preserve 
the natural barriers to ground water movement between aquifers and to seal aquifers or strata 
penetrated during drilling operations which might impair water quality or result in cascading 
water." 


In Thurston County, approximately 14 percent of existing gravel pits are located in areas where the surface 
soils are developed from the Vashon Till. This glacial hardpan unit is a primary aquitard that separates 
the overlying Vashon Recessional Outwash gravels from the underlying Vashon Advance Outwash sands 
and gravels. The fact that so many gravel pits are located close to a major aquitard suggests that the 
potential for causing intermixing of aquifers is significant. 


A recent example of the effect gravel mining can have on aquifer barriers between aquifers is provided 
by the 1993 High Rock Aquifer break incident near Monroe in northwestern Washington. Workers 
cleaning up a material slough at the base of a gravel slope breached fine silty sand deposits that were 
acting as a confming layer for the High Rock aquifer (Garland and Lisz:ak, 1994). The initial discharge 
from the breach was estimated at 2,000 gallons per minute (gpm). Over the course of several days, the 
flow decreased to 400-500 gpm An estimated 25,000 cubic yards of material was eroded by the water, 
causing sedimentation in a stream wetlands, adjacent property, and lake. Water levels in wells and 
discharges from springs were lowered as far as 1,500 feet from the break. It is estimated that water levels 
have dropped an average of four feet over an affected area of approximately 100 acres (Garland and 
Lisz:ak, 1994). This incident clearly demonstrates the need for gravel operators to clearly understand to 
location of aquifer boundaries below their operations. 
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Physical disturbance of aquifer materials 


When gravel is mined below the water table it disturbs the aquifer materials, Vvhich can have a number 
of physical and chemical effects. The main physical effect, as discussed above, is the generation of 
turbidity from suspended silt and clay particles. In most cases, gravel is relatively chemically stable in 
contact with water because any unstable components were removed by the erosional and depositional 
forces that formed the gravel deposit. The primary exceptions to this rule that are relevant to Thurston 
County involve calcium, and iron and manganese. 


The volcanic rocks that form the Black Hills and Bald Hills contain largely basalt and andesite (Noble and 
Wallace, 1966). These rocks contain approximately 5-7 per cent calcium (Dietrich and others, 1982) 
within calcium feldspar and other calcium minerals. As these minerals weather, calcium can be liberated 
in significant amounts. This process can be accelerated if gravel deposits containing significant amounts 
of basalt or andesite are mechanically disturbed by mining or crushing and washing. 


This potential addition of calcium is unlikely to have a harmful effect for two reasons. 1) Most Thurston 
County gravel deposits do not contain significant amounts of these volcanic rocks, Vvhich are highly 
undesirable in most types of gravel-based products because they are chemically reactive, lacking in 
physical strength, and produce clays upon decomposition. 2) Ground water in Thurston County is 
classified as moderately to highly aggressive. Aggressive waters have high dissolved oxygen or carbon 
dioxide contents, low alkalinity and hardness, and low pH (DeBarry and others, 1982). This means they 
tend to dissolve soluble materials from pipes and other plumbing materials that they contact. This can 
increase the amount of iron, lead, and copper delivered at the tap in drinking water supplies. 


Thurston County ground water, based on data from the northern part of the county, is neutral to slightly 
acidic, with a mean pH ranging from 6.6 in the shallowest aquifer (Vashon Recessional Outwash) to 7.8 
in the deepest (Tertiary Bedrock) (Dion and others, 1994). Sixty-four per cent of the samples in that study 
were soft and 30 per cent were described as moderately hard. Mean dissolved oxygen levels were 
moderately high, ranging from 6.5 in the shallowest aquifer to 0.5 in the deepest (Dion and others, 1994). 
The calculated Aggressive Index of average shallow northern Thurston County ground water is 9.4, Vvhich 
classifies it as highly aggressive (DeBarry and others, 1982). This means that an increase in dissolved 
calcium would be beneficial by reducing the aggressiveness of the ground water. 


Viswanathan (1990) describes an Australian study in Vvhich dredge mining for rutile sands (titanium ore) 
increased the iron content of ground water from 1 ppm to nearly 20 ppm The dredged sand was washed 
and the tailings, rich in iron and organic material, were redeposited in the excavated lagoons. Bacteria, 
feeding on the organic material, changed the iron from its insoluble oxidized state to the soluble reduced 
state. 


Some aquifers in Thurston County, such as the Deposits of the Penultimate Glaciation (formerly Salmon 
Springs) are stained with iron oxides (Dion and others, 1994) and there are accumulations of bog iron in 
other locations (Valentine, 1960). Iron-stained gravel bas a lower iron content than alluvial rutile deposits, 
Vvhich generally contain magnetite or other iron-rich minerals. In most cases, simply disturbing iron 
stained gravels would not liberate significant amounts of soluble iron. If abundant organic matter were 
present, such as manure from agricultural operations, it is possible that chemical changes caused by 
bacterial activity could increase the iron content in ground water. This potential liberation of iron may 
be counteracted in part by the effect of increased aeration in gravel pit lakes reducing iron levels, as 
discussed above under water chemistry effects. The presence of iron staining or accumulations is another 
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factor that should be discussed in the geohydrologic report prepared for permit applications for major 
gravel mining operations. 


Batch plant discharges 


Concrete batch plants are sometimes associated with gravel mining operations. Process water from these 
plants commonly has a very high pH (11 to 12) (Ecology, 1993). Some cement additives can also cause 
high biochemical oxygen or high nitrate concentrations in ground water. Some water quality data from 
concrete batch plants is given in Table 5. Storm water discharges from concrete plants can also introduce 
these same contaminants into ground water. 


Table 5 
Measured Concentrations of Some Pollutants in Concrete Washwater 


Number of 
Parameter Analyses Low High Mean 


pH 8+ 7.2 12.5 11.4 


Nitrate 6 0.3 24 6.8 


Chloride 3 15 96 55 


Sulfate 1 333 333 NIA 


Total Dissolved Solids 4+ 103 3600 2258 


BOD' 7+ 1 30 11.1 


Chemical Oxygen Demand 4+ <6.8 188 86 


Total Organic Carbon 4 16 54 32 


Total Phosphorus 2 0.01 0.29 NIA 


Oil and Grease 6+ <1 33 19 


Iron (total) 2 0.23 0.92 0.58 


Total Suspended Solids 2+ 1 45 NIA 


Alkalinity 3 57 2180 1056 


All measurements are given as parts per million (ppm). 
Data source is Department of F.cology (1993) 


Asphalt batch plants use different raw materials and produce a product that is very different from concrete. 
The ingredients used in making concrete are generally highly reactive, vdiile asphalt is more inert. Asphalt 
is also highly viscous and if spilled cannot penetrate into the ground. Asphalt plants do use a lot of 
complex machinery, vdiich requires cleaning, lubrication, and maintenance. ln addition, fuels are required 
to heat the asphalt and keep it in a semi-liquid form. Leaks, spills, accidents, and run-off from equipment 
and fueling areas can produce stormwater discharges that contain significant amounts of a variety of 
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chemicals, fuels, and other potential contaminants. This stormwater is the primary source of ground water 
risk related to asphalt plants. If the storm water is kept free of contamination and properly treated, the 
threat to ground water is relatively low. If storm water becomes contaminated or is disposed improperly, 
the possibility of measurable ground water contamination is significant. 


Hydrocarbon spills during mining 


Washington Department of Ecology files were searched for information related to sand-and-gravel mining 
operations. The search included 94 files from a 12-county area overseen by WDOEs Southwest Regional 
Office in Olympia Representative material from several more counties (King, Snohomish, and Skagit) 
was obtained at WDOE's Bellevue Office through the efforts of the Thurston County Citiz.ens' Planning 
Association. 


These files reveal more than 20 inspections or complaint investigations that cite problems with 
hydrocarbon spills and/or oil and fuel containment, storage and handling procedures. None of these 
reports confirms damage to groundwater or quantifies the area affected. It should be noted that these 
incident reports are only the regulatory agency's side of the incident and may not represent the full story. 
In a few cases removal of contaminated soil was required and in at least one instance a Spill Prevention 
Countermeasure Control Plan was initiated. (required by U.S. DOT regulations if more than 660 gal of 
aboveground oil storage on site). 


Defmite statements regarding ground water are not usually given and all the recorded incidents involve 
potential but unverified effects. There are occasional comments such as: "no contamination from the 
surface has reached the groundwater" or "migration of petroleum contamination through the soil did not 
occur". None of these reports confirms damage to ground water or quantifies the area affected by the 
problem Follow-up sampling is rarely mentioned, and when noted, it is generally to verify the removal 
of petroleum contaminated soils. These samples are invariably for total petroleum hydrocarbons in soils, 
not groundwater. Follow-up ground water sampling results were not on file for any of the incidents. 


Wells down-gradient from two gravel mines in Thurston County and one in Lewis County were sampled 
for total petroleum hydrocarbons as part of this study. No detectable hydrocarbons were found, at a 
detection limit of 0.5 ppm 


These incident reports and limited sampling are not a quantitative assessment of discharges from gravel 
mining operations, but they do provide some information about the relative frequency and type of 
hydrocarbon release incidents. While not common, incidents of this type represent a significant source 
of risk to ground water. The general lack of ground water quality monitoring for appropriate parameters 
makes it impossible to define the exact degree of risk 


Discharges to surface water 


In some cases, ground water does receive a substantial amount of recharge from surface waters. This is 
particularly common during winter months when surface water levels are high due to abundant rainfall. 
If ground water is being recharged by surface water, then any contaminants discharged to surface water 
by a mining operation could be indirectly introduced into ground water. 
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Department of Ecology records contain numerous gravel-mining-related incidents involving surface water 
(Appendix C). WQ sampling and analysis results not usually part of these records and if present are 
generally for pH and turbidity. Typical problems concern high-pH process water overflow from concrete 
batch plant ponds, fuel spills directly to surface waters from broken pipelines or damaged tanks, and turbid 
stormwater runoff. Few extraction operations (two in the files examined) have NP DES permits, although 
they are frequently recommended in reports. 


Discharges of these types to surface water can clearly have negative effects on plant and animal life and 
their habitat. In Thurston County, it has been well documented in studies on the Deschutes River and 
Scatter Creek that large amounts of water are interchanged between surface and ground water (Dion and 
others, 1994; Sinclair and Hirschey, 1992). Discharge of gravel-mining-related contaminants to surface 
water in an area of ground water recharge would have an effect similar to discharging those contaminants 
into a gravel pit lake. The primary difference would be that moving surface water would tend to dilute 
and transport the discharge waters. 


Post-mining effects 


Solid waste disposal 


Abandoned gravel mines have traditionally been attractive sites for solid waste disposal. This has often 
taken place without permits or regard for the consequences to ground water. Because of their extremely 
high aquifer susceptibility, ground water contamination has often take place. 


Sweet and Fetrow (1975) studied an abandoned gravel pit in northwestern Oregon in which 3,000 tons 
of wood wastes had been deposited. Leachate from the wood wastes lowered the pH, increased iron and 
manganese levels far above background, and caused high levels of lignin-tannin. These effects rendered 
a number of down-gradient public and private wells unusable. Goldthorp and Hopkin (1972) documented 
the migration of high levels of liquid industrial wastes that had been deposited in an abandoned gravel 
pit. Contamination of ground water from paint wastes deposited in an abandoned gravel pit is documented 
by the U. S. Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (1989). Morgan-Jones and others (1984) 
documented serious degradation of ground water quality down-gradient from abandoned gravel pits west 
of London that had been filled with a variety of waste materials. Numerous other well-documented cases 
are on record. 


Most sites identified as solid waste problems in Ecology records did not have Solid Waste Disposal 
Permits. Typical problems involved demolition material (concrete, asphalt), dumpinwstorage of 
woodwaste and petroleum contaminated soils at unpermitted pit sites. No follow-up monitoring of 
groundwater was conducted except at the Lakeside (Pacific Sand and Gravel) pit at Carpenter Road, which 
had to meet landfill closure requirements after the fact. The sampling results indicated that "no tested state 
Primary Maximum Contaminant Levels were exceeded in any of the surface or groundwater samples 
collected ... state Secondary Maximum Contaminant Levels for manganese and iron were exceeded in 
samples from some domestic wells and all site monitoring wells". No other data to substantiate or 
quantify groundwater effects was found in any of the files surveyed. 


There can be no doubt that poorly controlled disposal of solid wastes into gravel pits can lead to serious 
ground water contamination. The evidence for this is so compelling that the worst practices of the past 
regarding waste disposal into gravel pits must be absolutely forbidden. 
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Biological effects 


Gravel pit lakes have the potential to attract migratory waterfowl. These birds could potentially increase 
nitrate levels in ground water if present in large enough numbers. No data is available on these effects 
and any conclusions would be speculative. 


If gravel pit lakes were accessible to livestock, nitrate and bacteriological levels could potentially be 
significantly increased. It has been well documented in studies of the Henderson, Eld, and Totten Inlet 
watersheds that higher fecal coliform and nitrate levels are found in areas of streams where livestock have 
access to surface water or where manure storage drains to surface water (Taylor, 1984, 1986). 


Y. Onnulative Effects 


The total area of past and present gravel excavations is 1,064 acres as shown in Figure 7. This does not 
include the 44 known borrow pits, which are gravel excavations less than three acres in size. Assuming 
an average size of one acre for each borrow pit raises the total estimated mined area to 1,108 acres. The 
estimated area of ground water exposed by gravel mining is 40 acres. The total area of Thurston County 
is 487,040 acres, so gravel mining has taken place on 0.23% of the county's lands. 


The gravel mines with local and DNR permits are shown in Figure 7 and listed in Appendix A. There 
52 mines with DNR permits comprising 2,215.4 acres. There are also numerous other mines not listed 
that are classified by DNR as inactive or terminated. 


Gravel resources of Thurston County 


An attempt was made to map the potential gravel resources of Thurston County. A map was developed 
from digital Washington Department of Natural Resources maps of Thurston County soils that included 
.the following soils series: 


• Baldhill very stony sandy loam 
• Everett very gravelly sandy loam 
• Grove very gravelly sandy loam 
• Riverwash 
• Spana gravelly loam 
• Spanaway gravelly sandy loam 
• Spanaway stony sandy loam 
• Spanaway-Nisqually complex 
• Tenino gravelly loam 


Based on their textures, these were determined to be the soil types suitable for use as gravel. When this 
digital map was completed, the digital coverage of known gravel extraction sites was overlain to check 
whether it was consistent with the known patterns of gravel mining. 
When the two maps were overlain, the map of known gravel extraction sites did not agree well with the 
predicted gravel resources. A significant number of gravel pits lay outside the area shown to be suitable 
for gravel extraction, based on soil textures. To help resolve this problem the map of gravel pits was 
digitally overlain on a map of the geology, prepared by the U.S. Geological Survey. 
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Digital coverage for geology is currently only available for the northern part of Thurston County, as 
studied by Dion and others, (1994). This coverage included 76 per cent of the mined gravel acreage in 
the county, so it is a good basis for analysis. This showed that in the northern part of the county, 86 per 
cent of the area mined for gravel lies within the Vashon Recessional Outwash. 14 per cent of the area 
mined lies beneath areas mapped as Vashon Till. Vashon Till, also known as glacial hardpan, is a 
compressed mixture of clay, silt, sand, and gravel not usually thought of as being suitable for gravel 
extraction. However, Vashon Till is commonly closely associated with coarse sands and gravels, which 
are the probable target of the mining activities. 


Soil maps are based on the materials in the first five feet below the surface. Because mining operations 
can excavate sand and gravel substantially below that depth, they could potentially mine in some locations 
not shown as suitable on the soils map. Additional GIS analysis will be conducted to refine the prediction 
of gravel resources until it agrees with the data on gravel mine locations. This map and information will 
be presented in the final draft of this report. 


VI. Sl!!!!!l!3!Y and Conchl'Siom 


As of 1993, gravel mining had taken place on approximately 1,108 acres in Thurston County, which is 
0.23 per cent of the county's surface area. There are now approximately 40 acres of gravel pit lakes 
within the county, which is equivalent to 0.6 of the total area of surface water in the county. By the year 
2023, it is estimated that there will be 220 acres of gravel pit lakes, equaling approximately 3.2 per cent 
of the total area of surface water in the county. 


The environmental effects of gravel mining on ground water vary widely, depending on the specific 
activities that are taking place. In order to evaluate these environmental effects, it is necessary to view 
each gravel mining operation as the sum of the environmental effects of these component activities. F.ach 
associated activity adds an additional increment of risk, which varies in magnitude with the type and scale 
of the associated activity. 


The simplest form of gravel mining, excavating well above the water table with no associated activities 
such as vehicle maintenance or asphalt batch plants, causes a relatively low risk to ground water quantity 
and quality. Because the protective soil layer has been removed, these types of excavations are extremely 
sensitive to the introduction of any type of contamination. But this type of mining, because it is 
essentially a relatively simple process of loading unconsolidated materials, does not pose a serious risk 
of introducing those contaminants. 


Mining below the water table and into an active aquifer brings some additional minor risks to ground 
water quality. This includes the potential to increase ground water turbidity and iron content, and to affect 
local water levels. The only cases on record in which turbidities downgradient from gravel excavations 
have been increased significantly are when gravel washing operations are involved. Significantly 
increasing the iron content of ground water by physically disturbing the aquifer materials requires a 
combination of heavily iron-coated aquifer materials, organic material, and bacteria that is rather unusual. 
For the geological conditions found in Thurston County, the additional risk presented by simple excavation 
within an aquifer is small. Adequate management and proper enforcement of a well-designed set of best 
management practices is necessary to keep this risk at an acceptable level. 


Concrete batch plants represent a more serious threat to ground water quality, particularly if the process 
waters are discharged to ground water without adequate treatment. These process waters can have high 
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treatment of those waters will have a measurable and unacceptable effect on ground water. Concrete batch 
plants, especially if there is any form of discharge, would require a high degree of regulatory oversight 
if risk is to be held to an appropriate level. 


Asphalt batch plants are present a lower risk to ground water than concrete plant, primarily from 
stormwater, vehicle fueling, and fuel storage and handling. Like concrete plants however, asphalt plants 
are a very significant source of risk to ground water and require adequate regulatory oversight and 
enforcement. 


Petroleum leaks and spills resulting from vehicle fueling, maintenance, and washing are probably the most 
common major threat to ground water associated with gravel mining. 'This risk can be difficult to assess, 
because it is highly variable depending on the scale of these activities and the degree of oversight provided 
by the mining operation management. That a problem exists with petroleum leaks and spills is clear from 
Department of Ecology incident reports. Because of the lack of ground water monitoring and follow-up 
investigations on these incidents, the actual degree of ground water impact is llllknown. 


Creation of gravel pit lakes lowers the water table in wells up-gradient from the lake and raises them on 
the down-gradient side. 'This is a relatively local effect, but can measurably affect water levels in wells 
very near to the gravel pit lake. 


Abandoned gravel pits have often been used for the disposal of various types of solid wastes. The adverse 
effects of this practice are very well documented and compelling enough that this practice should, in 
general, be completely discontinued. Only truly inert materials should be placed within gravel pits. 


In summary, gravel mining has a complex array of environmental effects on ground water. 'This is largely 
because different mining operations will each have a different set of mining and processing activities that 
make up that operation. The environmental effects can only be understood by looking at each separate 
activity in the mining operation. E.ach of these component activities has a different environmental· effect 
and requires a different management approach to risk reduction. Gravel mining, in general, poses low to 
moderate risks to ground water quality and quantity. But adequate regulatory oversight of project design 
and approval, operation, monitoring and closure, and adequate enforcement are necessary if risks are to 
be kept to an acceptable level. 
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APPENDIX A 
EXISTING SURFACE MINING PERMIT SIIES - AS OF 1993 


SAND AND GRAVEL 


DNR 
Pennit 


Operator Name Sec. Township Range Pennitted Acres 


*I0442 J.D. Dutton, Inc. 36 I9 2W 5 
10835 Ted Sundberg 9 I8 2W 11 


*112I4 Department of Transnortation I8 I8 2W 4.7 
I0473 Tom l\1artin Construction 28 I8 2W 10 
10895 Carl Willrich 28 I8 2W 20 
11472 William Jones Co. 29 I8 2W 20 
1182I William Jones Co. 29 I8 2W 20 


. 


11832 William Jones Co. 29 I8 2W 5 
114I9 Tom l\1artin Construction 2 I8 IW 53 
10938 Pacific Sand and Gravel 9/10 I8 IW I2 
10385 Olvmnia Sand and Gravel 10 I8 IW 65 
I2I68 Olvmnia Sand and Gravel 10 I8 IW 33 
I0348 Pacific Sand and Gravel IO I8 IW 23 
I0706 Pacific Sand and Gravel I2 I8 IW 70 
10002 Holroyd Land Co. (Neilson/Pacific) I7 I8 IE 330 
10958 Thurston County I8 I8 IE 13 
I2500 Nisqually Sand and Gravel/Lakeside 28129 I8 IE 80 
I2633 Hard Rock Crushing 13/24 I7 3W 80 
1060I Arthur J. Mell 13 I7 2W 30 
11988 Milton Emerick (Fairview S&G) I8 I7 2W 80 


*I2116 Howard R Larson 22 17 2W IO 
I2115 Howard R Larson 28 I7 2W I2.5 
I2577 Tom l\1artin Construction 28 I7 2W 40 
110I6 Boe Sand and Gravel 6 I7 IW 10 
I26I5 Norman Hutson 6 I7 IW 5 
11766 Lacey Oaks Stables (Land Use Co.) 11 17 IW 9 
I2659 Great Western Supply/O'Neill 20/2I I7 IW IO 
I26I4 Milton Emerick 30 I7 IW 20 
1078I Thurston County 3I I7 IW 10 


*I22I7 Qui!!:!!: Brothers - McDonald 29 I7 2E 20 
I2592 Tom and Claudia Westbrook 9 I6 3W 5 
I2094 Department of Natural Resources 10 I6 3W I5 
Il337 James Hendricks 3I I6 3W 5 


*I0457 l\1artin Sand and Gravel .34 I6 3W 25 







SAND AND GRAVEL 


DNR Operator Name Sec. Township Range Pennitted Acres 
Pennit 
10349 Cascade Materials, Inc. 3 16 2W 50 
12285 Pacco, Inc. 5 16 2W 10 
11902 Kellis A Hamilton 25/36 16 2W 172 
12014 Washineton Asphalt Co. 28/29 16 2W 250 


*11360 Department of Transnortation 29 16 2W 32 
12640 Granger/Breen 33 16 2W 50 
11294 MA SegaJe, Inc. 5 16 lW 50 
10453 Thurston County 5 16 IE 22 
11703 Thurston County 24 16 2E 30 
10443 Pacific Sand and Gravel 1 15 3W 18 
10734 Dulin Construction, Inc. 2 15 3W 45 


*11914 Martin Sand and Gravel 2 15 3W 9.2 
10282 Cascade Hauling Co. 11 15 3W 28 
11110 Lewis County 11 15 3W 13 
10452 Martin Sand and Gravel 11 15 3W 30 


*10189 Cascade Hauling Co. 14 15 2W 4 
11089 Pacificoro Electric Ooerations 10/15 15 lW 150 
12602 North Fork Timber Company 11 15 lW 10 


2,215.4 
• LJstcu o· J.Jl'IK recoras as mactJve or termmatcu y 


a>AL 
DNR PERMITIED 


PERMIT OPERATOR NAME Sec. Township Range Arn.ES 


10145 Washington Irrigation and Development 13/24 
Co. 


15 2W 4,000 


4,000 


ROCK QUARRIES 


DNR PERMITIED 
PERMIT OPERATOR NAME Sec. Township Rame Arn.ES 


10496 Kaufman Brothers Construction 19/30 18 2W 40 
11831 Hodges Homes, Inc. 27 18 2W 2 


12140 Jones Ouarrv 29 18 2W 65 
12602 North Fork Timber 11 15 lW 10 
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APPENDIXB 


Potential Groundwater Problems Associated With Gravel Mining -
Hydrocarbon Spills and Runoff Recorded in WOOE Files 


Andennan Sand and (1990) WOOE inspection in response to complaint. "Sheen caused by ... waste oil 
Gravel (Belfair, Mason) spillage from past practices ... will send letter." 


Arlington Sand and (1987) Complaint initiated inspection which revealed "sigoificant quantity of various 
Gravel (Arlington, types of petroleum product in ponded and standing water on site" -- soil stnface 
Snohomish) around shop "saturated with oils". Sources of contamination were: leaking 


equipment, poor house-keeping practices, fuelling operations and inadequate cover or 
containment for stored waste oils. Found past evidence of oil having been washed 
into Stillaguamish River. Upgradient location of fuel tanks/pumps allows spills to 
flow toward river. Investigator recorded soil saturated with fuel to 2Y:z or 3 feet in 
vicinity of fuel islands. Notice of Violation (RCW 90.48) and penalty of $500.00 
recommended. 


Associated Sand and (1991) Follow-up investigation (soil borings and wells) on site from which 
Gravel (Everett, King) underground storage tank (US1) had been removed disclosed total petroleum 


hydrocarbons exceeding Model Toxic Control Act clean-up standards. Contamination 
is below a paved area and may extend beneath an on-site structure. Engineering firm 
recommends leaving in place until facility closes. 


B & L Construction and ( 1991) Inspection of 15 acres storage and maintenance area near gravel mining 
Trucking (Tacoma, operation revealed poor waste oil storage practices and uncontained leakage from 
Pierce) equipment. Operator advised to hire waste consultant/recycling firm. Sampling and 


follow-up inspection advised but not found in file. 


Cadman Sand and Gravel (1991) Drop-in inspection: "major environmental contamination risk at this facility is 
(Black Diamond, King) associated with handling and storage of petrochemicals." including uncovered 


uncontained storage tanks. Waste water from truck washing operation has measured 
pH of 11 and flows uncontained down a haul road "where it is completely percolated 
into the ground." No State Waste Discharge Permit at time of inspection. 


Corliss Redi-Mix (1989) "Some problem with chemical/oil storage and handling." Spillage on ground 
(Enumclaw, King) and cement additives stored outside containment area. "Asked for better practices and 


cleanup". 


Foran Landfill/Gravel (1992) Urban Bay Action Team (UBA1) inspection. No containment of 6,000 gallon 
(Tacoma, Pierce) diesel fuel tanks. Gravel around smaller tank heavily stained with oil. Open 


container of used oil. Inspector suggests covering and berming. 







Potential Groundwater Problems Associated With Gravel Mining -
Hydrocarbon Spills and Runoff Recorded in WOOE Files 


Gilbert Western Corp (1989) Waste oil tank overflow (oil flow valve directed oil outside containment 
(Camas, Clark) facility?). Not reported. Cleanup of oil contaminated soil and immediate repair of 


secondary-containment flow valve required. 


Lakeside Industries (1989) Malfunctioning gauge caused rupture of 12,000 gallon above-ground storage 
(Aberdeen, Gray's tank during fuel delivery. Approximately 100 gallons diesel oil "saturated a small 
Harbor) wetland area" connected to Chehalis River. Prompt response by Lakeside clean-up 


crew and proper agencies notified. Small section of wetland affected by removal of 
contaminated soil. No Spill Prevention Containment and Countermeasure Plan on 
site. 


Lakeside Industries Inspection revealed following violations at Hogum Bay Rd. asphalt plant: 
(Lacey, Thurston) 1. inadequate containment around all above-ground storage tanks (AGS1) 


2. cleaning of equipment with high pressure washer and use of petrolewn/detergents 
released as "effluent discharge to ground and/or waters of the state." No NPDES or 
State Waste Discharge permit. 


3. equipment maintenance pit "grossly contaminated" with petroleum and "suspected 
organic compounds". Soil removal required. 


Lakeside submitted a Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure Plan in 
accordance with 40CFR Sect. 112. 7 approx. 1 mo. later -- addressed all issues. No 
further correspondence found. 


· (1987) Crane collapsed and crushed a diesel tank (approx. 200 gallons discharged to 
ground). No follow-up correspondence or sample data in file. 


(1981) Former site for plant on Carpenter Rd. reportedly had record of fuel spills to 
ground. Fuel storage area formerly had drain to gravel pit. 


Lakeside Industries (1991) Complaint and follow-up investigation at asphalt plant. Approx. 1,000 cu 
(Anacortes, Skagit) yards of petroleum contaminated soil (PCS) was excavated and recycled through 


plant. "Confirrnational analyses indicated that cleanup standards were met." On-site 
drums removed. No further correspondence? 


Martin Construction (1990) RCRA compliance inspection of truck storage and maintainence facility. 
(Lacey, Thurston) Spillage of oil and other hazardous materials; improper storage of waste oil. 


Wastewater from steam cleaning system discharged directly to ground. "Evidence of 
extreme oil contamination" -- removal and treatment of soils required by WOOE. 
Connection with gravel mining operation not clear. 







Potential Groundwater Problems Associated With Gravel Mining -
Hydrocarbon Spills and Runoff Recorded in WOOE Files 


Meridian Aggregate (1991) Removal of underground storage tank exposed an area highly contaminated 
(Granite Falls, with waste motor oii apparently from many years of accumulation. Site had been 
Snohomish) used for equipment maintenance. "Visual observation disclosed veins of old motor 


oil" flowing. Site was excavated to remove all visable contaminated soil (sent to 
asphalt plant) and later sampling confirmed total petroleum hydrocarbons (TPH) 
within allowable limits. 


Quigg Brothers- (1992) Fuel transfer valve system apparently tampered with causing diesel fuel release 
McDonald (Aberdeen, to containment area and to several storm drain catch basins. No notification of 
Gray's Harbor) authorizing agency as per Ch. 90.56.280 RCW. Spill response plan and removal of 


petroleum-contaminated soils ordered by WOOE. 


R & R Joint Venture ( 1991) Inspection terms operation "unsatisfactory". No containment for lube racks 
(Vancouver, Clark) and fuel tanks. Poor solid waste disposal practices (waste oil, paint, cleaning 


compound, old batteries, etc.) on site. 


Robison Construction (1987) Improper on-site storage caused spillage of 1,000 gallons of diesel to ground 
(Tacoma, Pierce) and ultimately into Clear Creek. Tacoma-Pierce Co. Health requires clean-up 


involving excavation, testing of sediment residual BTX and landfarming of 
contaminated sediments. Spills prevention and management plan also required in lieu 
of permit revocation. 


S & W Sand and Gravel . (1989) Oil contaminated soil confirmed by laboratory tests (Geotechnical Testing is 
(Puyallup, Pierce) of the opiuion that "no contamination from the surface has reached the groundwater"). 


Soil to be removed to depth of 2 feet. S & W must stop allowing discharge of 
wastewater from steam cleaner to ground (oil/water separator will be required). 


Tucci and Sons (1991) Complaint investigation at gravel pit and asphalt plant. Diesel line from fuel 
(Puyallup, Pierce) tank to batch plant was underground and could not be determined to be leaking. 


Asphalt (source of complaint) leaked from above ground tanks but "hardens readily 
and does not appear to be a problem" Contaminated soil from another site stored 
in gravel yard - no cover or containment Soil staining around diesel refueling area. 
Follow-up inspection to confirm covering of contaminated soils and spill prevention 
at diesel refueling area recommended - not in file. 







Potential Groundwater Problems Associated With Gravel Mining -
Hydrocarbon Spills and Runoff Recorded in WDOE Files 


Washington Dept. of (1990) Complaint investigation. Gravel pit is primarily used for storing sand and 
Transportation (Elwa Pit, gravel, culverts and other construction material and for burning "roadside debris". 
Clallam) Observations: improper disposal of oil from application truck and maintenance shop 


oil/water separator and catch basin; improper disposal of pesticide rinseate from 
applicator truck; improper storage of chemicals. Sample results indicated petroleum 
contaminated soils were present in pit but did not comfinn pesticide contamination. 
DOT to undertake remedial action. "Since migration of petroleum contamination 
through the soil did not occur, site will not be listed on Site Ivfanagement Infonnation 
System" 


Woodworth and Co. (1991) Urban Bay Action Team inspection summary: improper storage of unlabeled 
(Tacoma, Pierce) wastes; "inevitable leakage" around hot mix asphalt plant. 


Misc. unconfirmed reports connected with hydrocarbons: 


(1990) Oil dumping and burying of used filters and antifreeze by trucking firm in Redmond (connection with gravel 
. . ?) 11lll1ll1g. 


(1990) Oil leakage from gear boxes and discharge of diesel oil from truck washing at asphalt plant in Silverdale. 


(1991) Early notice letter to gravel mining company in Kent advising inclusion in WDOE database of known or suspected 
contaminators under Model Toxics Control Act. lnfonnal report attached indicates "most significant contamination" was 
from leaking diesel fuel pumps. 


( 1991) "Groundwater contamination is likely" from UST excavations with standing water at abandoned aggregate supply 
site in Lynnwood. 


( 1991) Evidence of leakage of petroleum hydrocarbons from above ground storage tanks at trucking company in Anacortes. 
ASTs not bermed. 







APPENDIXC 


I Smface Water Problelll'l Associated with Gtavel Mining as Indicated by Material in "1JOE Files I 
Concrete Batch Facilities: 


Aggregate Supply (1973) "Settling ponds appear to be seeping contaminated water into a drainage 
(Bellevue, permitted to ditch" which feeds into a wetland adjoining Kelsey Creek. No follow-up? 
Lakeside Gravel) 


Associated Sand and Gravel Nwnerous (15) incidents of high pH wastewater and silt discharge to Pigeon Creek 
(Everett, King) in '89-'90 (some samples collected). Spill of 80 gallons of antifreeze from truck 


maintenance shop to creek in 1989. Penalties assessed for violations of NPDES 
permit. 


BO-MAC Sand and Gravel (1989) cement waste dwnped into creek (truck washout pond located adjacent). 
(Port Orchard, Kitsap) "General disregard of environmental regulations". 


Cadman Concrete (Monroe, (1991) Concrete batch plant - no State Waste Discharge Permit. High pH discharge 
Snohomish) (confirmed by lab analysis) from settling ponds to surface waters. 


Cadman Gravel Co. ( 1982) Concrete waste washed from cement truck into creek. 
(Redmond, King) 


Lakeside Gravel (Bellevue, (1987) Temporary batching operations were generating "significant volwne of 
King) wastewater" to sump (and then to?). "Likely that the disposal of wastewater is to 


waters of the state". Lakeside agrees to plug sump and pump and haul all 
wastewater to Issaquah site and to refrain from truck washing at this plant. 


Lonestar Northwest (1990) Notice of Violation for exceeding pH discharge limit issued by City of 
(Tacoma, Pierce) Tacoma Sewer Utility Division. "Illegal uncontrolled discharges" to Hylebos 


Waterway. No State Waste Discharge Permit. 


Shope Concrete Products (1990) High pH waste water and sediment-laden storm water being discharged into 
Co. (Puyallup, Pierce) storm water drainage system discharging to Puyallup River. Water samples taken; 


no State Waste Discharge Permit. 


Stoneway Concrete "Some 16 enforcement actions dating back to 1970" (1986) Backhoe operator struck 
(Renton, King) underground pipeline causing release of 70,000 gallons diesel oil (l,000 gallons 


directly to Green River) -- $10,000 penalty assessed. Nwnerous penalties assessed 
for discharge of untreated wastewaters. 


Stoneway Concrete (1978) Dragging of truck-wash sediment from settling basin "inadvertently opened a 
(Renton, King) discharge pipe" allowing high-pH turbid wastewater to enter Cedar River. Trout and 


salmon mortality in excess of 4,000 estimated. Other species not accounted for. 
Total damage to Cedar River resource estimated at 11,040.41. Not clear how much 
of this was actually collected: WDOE mitigated their $1,500 penalty for discharge to 
state waters to $250.00. 


(1969) Citizen complaint to Seattle Times results in inspection of facilities by Water 
Pollution Control Board. Violations of water pollution control laws and company's 
waste discharge permit were noted and deadline for compliance was set (this was 
apparently ignored). No evidence in file of any penalty for non-compliance. 


Note: total of 25 recorded "incidents" involving concrete plants found in the 
Southwest Office files plus the 16 "enforcement actions" referred to in Stoneway's 
file which remain unexplained. 







Smface Water Problems Associated with Gmvel Mining as fudicated by Material in WDOE Files 


Gravel Pit/ Sediment Pond Discharges: 


Active Construction (Gig (1990) Sediment-laden rainwater runoff from inactive pit discharges to county ditch 
Harbor, Pierce Co.) and then into McCormack Creek Inspector: "I have not been back or recontacted 


them because I am waiting for guidance regarding gravel pit issues from my 
supervisors." Mine operator apparently made attempts to solve the problem by 
redesigning and regrading of settling ponds. 


Anderman Sand and Gravel (1989) WDOE inspection in response to citizen complaints leads to notification of 
(Mason Co.) DNR (permitting agency) regarding water quality problems caused by erosion of 


steep slopes and colloidal nature of resultant turbidity. "The lower settling ponds 
appear to have reduced holding capacity" -- ponds overflow during large storms. 
Lab analysis report incomplete; no indication of location of high turbidity sample. 
Where are sample locations recorded? 


DNR issues Stop Work Order in January, followed by Provisional Surface Mining 
Permit for resumption of mining on a limited basis due to completion of remedial 
drainage control measures. "Violations of the state clean water statutes . . . are 
probably occurring as a result of unusually impermeable strata underlying the mine." 


Second Stop Work Order issued by DNR in December. Dept. official observed 
"significant volume" of sediment-laden water overflowing from pond and ultimately 
into Union River. 


(1990) WDOE testimony indicates that Anderman does not have and has not applied 
for a discharge permit and such permit could only be issued if the discharge were 
brought into compliance with state water quality standards. "To date, the WOOE 
has not taken formal compliance actions against Anderman" -- has instead 
coordinated enforcement with DNR Citizen complaint filed in November '90 
suggests that overflow problem has not been solved. 


Black River Sand and (1989) Turbid water discharge to Jenkins Creek (Class AA). Lab analysis of 
Gravel (Bellevue, King) samples shows 11.4 and 12.9 NTU in creek water. Penalty reduced to $500.00 due 


to mitigating circumstances (vandals disconnected power supply to pumps causing 
water to overflow settling pond dike). 


Canyon Sand and Gravel (1986-89) Complaints refer to silting-up of Canyon Creek due to runoff from 
(Tacoma, Pierce) undredged sedimentation ponds. "Has been a problem in the past." Inspections but 


no file record of sampling. 


Carl Carlson Gravel (Clark ( 1979) "Silt form the surface mine, caused by poor operating procedures and lack of 
Co.) erosion control, has created mud deltas in Mud Lake." Co. Planning Council 


questions DNR acceptance of reclamation plan that "does not meet the minimum 
requirements" of Chapter 78.44.030 RCW. WDOE order in file requires erosion 
control plan within 30 days, but subsequent correspondence indicates "no effort 
whatsoever has been taken to comply with the plans the applicant proposed." Clark 
Regional Planning Council urges WDOE to take enforcement action - no record of 
any action in file. Correspondence suggests that County will issue stop-work notice 
which will be in effect until Carlson obtains a grading permit. 


Concrete Nor'West (ML (1974 and 1980) Turbid water from gravel washing operation flowing into Sarnish 
Vernon, Skagit) River. Penalty of $500.00 assessed in '81 for violation of State Waste Discharge 


Permit and Chapter 90.48.080 RCW. 







Surface Water Problems Associated with Gravel Mining as llldicated by Material in WDOE Nies 


Friend and Rickalo (1989) O:unplaint alleges that retention-pond overflow produces "white foamy 
(Aberdeen, Gray's Harbor - material in creek". Inspection unable to confirm, but status of expired NPDES 
rock quarry) pennit and associated discharge monitoring reports uncertain Poor truck-washing 


practices noted. 


(1992) Unannounced inspection. Administrative extension issued on NPDES in 
1986: all site runoff must comply with state water quality standards. Vehicle 
maintenance area "well maintained". 


Hamlet Hilpert Gravel (1986) Adjoining property owners alleged that floodwaters from Skookumchuck 
(Lewis Co.) River have entered the gravel pit and contaminated the groundwater (causing local 


wells to become turbid). Mine is located on the floodplain. WOOE inspection 
reported inundation of "messy" fuel storage area at pit site - tanks had no locking 
system Recommendations: geologist review of turbidity issue and construction of 
bermed/sealed fuel storage area with appropriate sump above 100 yr. flood. 


(1987 - 88) WOOE ordered pit perimeter be diked to specification to prevent 
infiltration of floodwaters. 


(1991) Enforcement order issued in response to WOOE Shorelands Program 
inspection which disclosed that dike was not constructed as specified - "cannot 
adequately serve its intended purposes". 


(1992) Hilpert files Notice of Appeal alleglNG that operation was in "substantial 
compliance" with Flood Control Zone Pennit as amended and requests WOOE "be 
put to strict proof as to the allegation that the past or continued operation of the pit 
constitutes a threat of aggravated flooding". Outcome of appeal? 


Lakeridge Gravel - (1989) County issued cease-work order in response to 2 consecutive days ofWQ 
Lakeridge Paving violations. Wash water retention ponds overflowing. Dredging of ponds and ditches 
Co.(Pierce Co.) and installation of dry-screening process in progress. No NPDES pennit. 


Lakeside Gravel (Bellevue, (1973) $100.00 penalty for discharge of dichloromethane into unnamed creek Order 
King) of Termination of Pennit (no date) for surface discharge of waste water in a 


condition of> 50 N1U. 


Lakeside Industries (1987) $2000 penalty for discharge of oil to state waters (piping of underground 
(Issaquah, King) diesel storage tanks ruptured). Failed to notify WOOE as required by 90.48.360 


RCW. Lakeside contends: "due to the negligence of Lakeside Gravel Co. in 
controlling heavy surface water runoff, the road above our tanks washed out 
allowing water and sand and gravel to wash in and fill the dike. This caused the 
tanks to float, breaking off the service piping". They blame gravel co. since 
concrete containment around fuel tanks was adequate to control any on-site spill but 
could not handle the off-site stormwater runoff coming from the adjacent property. 







Surface Water Problelll'l Associated wifu Gravel Mining as Indicated by Material in WDOE Files 


Lakeside Sand and Gravel 
(Issaquah, King) 


Meridian Aggregate Co. 
(Mt. Vernon, Skagit) 


Olympia Sand and Gravel 
(Olympia, Thurston) 


Rainier Rock (Sumner, 
Pierce) 


(1988) EPA proposed Section 309(g) Administrative Penalty Action in response to 
allegations that Lakeside "discharged pollutants on 9 separate occasions to North 
Fork Creek". Pollutants included "soil particles", cement and cement waste and 
reached the creek via drainage ditch. $25,000 administrative penalty proposed - no 
Final Order in file, no water analysis records. 


(1987) $1000 penalty for lack of storrnwater controls causing "oil and muddy waters 
to enter Jordan Creek". $2000 penalty for separate incident involving discharge of 
cement waste water and turbid nmoff to N. Fork Issaquah Creek. 


(1982) $4000 penalty for discharge of contaminated wastewater to Jordan Creek (in 
violation of SWDP and RCW 90.48.080). 


(1978) $ 500 penalty for discharge of turbid industrial wastewater to Jordan Creek 
on 1/18/78. $2000 penalty for discharge of contaminated storrnwater causing 
turbidity in Jordan Creek on 10/20/78. Inspection report says "samples taken" -
results not in file. $2000 penalty for discharge of industrial process wastewater into 
Jordan Creek on 10/28/78. 


(1972) WDOE memorandum outlines apparent violations and possible corrective 
actions. Inspection of 9/19/72 in response to three complaints of turbid water 
discharge. "Both sludge lagoons were full of sludge" - treatment methods seem 
ineffective. 


(1971) DOE memorandum: Lakeside's temporary waste discharge permit renewal 
application not acceptable until adequate facilities are installed. 


(1988) $1000 penalty for wastewater discharge causing siltation of Carpenter Creek. 


(1983) Complaint alleges Olympia is polluting Woodland Creek. Field check: 
operator advised that discharge from lower settling pond is too turbid - "rehab" work 
on ponds is requested. 


(1981) Settling ponds are overflowing into Woodland Creek. "When heavy rains 
occur, groundwater infiltrates ponds causing discharge of silty water because wiers 
are by-passed. Nothing he (operator) can do about it." 


(1988) Heavy siltation of adjacent creek. "Current slopes in the pit cause almost all 
surface water to nm toward the creek". Transfer of surface mine permit and 
redesign of siltation ponds proposed to avoid DNR Stop Work Order then in 
process. 







Swface Water Problems Associated with Gmvel Mining as Indicated by Material in WDOE Nies 


Reserve Silica Cotp. 
(Ravensdale, King 
pennitted to L-Bar 
Products) 


Salmon Bay Sand & Gravel 
(Seattle, King) 


Stoneway Concrete. 
(Renton, King) 


Sunset Quarry (Issaquah, 
King) 


Woodworth and Co. (Pierce 
Co. - asphalt plant) 


(1991) Follow-up inspection. "Off-site flow of contaminated storm water has been a 
source of water quality violations the last two years". Reserve had submitted 
application for renewal of State Waste Discharge Permit. "Next pennit issued 
should require monthly inspection of berms which direct stormwater flow''. Oil, fuel 
and chemical container handling are very poor. 


Cement kiln-dust depository areas are capped, and vegetated and groundwater 
monitoring reports for the underlying aquifer are being submitted to SHW. 
"Michele Underwood said that no violations of ground water quality have been 
reported for the site". 


(1990) Inspection comments: surface area of settling ponds has decreased since last 
visit; yard and sump area are flooded and runoff is reaching surface waters; oil 
storage and handling has not been improved (no cover or containment); drainage 
ditch on property boundary has filled with sediment and needs to be cleaned out 
(again); no site plan has been submitted per last year's request. WOOE will require 
NPDES pennit? 


(1991) Letter from Seattle Engineering Dept. advised that Salmon Bay truck drivers 
were dumping concrete slush and gravel into storm sewers. Requests company 
review disposal practices with personnel. 


(1986) Penalty notice ($500.00) for release of turbid waters from settling ponds to 
Cedar River. 


(1991) DOE Notice of Violation: Sunset continued to discharge contaminated 
process wastewater and stormwater runoff into Tibbetts Creek; has been out of 
compliance with SWDP conditions since 1986. 1986 order to apply for NPDES 
pennit ignored. Condition of 1988 order to cease all discharges has not been met. 


Notice of King Co. Code Violation: failure to comply with request to correct code 
violations detailed in (1990) order. Specified work on sediment ponds to be 
completed within 10 days, long-term erosion, sedimentation, and drainage control 
plans to be prepared by civil engineer and submitted for review. Plans for restoring 
disturbed portions of affected creeks to be prepared by stream/wetland ecologist and 
coordinated with construction/drainage plans. Further correspondence indicates 
provisions of notice were later partially satisfied with "conceptual drainage plan" 
prepared without the professional assistance specified. No record of enforcement. 


( 1991) Sediment analysis of catch basin (unlined overflow pond which flows to city 
storm drain) downhill from plant yields arsenic, copper, lead and zinc ppm 
measurements below Sediment Quality Objectives established by EPA 


UBAT inspection reveals intennittent overflows of washwater from settling ponds, 
improper storage of potentially hazardous materials (referred to in associated 
summary of problems related to hydrocarbon spills) 


(1989) City of Tacoma Planning Dept. requests agency review ofWoodworth's 
methods of handling waste and storm water. "Turbidity problems are occurring in 
the waterway at the point where the storm water outfall line serving the gravel pit 
and surrounding area enters the waterway". Health Dept. responds that their staff 
had monitored the discharge to the storm drain from the Woodworth facility and 
found that turbidity parameters of WA State WQ standards had been exceeded. 
NPDES pennit should be required for this discharge but has not been obtained. 







APPENDIXD 


Potential Groundwater Problems Associated With Gravel Mining 
Solid Waste Disposal Incidents From WOE Files 


Nonpermitted: 


Anderman Sand and Gravel 
(Mason Co.) 


Fairview Sand and Gravel 
(Olympia, Thurston Co.) 


Fife Sand and Gravel (Pierce 
Co.) 


Lakeside Industries dba 
Pacific Sand and Gravel 
(Lacey, Thurston Co.) 


Permitted as landfills: 


Dietrich Landfill (Clark Co.) 


(1989) accepted approx 200 cu yards of contaminated soil from Belfair Texaco 
station fuel tank replacement project. Removal ordered by WOE, DNR 


(1992) Mason Co. Environmental Health issues Notice of Violation: operating 
wood waste landfill without a permit. Also in violation of Chapter 70.95 RCW 
for receiving of waste tires without permit. 


(1990) dumping concrete, asphalt and rebar. Possibility that County would 
amend permit to include use of site for this purpose. 


( 1991) complaints about piles of bark stored near creek 


( 1991) operated unpennitted Petroleum Contaminated Soil (PCS) treatment 
facility. Pierce Co. alleged that Fife had then expanded operations beyond 
restrictions in amended Unclassified Use Permit. NPDES permit to be required. 


Lakeside apparently operated demolition landfill 1971-1988, and for last couple 
of years was in violation of Solid Waste Regulations adopted in late 1985. 
Facility ceased operation in 1988 without regard for closure requirements of the 
new regulations. 


(1992) materials outside the definition of demolition (foundry ash, sheetrock, 
yard debris) were dumped at this former gravel mine which was classified as a 
demolition landfill under Solid Waste Permit. 















 


Appendix B  
 


Thurston County Code Chapter 17.20 
Mineral Extraction and Asphalt Production 


Text as of June 28th 2018 
 


 


 







• Chapter 17.20 - MINERAL EXTRACTION AND ASPHALT 
PRODUCTION[3] 


Sections: 


 


• 17.20.010 - Purpose. 


The purpose of this chapter is to increase the protection of ground and surface water from the 
effects of mineral extraction and asphalt plants, to lessen conflicts between mineral 
extraction/asphalt plants and nearby land uses, and to continue the availability of mined materials 
and asphalt to the citizens and commerce of the area. 


(Ord. 10368 § 3 (part), 1993) 


(Ord. No. 14782, § 4(Att. C), 8-14-2012) 


• 17.20.020 - Application. 


A. 
Sections 17.20.040 through 17.20.190 apply to: 


1. 
All applications for special use permits for mineral extraction, asphalt plants, or accessory uses 
filed after the date of adoption; and 


2. 
All gravel mines and asphalt plants in existence on the date of adoption or for which special use 
permit applications have been filed before the date of adoption. 


3. 
Any reference to the phrase "date of adoption" used in this chapter shall mean August 14, 2012 for 
an asphalt plant and its accessory uses and June 28, 1993 for mineral extraction and its accessory 
uses. 


B. 
Sections 17.20.200 through 17.20.270 apply to applications for special use permits for mineral 
extraction, asphalt plants, and accessory uses filed after the date of adoption. 


C. 
References to "approval authority" in this chapter apply only to applications for special use permits 
for mineral extraction, asphalt plants, and accessory uses filed after the date of adoption. 


D. 
All mineral extraction and asphalt plant operations in existence on the date of adoption shall 
continue to be subject to the terms of all applicable law and permits. 


(Ord. 10368 § 3 (part), 1993) 
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(Ord. No. 14782, § 4(Att. C), 8-14-2012) 


• 17.20.030 - Implementation. 


A. 
The standards and requirements of this chapter governing applications for special use permits for 
mineral extraction, asphalt plants, and accessory uses are effective upon the date of adoption. 


B. 
The standards and requirements of this chapter governing gravel mines and asphalt plants in 
existence on the date of adoption shall be implemented within the time set out in the specific 
standard or requirement. If no such time is set out, standards and requirements applicable to 
existing gravel mines and asphalt plants shall be complied with within two years of the date of 
adoption. 


(Ord. 10368 § 3 (part), 1993) 


(Ord. No. 14782, § 4(Att. C), 8-14-2012) 


• 17.20.040 - Spill prevention. 


A. 
Each mineral extraction and asphalt plant operation shall have in effect a hazardous materials and 
petroleum products spill prevention, detection and clean-up plan. For applications submitted after 
the date of adoption, the plan shall be reviewed and approved as part of the special use permit 
process. For gravel mines and asphalt plants in existence on the date of adoption, the plan shall 
be submitted to the health officer for review and approval within one year of such date of adoption. 


B. 
Spill plans shall include methods of prevention, detection, containment and clean-up of any and all 
hazardous materials or petroleum products possessed or stored on the mining or asphalt site. 
Such spill plans shall be reviewed by the health officer and shall be adequate to protect public 
health and safety. For these purposes, the mining or asphalt site shall not be limited to property 
under a department of natural resources reclamation permit, but shall include all contiguous 
property under the same ownership. 


C. 
A spill prevention plan which complies with Part 112 of Title 40 CFR or WAC 173-303-350 and 
which covers all petroleum products and hazardous materials possessed on the site is deemed to 
comply with the requirements of subsection (B) of this section. 


(Ord. 10368 § 3 (part), 1993) 


(Ord. No. 14782, § 4(Att. C), 8-14-2012) 


• 17.20.050 - Fuel and hazardous materials. 


A. 
Above-ground or below-ground stationary tanks containing flammable or combustible liquids are 
subject to Chapter 14.32 and applicable state law. Both existing and newly permitted mines and 







asphalt plants are subject to the version of these standards in effect on the date of permit 
application. 


B. 
Reserved. 


C. 
Storage of fuel and hazardous materials is subject to applicable provisions of Thurston County 
Sanitary Code Article VI. 


D. 
Permanent on-site refueling stations shall be located outside the excavated area. 


E. 
Any fueling of stationary equipment on-site shall be accomplished with mobile tank vehicles. 


F. 
Fueling of mobile equipment and vehicles shall be conducted in accordance with an approved spill 
prevention plan provided in Section 17.20.040. 


G. 
Asphalt batch plants shall comply with fuel storage requirements specified above. Batch plants 
may incorporate petroleum-contaminated soils into asphalt products if specifically permitted by the 
department of ecology and the environmental health division. 


H. 
No solvents or solvent-based cleaners shall be used on or washed off equipment in ways that 
allow discharge to the environment, except for evaporation that is not in violation of other law. 
Vehicle and equipment maintenance shall be performed in accordance with an approved spill 
prevention plan provided in Section 17.20.040. For stationary equipment, the spill prevention plan 
shall include methods to prevent discharge of untreated wash water or leakage of petroleum 
products. Truck washing shall be conducted off-site when possible. 


(Ord. 10368 § 3 (part), 1993) 


(Ord. No. 14782, § 4(Att. C), 8-14-2012) 


• 17.20.060 - Drainage and stormwater control. 


A. 
For applications submitted after the date of adoption, drainage shall be controlled in accordance 
with Chapter 15.05 TCC, the Drainage Design and Erosion Control Manual, or other applicable 
law. If no other standards apply, all drainage from the site of extractive operations or asphalt 
plants shall be controlled by dikes, barriers or drainage structures sufficient to prevent any silt, 
debris or other loose materials from filling any existing drainage course or encroaching on streets 
and adjacent properties or polluting any ground water. 


B. 
For gravel mines and asphalt plants in existence on the date of adoption, upon discovery of the 
discharge of pollutants to ground or surface waters, the health officer may require compliance 
with Chapter 15.05 TCC as necessary to remedy the discharge. 
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(Ord. 10368 § 3 (part), 1993) 


(Ord. No. 14782, § 4(Att. C), 8-14-2012) 


• 17.20.070 - Wash and other process water. 


All process water, including all gravel wash water, shall be used, stored and disposed of in a 
manner that does not negatively affect ground or surface water. This may be accomplished 
through the following best management practices or other appropriate measures: 


A. 
Recycling and routing process water to settling ponds which have been lined with materials which will 


avoid interchange of process water with ground water; 


B. 
Avoiding the use of additives in process water which would cause sediments to become "solid waste" 


or "problem wastes" under WAC 173-304-100, "high-risk waste" under Article 5 of the Thurston 
County Sanitary Code, or dangerous waste or extremely hazardous waste under Chapter 70.105 
RCW; 


C. 
Avoiding the discharge of process water into any stormwater conveyance system unless the operator 


has a valid permit from the department of ecology to do so; 


D. 
Avoiding the discharge of stormwater drainage into any process water. 


(Ord. 10368 § 3 (part), 1993) 


(Ord. No. 14782, § 4(Att. C), 8-14-2012) 


• 17.20.080 - Domestic water supplies. 


If any gravel mining operation or asphalt plant causes the water quality of any domestic water 
supply to fail to meet the drinking water quality standards of WAC 246-290, as amended, the mine 
or asphalt plant owner shall remedy the effect of the operation on the water supply through 
monetary payment to the water system owner, the provision of treatment methods and devices 
that are approved by the state department of health, or other correction of the specific water 
quality problem. This mitigation shall be approved by the health officer and the state department of 
health. 


Note: See Thurston County Sanitary Code Article III for regulations governing drinking water 
wells. 


(Ord. 10368 § 3 (part), 1993) 


(Ord. No. 14782, § 4(Att. C), 8-14-2012) 


• 17.20.090 - Roads. 


A. 







Definitions. 


1. 
Internal roads are those roads which are internal to the site, and any connected external private 
roads or easements, that serve the mine and asphalt plant and accessory uses. 


2. 
Access roads are those roads, excluding private roads and easements which exclusively service 
the site, which are external to the site which serve as access to county collector or arterial roads. 
Collector and arterial roads are identified in the Thurston County Comprehensive Plan. 


3. 
Access is that point where the internal site road(s) intersect with a site access road or other public 
or private roadway. 


B. 
The following shall apply to new mining operations and asphalt plants or expansions of existing 
mining operations and asphalt plants upon which the active operation is situated: 


1. 
All internal roads, as defined in subsection (A)(1) of this section, required for public health and 
safety purposes shall meet the road standards. 


2. 
Accesses shall intersect existing streets and roads at locations and in a manner that will not 
endanger the safety of highway users and local residents and shall be in accordance with the 
Thurston County road standards, current edition. 


3. 
All access roads shall meet the requirements of the Thurston County road standards to ensure 
that roadway capacity, safety, and roadway structure are fully met. 


4. 
A traffic impact analysis of the roads used as primary haul routes for mining operations and 
asphalt plants shall be completed showing the estimated equivalent single axle loads (ESAL) for a 
minimum analysis period of twenty years. If the primary haul routes are unable to carry the 
increased ESALs as determined by the county, a road maintenance agreement may be required. 
These agreements may include, but are not limited to, safety, restoration, rehabilitation, and 
resurfacing of the affected roadways and/or financial participation in county road preservation 
projects. Road maintenance agreements may be executed by the director of roads and 
transportation services. 


5. 
A plan shall be prepared and implemented which addresses material entering the county right-of-
way as a direct result from mining operations and asphalt plants or accessory uses. The plan shall 
include methods to control material leaving the site and response should any material enter the 
right-of-way. Material may include, but is not limited to, rock, sand, mud, soil, water, asphalt, 
Portland cement concrete, and/or oil. The plan is subject to approval by the county engineer, and 
may be included in a road maintenance agreement. 


6. 
Proposed location of access and internal roads, and primary haul routes shall be provided with any 
required application. 







7. 
Additional off-site impacts of mining operations and asphalt plants on county roads shall be 
addressed through the SEPA process as specified in Chapter 17.09 TCC. 


C. 
The following shall apply to existing mining and asphalt plant operations: 


1. 
All internal roads required for public health and safety purposes shall meet the road standards. 


2. 
Every access shall intersect existing roads in a manner that will not endanger the safety of 
roadway users and local residents. 


(Ord. 13040 Attach. C § 2, 2003: Ord. 10368 § 3 (part), 1993) 


(Ord. No. 14782, § 4(Att. C), 8-14-2012) 


• 17.20.100 - Dust and smoke control. 


The operator shall obtain all required preconstruction approval permits from the Olympic Regional 
Clean Air Agency, and shall comply with all of the requirements of the Olympic Regional Clean Air 
Agency. In addition, the approval authority may require methods of dust control, such as water 
trucks or sprinklers, that will mitigate the mitigation of dust from the site. 


(Ord. 10368 § 3 (part), 1993) 


(Ord. No. 14782, § 4(Att. C), 8-14-2012) 


• 17.20.110 - Noise. 


A. 
Noise levels shall comply with WAC 173-60. The operator shall ensure that noise levels are 
monitored by a technician with the qualifications contained in WAC 173-58, or acceptable 
qualifications as determined by the health officer, using instruments that meet the qualifications of 
WAC 173-58, at the property boundaries, at least quarterly after the initiation of the mining or other 
permitted activity, during normal operating conditions and periods, and until or unless the health 
department determines that such monitoring is not necessary. Noise monitoring reports shall be 
provided to the health department and the resource stewardship department. Mineral extraction 
and asphalt plant activity within the residential zoning districts of the county shall be considered a 
Class "A" EDNA pursuant to WAC 173-60-030 (2), the state noise standards. If the noise levels 
exceed the levels permitted by WAC 173-60, the health department or the resource stewardship 
department may take any enforcement measures necessary to ensure compliance with WAC 173-
60. 


B. 
The approval authority may require additional measures to control noise, such as placing rubber or 
urethane screens and liners or crushing and screening equipment, equipping loaders and dozers 
with ambient-sensitive back-up alarms, or muffling engine noise, if site conditions or the site's 
proximity to residential zoned properties or residential uses warrants them. 
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(Ord. 10368 § 3 (part), 1993) 


(Ord. No. 14782, § 4(Att. C), 8-14-2012) 


• 17.20.115 - Hours of operation. 


A. 
Special use permits containing specific conditions regarding operating hours shall be governed by 
those conditions. 


B. 
For gravel mining, asphalt plants, and accessory uses within or adjacent to a residential zoning 
district, the hours of operation for excavating, processing and loading are limited to seven a.m. to 
seven p.m. Monday through Saturday. 


C. 
The following activities are exempted from the provisions of subsection (B) of this section: 


1. 
Excavation and loading necessitated by flood emergencies; 


2. 
On Monday through Saturday, the early morning processing of concrete necessary to provide 
beneficial strength; 


3. 
Hauling to jobs under contract with a public agency. However, for any such hauling outside of the 
hours provided in subsection (B) of this section, the operator shall post reasonable notice near the 
site, notify the director, and notify the legal newspaper of the county and at least one radio station 
covering the area of the site. 


(Ord. 10368 § 3 (part), 1993) 


(Ord. No. 14782, § 4(Att. C), 8-14-2012) 


• 17.20.120 - Fencing. 


A. 
For applications filed after the date of adoption, fencing shall be installed where appropriate to 
safeguard safety or health. Warning signs may be required by the approval authority; such signs 
shall meet all requirements of Chapter 20.40 TCC. 


B. 
For existing gravel mines and asphalt plants, fencing, berms, natural barriers or some comparable 
deterrent shall be employed to prevent unauthorized dumping of materials on mining or asphalt 
plant sites. 


(Ord. 10368 § 3 (part), 1993) 


(Ord. No. 14782, § 4(Att. C), 8-14-2012) 
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• 17.20.130 - Lighting. 


All lighting shall be limited to the lowest intensity which allows the permitted activity to be carried 
out in a safe manner. The lights shall be shielded and directed so that illumination affects only the 
premises of the site and does not result in glare outside of the permit site or on public rights-of-
way. 


(Ord. 10368 § 3 (part), 1993) 


• 17.20.140 - Rehabilitation and conservation requirements. 


A. 
For mineral extraction applications filed after the date of adoption: 


1. 
If a reclamation plan is not required by the Washington Department of Natural Resources (DNR), 
the applicant shall submit a rehabilitation plan in conjunction with the application for special use 
approval. The rehabilitation plan shall provide that rehabilitation activities, particularly those 
relating to control of erosion, shall, to the maximum extent feasible, be conducted simultaneously 
with surface mining. The rehabilitation plan shall also include measures to conserve topsoil; 
interim reclamation for site stabilization, if necessary; post-reclamation erosion control measures; 
and a topographic map depicting the post-reclamation surface gradient. 


2. 
Final contours shall reflect or harmonize with the natural contours of the adjacent land. 


3. 
Rehabilitation shall include removal of all debris, temporary structures and stockpiles. 


4. 
A layer of arable soil of sufficient depth to sustain grass, shrubs or trees shall be provided in those 
parts of the operation where required. The approval authority shall determine the appropriate 
restorative cover. Native grasses are preferred as a restorative cover where appropriate. 


5. 
Water accumulating upon the site may be retained after the completion of such operation where 
the excavation cannot reasonably be drained by gravity flow; provided, that adequate provision 
shall be made to avoid stagnation, pollution and the danger of improperly controlled releases of 
such water from the site and danger to public, etc. 


6. 
The rehabilitation plans shall be reviewed by the approval authority to insure compliance with all 
provisions of this chapter, and compatibility with relevant land use plans. 


7. 
Plans may be amended from time to time by approval of the approval authority upon application by 
the owner. 


8. 
Final rehabilitation shall conform to zoning regulations at the time of implementation. 







9. 
Rehabilitation shall be completed within two years from the date of completion or abandonment of 
the subject site or portion of the site. 


B. 
Owners and operators of gravel mines not under DNR or county special use permit, whether or not 
in existence on the date of adoption, shall complete reclamation of exhausted or abandoned mines 
within two years after completion or abandonment of mining. 


(Ord. 10368 § 3 (part), 1993) 


(Ord. No. 14782, § 4(Att. C), 8-14-2012) 


• 17.20.150 - Registration of gravel mines. 


A. 
Owners of all gravel mining operations shall submit completed registration forms to the county on 
an annual basis. For existing operations, initial forms shall be submitted to the county by not later 
than six months from date of adoption. Registration forms shall include: (1) location and ownership 
of parcel, (2) size and depth of mine, (3) current state and/or local permit status of mining activity 
on parcel, and (4) information contained on any annual report required by the department of 
natural resources. Fees shall be assessed as adopted by the board of Thurston commissioners. 


B. 
Owners of inactive or terminated gravel mines which have not completed any required reclamation 
shall also submit registration forms, but no fee will be charged. 


C. 
A mineral extraction use shall be considered vacated if the mining operator has not timely 
submitted a complete registration form and related fee to Thurston County per Section 
17.20.140 for three consecutive years, or if more than fifty percent of the permitted mining site has 
been converted to another use at any time, or if significant mining activity has ceased for a period 
of three consecutive years. "Significant mining activity" as used in this section means extraction, 
sale (or, in the case of Thurston County mining operations, application to a Thurston County 
project), and delivery for use of more than five hundred cubic yards of a mineral resource from the 
permitted mineral extraction area within a three-year period. 


(Ord. 13040 Attach. C § 3, 2003: Ord. 10368 § 3 (part), 1993) 


(Ord. No. 14782, § 4(Att. C), 8-14-2012) 


• 17.20.160 - Inspections. 


A. 
For applications filed after the date of adoption, the operator shall provide access to the site for the 
purpose of inspections to ensure compliance with the provisions of this chapter. The director may 
authorize a reasonable fee for such inspections. The operator will submit to either an inspection 
or, at the option of the director, a conference before commencing the extraction of mineral 
resources or asphalt plant operations. The inspection or conference shall be based on conditions 
and standards ordered by the approval authority to be complied with before the operations 
commence. 
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B. 
Gravel mines and asphalt plants, whether in existence on the date of adoption or subsequently 
permitted, shall be inspected annually for compliance with this chapter. The department, in 
consultation with the prosecuting attorney, shall establish in writing a program and schedule under 
which such inspections shall be carried out. This program shall prioritize inspections concerning 
fuel and petroleum products storage, spill prevention, spill occurrence and water pollution 
prevention in general. 


(Ord. 10368 § 3 (part), 1993) 


(Ord. No. 14782, § 4(Att. C), 8-14-2012) 


• 17.20.170 - Vehicle preparation. 


All vehicles leaving the site shall comply with RCW 46.61.655 (escape of load materials and 
cleaning of vehicles). 


(Ord. 10368 § 3 (part), 1993) 


• 17.20.180 - Site access. 


The operator shall employ reasonable site access control measures, such as locked gates, to 
prevent illegal dumping of solid waste. 


(Ord. 10368 § 3 (part), 1993) 


• 17.20.190 - Contact. 


The operator shall visibly post his or her name, address and phone number, or the name, address 
and phone number of a designated person whom the public can contact, to report complaints or 
violations. Such signs shall comply with Chapter 20.40 TCC. 


(Ord. 10368 § 3 (part), 1993) 


(Ord. No. 14782, § 4(Att. C), 8-14-2012) 


• 17.20.200 - Hydrogeological report. 


If a hydrogeological report is required by Chapter 17.15 TCC, the approval authority may require 
the report to include any of the following additional elements: 


A. 
Groundwater elevation of uppermost saturated zone based on at least one year of conservation water 


level data, including seasonal variations. Other reliable data may be employed upon approval by 
the health officer; 


B. 
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Locations on existing wells within one thousand feet of the excavation boundary. Well information 
including well logs, static water level, well depth, well elevation, estimated withdrawal rate and 
other relevant information shall be included as it may be available; 


C. 
Description of effects including water quality and water level changes expected to occur in any of 


these existing wells as a result of mining activity; 


D. 
Proposed final depth of excavation; 


E. 
If proposed mining will intercept an aquifer, background water quality for iron (Fe), manganese (Mn), 


turbidity, nitrate (NO 3 expressed as N), total petroleum hydrocarbons, and water chemistry 
parameters related to the ability of silts and clays to settle from water shall be determined as part 
of the report. Additional water quality parameters may be required on recommendation by the 
health officer if local conditions merit such inclusion. When adequate and reliable water quality 
background data exists it may be used by approval of the health officer. If background water 
quality data does not exist, water quality background shall be based on methods acceptable to the 
department of ecology or be based on at least six sampling events of data generally collected 
once per month. The health officer may accept other methods of determining background 
parameters if performed according to methods approved by the Environmental Protection Agency 
or the United States Geological Survey; 


F. 
An analysis of turbidity (for mineral extraction) and water chemistry (for mineral extraction and asphalt 


production) as related to the proposal. This includes a professional estimate of how far turbidity 
might be expected to be transported, based on overlying soil type, earth materials lateral to the 
mining activity, particle composition, pore sizes within the aquifer, the groundwater flow velocity, 
and the chemistry of the groundwater; 


G. 
Estimated effects of stormwater and process water. 


(Ord. 10368 § 3 (part), 1993) 


(Ord. No. 14782, § 4(Att. C), 8-14-2012) 


• 17.20.210 - Groundwater monitoring. 


A. 
For those projects for which a hydrogeological report is required by Chapter 17.15 TCC, a water 
quality monitoring system shall be devised and submitted to the environmental health division for 
approval, and shall become part of the special use permit conditions. Monitoring wells, surface 
water sampling points, parameters and schedules for sampling shall be included. Water sampling 
may include on and off-site locations as required by the health officer. Point of compliance as 
defined in WAC 173-200-060 shall be based on specifics of the site as determined from review of 
the hydrogeological report. 


B. 
If mining is conducted in an aquifer, water sampling wells shall be monitored quarterly for water 
level and water quality. Sampling frequency may only be reduced when two years of base line 
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data have been accumulated. Sampling parameters for exposed aquifers less than one acre in 
size shall be done semi-annually or as approved by the health officer. 


(Ord. 10368 § 3 (part), 1993) 


(Ord. No. 14782, § 4(Att. C), 8-14-2012) 


• 17.20.220 - Well separation. 


To preserve water quality, the approval authority shall determine the minimum horizontal distance 
to be maintained between an excavation or asphalt plant, and any well used as a potable water 
supply in existence at the time of permit application. Location of wells in relation to the mine or 
asphalt plant and groundwater flow direction and depth of excavation shall be considered in these 
determinations. 


(Ord. 10368 § 3 (part), 1993) 


(Ord. No. 14782, § 4(Att. C), 8-14-2012) 


• 17.20.230 - Setbacks—Mineral extraction. 


No extraction shall be conducted closer than one hundred feet to the boundary of any district in 
which extraction is permitted or allowed by special use nor closer than one hundred feet from the 
property boundary at the time of application. However, the setback may be reduced by the 
approval authority if, due to topography, or adjoining easements or designated resource lands of 
long-term commercial significance, the purposes of this chapter can be met with the reduced 
setback. The setback area shall not be used for any other use in conjunction with extraction 
except access streets, berms, fencing, landscaping and signs. 


(Ord. 10368 § 3 (part), 1993) 


(Ord. No. 14782, § 4(Att. C), 8-14-2012) 


• 17.20.240 - Landscaping and screening. 


A berm around the perimeter of the site is required unless the operator can demonstrate that one 
is not necessary to mitigate noise and visual impacts. The side slopes of the berm shall not 
exceed 1.5:1 ratio. Berms shall be at least eight feet in height. The approval authority may reduce 
the required berm height below eight feet if resulting noise impacts will not exceed the applicable 
standard and any resulting visual impacts will be consistent with the purposes of this chapter. 
Berms shall be planted and erosion control measures shall be taken as may be approved by the 
approval authority. Planting and berms shall begin at a point not closer to a street than the ultimate 
right-of-way line. The approval authority may require additional planting pursuant to Chapter 
20.45 TCC. The approval authority shall consider site conditions, proximity to residential uses, and 
existing views from neighboring properties, in setting specific conditions for landscaping, screening 
and berming, including increased berm height. 


(Ord. 10368 § 3 (part), 1993) 


(Ord. No. 14782, § 4(Att. C), 8-14-2012) 



https://library.municode.com/wa/thurston_county/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=TIT20ZO_CH20.45LASC

https://library.municode.com/wa/thurston_county/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=TIT20ZO_CH20.45LASC





• 17.20.250 - Stockpiles. 


Stockpiles shall not exceed one hundred feet in height as measured from ground level before 
excavation, and shall be set back twice the height of the stockpile from the edge of the nearest 
property boundary as measured from the center of the stockpile. The approval authority shall 
consider all reasonable measures, including additional stockpile setbacks to prevent any materials 
or wastes deposited upon any stockpile from being washed, blown or otherwise transferred off the 
site by normal causes or forces. The operator shall provide a survey by a registered land surveyor 
certifying the height of any stockpiles on the site at any time requested by the director, to ensure 
compliance with this section. 


(Ord. 10368 § 3 (part), 1993) 


• 17.20.260 - Control of vibration. 


No ground vibration caused by blasting or machinery shall exceed the limits established by state 
regulations. Further regulations may be required to mitigate impact on adjoining properties. 


(Ord. 10368 § 3 (part), 1993) 


• 17.20.270 - Parking. 


The operator shall provide at least one off-street parking space for each employee and at least two 
additional off-street parking spaces for visitors. The operator shall mark all parking spaces with 
paint, bumper stops, curbing or similar devices. 


(Ord. 10368 § 3 (part), 1993) 


• 17.20.280 - Violations and enforcement. 


Violations of this chapter shall be enforced through the provisions of Title 26 TCC. 


(Ord. No. 15274, § 2(Att. B)X, 2-23-2016) 


Editor's note— Ord. No. 15274, § 2(Att. B)X, adopted Feb. 23, 2016, amended § 17.20.280 in its 
entirety to read as herein set out. Former § 17.20.280 pertained to civil infractions, and derived 
from Ord. 10368 § 3 (part), 1993; Ord. No. 14782, § 4(Att. C), 8-14-2012. 


 



https://library.municode.com/wa/thurston_county/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=TIT17EN_CH17.20MIEXASPR_17.20.280VIEN

https://library.municode.com/wa/thurston_county/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=TIT17EN_CH17.20MIEXASPR_17.20.280VIEN
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Board of Commissioners November 4, 2020 
Thurston County 
2000 Lakeridge Dr. SW # 269 
Olympia, WA 98503 

RE:  Amendment to the Nisqually Subarea Plan, #CPA-11 

Dear County Commissioners:   

The Thurston County League of Women Voters (LWVTC) has been following the 
Thurston County planning process over the years.  LWVTC’s position is that the 
proposed amendment to the Nisqually Subarea Plan to allow for recycled asphalt 
plants is premature and should not be approved.  It is premature because it is taken 
out of the context of a full subarea plan update.  The record also shows that the science 
that was reviewed does not support the change, and that there are issues with the 
SEPA review that accompanied this application.  

A. #CPA‐11;	 Asphalt	 Recycling.  Lakeside Industries applied for an
amendment to the Nisqually Subarea Plan (NSAP) to allow asphalt recycling at a gravel 
mine site.  The LWVTC supports the recycling of asphalt generally, and acknowledges 
that there is abundant science to support the concept.  However, there is no science 
that shows asphalt recycling should occur in the fragile Nisqually ecosystem.  

1. Reject	#CPA‐11	and	combine	 it	with	the	Nisqually	Subarea	Plan	Update. The
2020/2021 docket lists updating the NSAP as a docket item (# CPA-6) and a “citizen 
initiated amendment” to change one small portion of the NSAP (#CPA-11).  Lakeside’s 
application has been severed from the update of the Nisqually Subarea Plan update 
process, which apparently has been deferred.  Considering the Lakeside proposal 
separately from the NSAP runs contrary to good planning. GMA requires that  “all 
proposals shall be considered concurrently  . . . so that the cumulative effect of the 
various proposals shall be maintained.”  RCW 36.70A.130(2)(a)(v).1   

Chipping away of a plan with small amendments here and there undermines the 
entire planning process.   Here, there is no reason to amend the Nisqually Subarea Plan 
other than a property owner asked for it.  Granting this application would render all 
the work done, and defended in court, to be cast aside and ignored.  

1 While this provision pertains to annual amendments, it is still applicable here, where both the 
NSAP update and the RAP proposal were on the docket.  Taking RAP in isolation before the 
update undermines the planning process.  
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Making amendments to a plan in a piecemeal way will result in inconsistencies 
and oversights.  Should the update to the NSAP show there are more critical areas, 
including critical aquifer recharge areas (CARAs), the County may have little to no 
ability to stop a proposal if it an application has vested.  We see no justification for 
considering a property owner’s request outside of a major update, other than 
economic benefit to the property owner.  This proposed amendment should be done 
concurrently with the NSAP update, as good planning dictates.2 

2. Science	Does	Not	Support	Amending	the	NSAP.		The County commissioned a
literature review on the potential environmental impacts of RAP (“Herrera Report).3  
The literature review examined scientific papers that evaluated the potential of metals 
and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) to be released into the environment 
when asphalt is recycled.  The literature review did not evaluate the propriety of 
asphalt recycling at a gravel mine near critical areas and salmon habitat.    

The staff report summarizes the “key takeaways” from the Herrera Report as 
follows:   

 As a source of contaminants, RAP is	highly	variable. Factors contributing to
variability in leachate from RAP appear to include how the asphalt was
originally manufactured (e.g., the sources of crude oil and aggregate or whether
coal tar or bitumen was used), how the RAP was used, the duration and degree
to which it has weathered and been exposed to traffic or other pollution
generating sources, and how long it is stored.

 Laboratory testing indicated that there were typically some contaminants
leached from RAP at concentrations that exceeded	 state	groundwater	quality
standards. There	were	some	Polycyclic	Aromatic	Hydrocarbons	(PAHs)4	that
leached	above	Washington	state	groundwater	quality	standards	with	some
frequency.	 Some metals were also leached, 10 primarily in low pH
environments.

 Testing indicated that there	 is	a	distinct	 initial	 flush	of	contaminants from
RAP that can result in concentrations exceeding Washington State groundwater

2 Moreover, since the NSAP is incorporated into the County’s comprehensive plan, it should 
have been part of the comprehensive plan update process, which was also a fragmented 
review, undermining the purpose of good planning.  
3 The County contracted with Herrera Consultants to prepare the report.  Lakeside Industries 
paid for the report.  One might question the objectivity of the report, particularly when Herrera 
frequently cites “Lakeside Industries” as a source for distinguishing conclusions.  See, e.g., 
Literature Review: Contaminant Leaching from Recycled Asphalt Pavement at 17, Herrera 
Environmental Consultants, May 2019.   
4 PAHs (carcinogenic)" or "cPAHs" means those polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons substances, 
PAHs, identified as A (known human) or B (probable human) carcinogens by the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency. These include benzo(a)anthracene, benzo(b)fluoranthene, 
benzo(k)fluoranthene, benzo(a)pyrene, chrysene, dibenzo(a,h)anthracene, and indeno(1,2,3-
cd)pyrene. WAC 173-340-200.
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quality standards, but that these peak concentrations decrease quickly to below 
detection limits. 

 Although this literature review specifically did not include an assessment of
potential environmental impact from fate and transport of these contaminants,
a number of the researchers suggested that the impact to the environment
would be negligible if dilution and assimilation were considered.

 Batch and column laboratory tests, while informative, are not necessarily
representative of what can be expected under field conditions.

These “takeaways,” on their face, question the wisdom of changing one provision of 
the NSAP in isolation of a holistic update and without additional environmental review.  
Bullet 2 explicitly states that “typically” contaminants leached from RAP at 
concentrations exceeding groundwater standards, and PAHs leached at high levels 
“with some frequency.”  This takeaway alone should give the Commissioners pause 
about proceeding.  Bullet 3 refers to a “distinct initial flush” of contaminants, but 
implies that those contaminants are diluted.  But the RAP process is continuous, so 
each time RAP is processed there will be an “initial flush.”  This summary conclusion 
brushes over logic in minimizing concerns.  Bullet 4 implies, without basis, that there 
would be negligible impact if dilution and assimilation is considered.  Dilution is not	
the solution to pollution.   

Thurston County has received a number of comments, several from 
distinguished individuals, stating that the science supports the proposed amendment. 
Please read those comments carefully.  The “science” they are referring to is that 
science supports asphalt recycling, which we agree is a good concept.  There is no 
science in the record supporting the change to the NSAP, and in fact, the Herrera 
Report concludes that there is a potential for pollution.  No comments, other than 
applicant representatives, say science supports asphalt recycling in the Nisqually 
Subarea.  We do not believe there is science supporting this change. 

The Board should reject the adoption of #CPA-11, or, at the very least, defer it 
until science shows that it will not cause environmental impacts.  

3. Reject	#	CPA‐11	because	there	are	Critical	Aquifer	Recharge	Areas	and	Fragile
Ecosystems	that	will	be	impacted.		One of the major themes voiced by the applicant and 
staff is that the proposed amendment deals solely with the NSAP plan and not to a 
specific site.  However, given the history and the applicant, it is abundantly clear that 
the amendment will open the door for Lakeside to operate a RAP at its site on Durgin 
Road.  In 2004, Lakeside applied for a special use permit to recycle asphalt, despite the 
prohibition in NSAP.  This permit was denied and litigated.  The Court of Appeals 
decision upholding the denial contains abundant evidence regarding the purpose of 
the prohibition:   

The proposed asphalt facility would be approximately two miles upwind 
and upriver from the Nisqually National Wildlife Refuge, home to 
numerous wildlife species and endangered salmon.  The groundwater 
around the mine site is between four and fifteen feet below the extremely 
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porous surface.  The site is also located in the County’s aquifer protection 
district.  The County has spent approximately $2.4 million to purchase 
development rights in the immediate area adjacent to the proposed facility 
to prevent environmental damage.  

Lakeside	Industries	v.	Thurston	County,	83 P.3d 433 (2004).   

The Court also noted that the NSAP is “a plan the County adopted to preserve 
the agricultural and pastoral character of the valley.”  Id.		The Lakeside site is bordered 
by long term agricultural lands.  The NSAP not only sets goals and policies to enhance 
agricultural uses, it also seeks to limit large-scale commercial development.  The NSAP, 
and the site, is blanketed with Critical Aquifer Recharge Areas (CARAs), which by 
definition, are susceptible to pollution. These factors should all be taken into 
consideration before amending the NSAP.  

B. #CPA‐11;	SEPA	Process.	 	We have significant concerns with the County’s
SEPA process for planning in general as well as the Determination of Nonsignificance 
(DNS) issued for this proposal.  We did not appeal the DNS issued solely due to the 
high fee required (close to $2,000).  

SEPA, the State Environmental Policy Act, Chapter 43.21C RCW, requires that all 
governmental agencies consider the environmental effects of a proposed action – “A 
Full Disclosure Law.”   It is as applicable to plan amendments as it is to specific project 
proposals.  Thurston County does not conduct a SEPA analysis until after	the planning 
commission has reviewed, held public hearings, and made a recommendation on a 
proposal.  That means neither the planning commission nor the public has the benefit 
of an environmental analysis until it reaches the commissioners.  This violates SEPA.   

WAC 197-11-055, adopted by reference in Thurston County Code 17.09.020, 
requires that SEPA this consideration be done at the earliest possible point in the 
planning process  

(1) Integrating SEPA and agency activities. The	SEPA	process	shall	be
integrated	with	 agency	 activities	 at	 the	 earliest	possible	 time	 to	 ensure	
that	planning	and	decisions	reflect	environmental	values,	to	avoid	delays	
later	in	the	process,	and	to	seek	to	resolve	potential	problems. 

(2) Timing of review of proposals. The lead agency shall prepare its
threshold determination and environmental impact statement (EIS), if required, 
at	the	earliest	possible	point	in	the	planning	and	decision‐making	process, 
when the principal features of a proposal and its environmental impacts can be 
reasonably identified. 

(a) A	proposal	 exists	when	 an	 agency	 is	presented	with	 an
application or has a goal and is actively preparing to make a decision on 
one or more alternative means of accomplishing that goal and the 
environmental effects can be meaningfully evaluated. 

(i) The	 fact	 that	proposals	may	require	 future	agency
approvals	 or	 environmental	 review	 shall	 not	 preclude	
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current	consideration, as long as proposed future activities are 
specific enough to allow some evaluation of their probable 
environmental impacts. 

WAC 197-11-055. 

(2) The responsible official of the lead agency shall make the threshold
determination, which	 shall	 be	made	 as	 close	 as	 possible	 to	 the	 time	 an	
agency	has	developed	or	is	presented	with	a	proposal (WAC 197-11-784). If 
the lead agency is a GMA county/city, that agency must meet the timing 
requirements in subsection (6) of this section. 

WAC 197-11-310. 

Further, Thurston County Code 17.09.050 specifically states that the SEPA 
analysis should accompany the staff recommendation to the planning commission. 
The SEPA review should have happened when the proposals were first submitted  

In May of this year, the Central Puget Sound Growth Management Hearings 
Board found a King County ordinance noncompliant with GMA because the SEPA 
review was done too late in the process  (FOSV	v.	King	County,	CPSGMHB Case no. 20-3-
0004c, Order on Dispositive motions, 5/26/20).5  FOSV (Friends of Sammamish Valley) 
involved King County’s development regulation regarding the wine and beverage 
industry in the Sammamish Valley.   

In FOSV,	the County knew there were issues arising from a “burgeoning wine 
industry” in 2012.  In 2016, the County issued a consultant study on the issues, which 
included a series of policy recommendations.  From that, the County executive issued a 
series of policy changes, which included proposed regulations that went to the County 
Council for consideration in April 2018.  Public comments were considered during this 
process, but the SEPA determination was not issued until June 2019.  The Growth 
Board found that this violated SEPA.  A Board would find the same in Thurston 
County’s process,   

In terms of issuing a DNS, the County also made a critical error, concluding it 
could not determine impacts until a site-specific proposal was submitted.  The Growth 
Management Hearings Boards have rejected this approach:  

Non-project actions are not exempt from adequate SEPA review. In 
fact, jurisdictions may not evade SEPA review by deferring analysis 
until later stages of actual development. This Board has often 
considered SEPA requirements in regards to nonproject actions. 
Thus, when a city amends its comprehensive plan or changes zoning, 
a detailed and comprehensive SEPA environmental review is 
required.  SEPA is to function “as an environmental full disclosure 
law,” and the City must demonstrate environmental impacts were 

5  https://www.gmhb.wa.gov/Global/RenderPDF?source=casedocument&id=6904	
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considered in a manner sufficient to show “compliance with the 
procedural requirements of SEPA.” 

Olympians	 for	 Smart	Development	&	 Livable	Neighborhoods,	 et	 al.,	 v.	City	 of	Olympia,	
Case	No.	19‐2‐0002c,	Order Denying Motion to Dismiss, Allowing Supplementation f the 
Record, Granting Summary Judgment at 6, March 29, 2019.  (citing WAC 197-11-
055(2)(a)(i), Alpine	Lakes	Protection	Society	v.	DNR,	102 Wn. App 1, 16 (1999); quoting 
Association	of	Citizens	Concerned	about	Chambers	Lake	Basin	et	al.,	v.	City	of	Olympia,	
GMHB No. 13-2-0014 (Final Decision and Order, August 7, 2013) at 5 (footnotes 
omitted). 

In sum, for all the reasons set forth above, we urge the Board of Commissioners 
to defer the proposed amendment #CPA-11 for consideration at least until it can be 
considered concurrently with the NSAP update.  At that time, SEPA should be done 
early in the process, and most certainly before the planning commission considers it.    

Sincerely,  

‐S‐		
	
Shelley Kneip, Boardmember 
League of Women Voters of Thurston County 
shelleykneip@gmail.com 
(360) 972-2269

Cc: Joshua Cummings, Director, CPED  
Jennifer Davis, Community Planning Manager, CPED 
Maya Teeple, Senior Planner, CPED 
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Comment also included the County Hydrogeologist's Report, 
which is available online:

https://www.thurstoncountywa.gov/planning/
planningdocuments/3%20-%20Tech%20Memo%2033%20-%
20Hydrogeologic%20review%20of%20Mineral%20Extraction%
20Code%2008152018.pdf
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From: marian
To: Maya Teeple
Subject: comment on NSAP Asphalt Recycling
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2020 6:34:57 PM

I wish the current policy to stay in place with no changes. Please do not allow asphalt reprocessing to
occur.  Almost all of the Nisqually Subarea is part of water recharge zone. This particular site
is part of the Nisqually Critical Aquifer Recharge Area-Category 1. That is more than
enough reason to not allow asphalt reprocessing – do not allow pollution of the water
source to occur. I do not believe the mitigation to prevent water pollution would actually
work… over time, with enough rain, and standing water… it would percolate into the ground
and water system.
Please stop this proposal from moving forward….
Marian Bailey, Olympia Resident

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From: Jeff Zahir
To: Maya Teeple
Subject: Recycled Asphalt Policy
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2020 12:34:18 AM

Jeff Zahir

806 Avalon Court SE
Olympia, Washington 98513

Speaking in opposition to the proposed amendment of policy E.5 in the Nisqually subarea plan.

While recycling, in general, is laudable and I’m sure many technologies exist to ensure that the
facility won’t leach or have any short term impacts.  But that guarantee has been made in several
places (Hanford, Boeing/Duwamish River, Asarco/Hylebos creek) where years later, after the
developer left, the permit-granting agency explained “We couldn’t have known this would happen”
or “the state of the art back then made this standard practice.  We know better now.”.  
Logging, like gravel pits, is an extractive industry.  Now take that log and treat it with chemonite or
creosote.  Once it's served its purpose consider whether your first choice for disposal would be to
store it in the clear-cut forests the trees originated from. 
The impacts of placing high concentrations of hydrocarbons, Sulphur and heavy metals in the middle
of a river basin cannot be warranted because it cannot be recovered.  Fish and wildlife do not
measure parts per million thresholds of VOCs or aromatic hydrocarbons.  They either like the smell
of it or they don’t.  Any taint of the basic components of asphalt in this environment will only be
known long after its impact.  By that time there won’t be anything to say but “We couldn’t have
known this would happen”.

Please leave the existing language of Policy E.5 and consider bans on all accessory uses that
introduce anything that wasn’t in the natural environment before the principal use was permitted.

Thank you,

Jeff Zahir
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From: jhawk@gglbbs.com
To: Maya Teeple
Subject: Asphalt Recycling/Comp. Plan Amendment
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2020 1:51:53 PM

Dear Commissioners, 

I stand strongly against amending the Comprehensive Plan to allow
asphalt recycling in and around the Nisqually watershed.

Frankly, this shouldn't take you long to come to agreement about...if~
1) You prioritize the water shed's value as a precious and irreplaceable
resource...
2) You understand why the rules are in place already for this region, and
why it's off limits now...and,
3) You listen to important stakeholders such as the Nisqually Tribe, local
citizens, and many others.

The Nisqually Valley is listed as 'critical' area. Major water wells
which service our entire region are found there. The Nisqually
River is quite near Lakeside Industries. 
Lakeside, the only entity to profit by such a change in regulations, was the
'citizen' which requested the change. (Very dubious use of the word
'citizen' on the County's part...it's a corporation, folks, with ulterior
motive.) 

As far as an overall plan county-wide, there are already plenty of other
asphalt recyclers in the county.

Asphalt recycling is a toxic activity with potential for serious pollution in
the water table and surrounding areas. 
"Covering" a pile of recycled asphalt with something as flimsy as a tarp
(which is what the 'limited' option would allow)....is ridiculous. You're
looking at absolute pollution in that scenario. 
This is not to even speak of the increased truck traffic and its
accompanying problems.

Science has already told us this is an activity which has no belonging in an
area such as the Nisqually. There is ZERO reason to challenge that now,
and seriously compromise the Comp. Plan and all its careful
measurements--simply to serve a company which cares more for a bottom
line, than for the community which surrounds it. 

You must consider that MANY others have spoken to you much more
elegantly and knowledgeably than I, about the science, the dangers, etc. 

In cases such as this, we must hold our aquifers as the highest voice, as
they speak for us all. Water is a non-negotiable resource.
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VOTE NO on any changes to the Comp. plan, regarding this proposal.

Thank you~
JJ Lindsey
Olympia, WA
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Maya Teeple

From: Howard Glastetter <howard.glastetter@comcast.net>
Sent: Friday, November 13, 2020 7:33 PM
To: Maya Teeple
Cc: emily@nisquallyriver.org
Subject: December 1 BoCC Meeting
Attachments: ATT00001.htm; 20-12Proposed Docket Ammendment.doc

Maya, 
 
Attached are my comments on the RAP issue.  I would like to make an oral comment at the meeting when that opens 
up.  My attachment looks similar to what I’ve sent in the past.  However, I have added some other thoughts on related 
issues.  I’m now in agreement with the proposal as long as RAP in the pit is covered and protected from the weather. 
 
‐Howard      
 
Howard H Glastetter 
Howard.glastetter@comcast.net 
Cell (360)556‐1574 
 
Everything should be as simple as it can be, but no simpler.  
Albert Einstein 
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Howard Glastetter 
11110 Kuhlman Road SE 
Olympia, WA 98513-9605 
 
November 13, 2020  
 
Thurston County Community Planning and Economic Development 
Attn: Maya Teeple, Senior Planner 
Thurston County Courthouse, Building 1 
2000 Lakeridge Dr. SW 
Olympia WA, 98502  
 
Dear Ms. Teeple, 
 
I have sent variations of this email as a public response to Lakeside Industries’ docket 
attempts to remove the “No-RAP” provision from Goal E-5 of the 1992 Nisqually Sub-
Area plan.  They want to reprocess Recycled Asphalt Pavement (RAP) at their Holroyd’s 
Gravel Pit site in lower Nisqually Valley.  I have done this over the past several years.  I 
am now agreeing with the proposal to allow RAP in Holroyd’s pit provided it is 
covered and protected from weather, preferably with an unwalled metal building (see 
included photo) with an airspace above the stored RAP to insure it is free from moisture 
and will not leach into the permeable soil of Holroyd’s gravel mine. 
 
However, I am adding to this issue the concern that this RAP request should not be done 
in a vacuum.  Holroyd, itself, has a ten-year-old request into Thurston County to mine 
100 feet below the water table in this same pit.  The request has become dormant over the 
years, but I suspect this will not be the case for long.  I am concerned that, once this RAP 
issue is settled, Holroyd’s past request will become active again.  This issue will rise 
from the dust.  The ecological impact of this possible double hit in this Nisqually Valley 
“wellhead protection area” would be substantial.  It should not happen, and a flag should 
be raised by the Planning Commission that any possibility of this should require a full 
Environmental Impact Statement.  I understand that Holroyd’s current license requires no 
mining below the 20 foot mean level of the aquifer under the pit.           
 
Back to the RAP issue.  The overall goal of the November 1992 Nisqually Sub-Area Plan 
was to “Maintain the existing rural environment of the Nisqually planning area with 
the primary emphasis on preserving … its rural, aesthetic character for future 
generations.” (Page17).  This overall goal has been in the forefront of the 1992 Plan as 
well as ongoing public and private efforts to restore and maintain the Nisqually River 
Valley.  The no-RAP provision of Policy E.5, along with the other E goals (Page 20-21, 
attached) was designed to protect the rural character from industrial dominance.    
 
The county has an obligation to defend this well thought out plan and strengthen it when 
it comes up for renewal.  However, business impacts have increased, rather than be 
phased out as the plan has required.  Examples:   
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1) A mined out pit at Yelm Highway and Reservation Road, in the Nisqually Sub-Area, 
has been converted to a construction waste site (The Sub-Area Plan (Goal E.1.) and DNR 
require mined out pits to be reclaimed).    Stumps and construction material, including 
RAP, are hauled in from as far as Mason County.  This operation is in the Nisqually Sub-
Area, contiguous to the McAllister Springs Sensitive Area - above Lacey and Olympia 
municipal wells.  People in county government are aware of this.   
2) After the flood of 1996, neighbors could only replace lost homes by putting them on 
high foundations.  No lot filling was allowed.  However, the gun factory, in the middle of 
the neighborhood, was given permission to put 20,000 cubic yards of fill on their 1996 
flood inundated property.  They have yet to use this filled area.  That filled part of the 
property is now for sale. 
3) Lakeside got into the valley on a technicality and now wants to add the RAP storage 
and recycling to their process.  This would have an increased truck traffic impact on the 
valley and, unless they use Best Management Practices (BMPs) it opens the door to 
possible water and air pollution.          
 

There are ongoing concerns with flooding. In 1996, much of the lower Nisqually Valley 
was under floodwaters, including portions of the Holroyd gravel mine. Due to past rail 
line, bridge, and highway construction the Nisqually River has been artificially forced to 
the higher east side of the valley. When the river has major floods, it naturally flows to 
the west, above the rail line, through the Durgin Road Tunnel upstream, from the 
Holroyd Gravel Mine. If floodwaters enter the pit, aquifer groundwater could be 
infiltrated by pollutants from RAP storage in the pit, if RAP were allowed.  (Flooding in 
Nisqually Valley will continue to be an issue as long as Tacoma Power continues to top 
off the Alder Lake Reservoir in the fall/winter seasons.)   

Goal E.5 states: “… the reprocessing of asphalt shall not be allowed due to water 
quality concerns”.   Note: RAP is recycled pavement.  When it is ground up the surface 
area dramatically increases and allows greater leaching of chemicals in the RAP.   Please 
see next paragraph.  Yellow highlighting is mine.   

http://www.rmrc.unh.edu/tools/uguidelines/rap131.asp “For unbound applications, 
leachability from the RAP may also be a concern. This same leachability would be a concern 
if RAP were stockpiled or stored and exposed to precipitation.”  What this URL is saying is 
that using RAP as one would use raw gravel for a road or driveway would cause more 
leaching into the soil than, say, a solid road made of bound asphalt.  The reason being, that 
increased surfaces of the unbound RAP particles would have far more surface area to leach 
from than a hard surface road (much the same as a RAP stockpile exposed to the weather). 
 
If RAP is allowed, there is a way to mitigate its effects.  Below is the “Best Practice” to 
reduce moisture in RAP.  It allows RAP to be processed at a lower temperature, reducing 
the cost of producing asphalt.  There are two additional side benefits to this.  Less heat 
means less energy, reducing air pollution.  Keeping RAP dry also prevents chemical 
leaching into the ground water.  This is a win for the asphalt company (less cost) and the 
neighborhood (less water/air pollution).   
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The un-walled building cover technique was also recommended in two different articles 
in the handout we used when I was on the Thurston County Asphalt Advisory Task Force 
(AATF) in 2007-8.  A Lakeside employee told me they had no intention of doing this.   
  
Note of caution: This still would not solve the problem of having a large source RAP pile 
in the pit.  Suppose Lakeside could have RAP at their site.  If Lakeside were to maintain a 
source RAP pile of the size they had when they were at the Hogum Bay Olympia Landfill 
a few years ago, it likely would create a water pollution problem.  They had an irregular 
pile 60+ feet in height and around 150 feet across at the base.  That may have been 
marginally ecologically acceptable because the water table could be around 100 feet 
below ground level at the Hogum Bay site.  The current permeable gravel floor at 
Holroyd’s is about 4 to 15 feet above an aquifer water table, even less in wintertime.  
Holroyd’s pit is also in the Nisqually 100-year floodplain.  I have photos that show they 
were flooded in 1996. 
 
Below is a comment from an industrial journal showing that covering RAP is a BMP that 
is a financial advantage to an asphalt plant. 
 
http://www.morerap.us/files/rap-best-practices.pdf 
Stockpiling to Minimize Moisture 
Moisture content of aggregates and RAP is a primary factor affecting an asphalt 
plant’s production rate and drying costs. Some contractors have implemented 
creative approaches to reducing moisture content in stockpiles. The best  
practice to minimize the accumulation of moisture in stockpiles is to cover the 
stockpile with a shelter or building to prevent precipitation from getting to the 
RAP. Second to that, it is a good practice to use conical stockpiles to naturally 
shed rain or snow, and to place the stockpile on a paved and sloped surface to 
help water drain from the pile. Irregular-shaped stockpiles with surface 
depressions that will pond water should be corrected by shaping the pile as it is 
being built with the front-end loader or a small dozer. However, the use of heavy 
equipment on the top of RAP stockpiles should be minimized to avoid 
compaction of the RAP. Likewise, it is also recommended that RAP stockpiles 
be limited to 20 feet in height to reduce the potential for self-consolidation of the  
stockpile. 
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Final thoughts:   
Lakeside RAP storage at the Hogum Bay site did not meet “Best” or even “Second Best” 
practices.  Will they do better in Holroyd’s pit?  They have agreed to cover the RAP if 
the Sub-Area plan allows it.  Let us hope so.  The aquifers below and near the pit are the 
source of drinking water for some as well as farm / garden irrigation for many in the 
valley.  RAP should not pollute the aquifers, nor should they be mined into.     
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Lakeside knew RAP was not allowed before they built their new plant at Holroyd’s 
pit. The County Commissioners and two court decisions ruled they could not use RAP in 
Nisqually Valley.  ORCAA reaffirmed they could not, due to Sub-Area Plan rules. They 
chose to push their way into this rural residential area, anyway.  Since then, they have 
been posturing that they have been treated unfairly.   
 
Holroyd’s pit is close to being mined out.  DNR and the Sub-Area Plan say they must 
move out when that happens.  Will they?  Or will they want increase truck traffic and 
change infrastructure to haul in gravel from another pit as well as RAP?  This would 
also be in violation of the Sub-Area Plan.  (Goal E.5 says: ”The reprocessing of 
imported mineral resources shall not be the primary accessory use … .”   Gravel is a 
mineral and is supposed to come from inside the pit. 
 
I would like to add a final thought.  If RAP is allowed in the pit, Lakeside will be able to 
bid on projects that require RAP as part of the final product.  This could allow industrial 
activity to increase at this site.  Lakeside agreed to not exceed 300,000 Tons of asphalt 
production per year.  Any increase in production output should not exceed the 300,000-
ton annual limit.                        
  
Thank you for your consideration. 
  
Sincerely, 
 
 
Howard Glastetter 
howard.glastetter@comcast.net 
(360)556‐1574 
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Maya Teeple

From: Sharon Herting <seherting@hotmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 14, 2020 3:25 PM
To: County_Commissioners; Maya Teeple
Subject: Docket Item CP-11 Recycled Asphalt (RAP)

I support The League of Women Voters of Thurston County’s positions stated in their letter to the BoCC on November 4, 
2020. I am asking you to reject the Docket Item CP‐11 Recycled Asphalt that is up for a public hearing on 12/1/2020. 
There is no science that shows asphalt recycling should occur in the fragile Nisqually ecosystem.  

Sincerely,  

Sharon Herting 
3200 Capital Mall Dr., SW, H201 
Olympia, WA 98502 

“The path will open up as you travel it. There will be companions.” Jean Shinoda Bolen 
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Maya Teeple

From: maureen canny <mocanny@comcast.net>
Sent: Sunday, November 15, 2020 4:09 PM
To: County_Commissioners
Cc: Maya Teeple
Subject: Item CP-11-Recycled Asphalt (RAP)

Dear Commissioners Menser, Hutchings and Edwards, 

We support The League of Women Voters of Thurston County’s positions stated in their  letter to 
the BoCC on November 4, 2020. We asking you to reject the Docket Item CP‐11 Recycled 
Asphalt that is up for a public hearing on 12/1/2020. There is no science that shows asphalt 
recycling should occur in the fragile Nisqually ecosystem.  

Sincerely, 

Kent and Maureen Canny 

T.C residents‐District 2
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Maya Teeple

From: Hilarie Hauptman <hilariehauptman@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 15, 2020 4:10 PM
To: Maya Teeple
Subject: Fwd: Docket Item CP-11 Recycled Asphalt (RAP)

To Whom it May Concern: 

I support The League of Women Voters of Thurston County’s positions 
stated in their  letter to the BoCC on November 4, 2020. I am asking you 
to reject the Docket Item CP‐11 Recycled Asphalt that is up for a public 
hearing on 12/1/2020. There is no science that shows asphalt recycling 
should occur in the fragile Nisqually ecosystem.  Thank you for your 
efforts and attention to this critical environmental issue. 

Sincerely, Hilarie Hauptman 

1247 Irving St. SW, Tumwater, WA 98512 
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Maya Teeple

From: Glen Anderson <glenanderson@integra.net>
Sent: Sunday, November 15, 2020 5:14 PM
To: County_Commissioners; Maya Teeple
Subject: Protect our local environment!!!  REJECT Docket Item CP-11 Recycled Asphalt!!!

Decent	people	–	VOTERS	–	demand	that	you	protect	our	local	environment	from	reckless,	stupid,	
environmentally	destructive	projects	such	as	the	Recycled	Asphalt	proposal	(Docket	Item	CP‐
11)!!!	

The League of Women Voters of Thurston County does smart research and produced a smart 
statement.  See their 	letter	to	the	BoCC	on	November	4,	2020.  

VOTERS	DEMAND	THAT	YOU	REJECT the Docket	Item	CP‐11	Recycled	Asphalt	either before or 
promptly after the Tues. Dec. 1 public hearing. 

Recently I had an e-mail conversation with someone who is always angry that nonviolent people are not angry enough at 
right-wingers, racists, and other opponents of human rights.  He keeps angrily denouncing the nonviolent people for not being 
angry enough or strong enough in opposing them.  

Martin Luther King, Jr., said something relevant to the kind of contentiousness in that e-mail exchange.  Contentiousness that 
fails to practice honest understanding and real compassion is actually a form of violence.  MLK wrote: 

“The ultimate weakness of violence is that it is a descending spiral, begetting the very thing it seeks to 
destroy.  …  Returning violence for violence multiples violence, adding deeper darkness to a night already devoid of 
stars.  Darkness cannot drive out darkness; only light can do that.  Hate cannot drive out hate; only love can do that.” 

King’s insight is fully consistent with the point that I make in the workshops I conduct to help people organize nonviolent 
grassroots movements for social and political change.  I explain that conflict has always existed, and conflict always will 
exist.  What nonviolence does is change	the	dynamics of the conflict – rewrite	the	script about how the 
conflict will play out.  Nonviolence	is	courageous	and	proactive	and	powerful. 

Don’t let anyone mislead you into thinking that Martin Luther King was a wimp, or that he was soft on racism.  He was very 
boldly courageous in fighting racism with the only strategy that can succeed:  strategic nonviolence.   

The	real	remedy	for	right‐wing	cruelty	–	and	anger	of	some	left‐wing	people	who	
are	“triggered	by	it	–	is	profound	nonviolence,	and	understanding,	and	compassion.	

Glen Anderson (360) 491-9093 glenanderson@integra.net 
See insights and resources in my blog’s categories for “Nonviolence” and “Organizing” at 
www.parallaxperspectives.org  

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been  
mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the  
correct file and location .

Virus-free. www.avast.com  
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Maya Teeple

From: northbeachcomm@cs.com
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2020 8:11 AM
To: Tye Menser; John Hutchings; Gary Edwards
Subject: Docket Item CP-11 Recycled Asphalt; Thurston County Commissioners

Nov 16, 2020 
Subject: Docket Item CP-11 Recycled Asphalt (RAP) 

Hello BOCC; Commissioner Tye Menser, Commissioner John Hutchings and 
Commissioner Edwards; 

             I am asking you to reject the Docket Item CP-11 Recycled Asphalt that is up for a 
public hearing on 12/1/2020. There is no science that shows asphalt recycling should 
occur in the fragile Nisqually ecosystem. The aquifer for our area, the drinking water,  is 
near this  activity; recycled asphalt. 

The farms grow local food  near this "recycled asphalt" work. 

Our beautiful Nisqually River is in the heart of this valley. 

This Nisqually Valley  is deemed a "critical area". We cannot allow asphalt recycling to be 
in this valley. 
Please reject the docket item CP-11. The Public "Zoom"  hearing is on DEC. 1, 4pm; I 
want to speak. 

People say we must have jobs, we must have this activity. 
Jobs are important, but this recycled asphalt work can be done elsewhere! 

Sincerely,  
John and Lisa Newman 
2103 Harrison AVE 
OLY., WA  
98502 
360-956-0255
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Maya Teeple

From: Lisa Ornstein <lisa.ornstein@hotmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2020 9:23 AM
To: Maya Teeple
Subject: Docket Item CP-11 Recycled Asphalt (RAP)

I am asking you to support rejection by the Board of County Commissioners of the Docket Item CP-11 
Recycled Asphalt that is up for a public hearing on 12/1/2020. 

Whie I generally support the recycling of asphalt, such recycling must be done at appropriate site 
locations, or else not only are the ecological benefits lost, but additional damage to the surrounding 
environment may result. This is the case with the site request targeted by Lakeside Industries in their 
request for an amendment to the Nisqually Subarea Plan to allow asphalt recycling at a gravel mine. 
The proposed asphalt facility would be built approximately two miles upwind and upriver from the 
Nisqually National Wildlife Refuge, home to numerous wildlife species and endangered salmon. The 
groundwater around the mine site is between four and fifteen feet below the extremely porous 
surface. The site is also located in the County’s aquifer protection district. The County has spent 
approximately $2.4 million to purchase development rights in the immediate area adjacent to the 
proposed facility to prevent environmental damage. 

As a taxpayer and a Thurston County resident, I expect the Planning Commission to prioritize public 
welfare over the interests of individual property owner. I also expect the Planning Commission to 
rigorously comply with SEPA and DNS protocols in the interest of citizens, and not expediency or 
private interests. Process has been flawed in both these matters. 

I support The League of Women Voters of Thurston County’s positions stated in their letter to the 
BoCC on November 4, 2020. 

I therefore urge you to support the deferment by the Board of County Commissioners of the proposed 
amendment #CPA-11 for consideration at least until it can be considered concurrently with the NSAP 
update. At that time, SEPA should be done early in the process, and most certainly before your 
Planning Commission considers it. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Ornstein 
3010 28th Ave. SE 
Olympia, WA 98501 
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Maya Teeple

From: dianam1814 <dianamoore1814@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2020 12:10 PM
To: Maya Teeple
Subject: Docket item CP-11 Recycled Asphalt

Ms. Teeple and the Thurston County Commissioners,

As a county resident, I am writing to advocate for the position that The 
League of Women Voters of Thurston County stated in their letter to the 
Board of Commissioners on November 4 of this year. I urge you to reject 
docket item CP‐11 that is scheduled for a hearing on December 1 of this 
year. It would be unconscionable to allow asphalt recycling to be carried 
out in the delicate Nisqually River ecosystem. 

Sincerely, 
Diana Moore 
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Maya Teeple

From: Carol Goss <cgosslink@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2020 4:05 PM
To: Maya Teeple
Subject: BoCC Comprehensive Plan

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed amendment #CPA-11: Nisqually Subarea Plan being considered 
for a Recycling Asphalt Plant. The potential for contaminants polluting such a sensitive area - a wildlife sanctuary, where 
groundwater and vital aquifer recharge areas can be impacted is unthinkable, let alone being deliberately planned for.  

The 11/4/20  letter to BoCC from the Thurston LWV states, 
"The proposed asphalt facility would be approximately two miles upwind and upriver from the Nisqually National Wildlife Refuge, 
home to numerous wildlife species and endangered salmon.  The groundwater around the mine site is between four and fifteen
feet below the extremely porous surface.  The site is also located in the County’s aquifer protection district.  The County has spent 
approximately $2.4 million to purchase development rights in the immediate area adjacent to the proposed facility to prevent
environmental damage.”  

Please push the pause button until a complete, comprehensive SEPA study can ascertain how this plant can function without 
damaging the area AND to what costs and benefits to the residents of Thurston County.  The quality and quantity of our water 
supply may very well depend on it.  

Thank you, 
Carol Goss and Glen Simmelink 
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Maya Teeple

From: karol.erickson@comcast.net
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2020 8:44 PM
To: Maya Teeple
Subject: FW: Docket Item CP-11 Recycled Asphalt (RAP)

I’m writing to say that I agree with the positions stated by the League of Women Voters, Thurston 
County, in their  letter to the BoCC on November 4, 2020. Please reject the Docket Item CP‐11 
Recycled Asphalt that is up for a public hearing on 12/1/2020.  Asphalt recycling shouldn’t occur in 
the sensitive Nisqually ecosystem.  

Thank you, 

Karol Erickson 
1731 Medallion Loop NW 
Olympia, WA 98502 
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Maya Teeple

From: Jon Ceazan <jdceazan@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2020 12:55 PM
To: Maya Teeple
Subject: Docket Item CP-11 Recycled Asphalt (RAP)

I support the League of Women Voters of Thurston County's positions stated in their letter to the BoCC on November 
4th, 2020. I am asking you to reject the Dockett Item Cp‐11 recycled Asphalt that is up for a public hearing on 
12/1/2020. There is no science that shows asphalt recycling should occur in the  fragile Nisqually ecosystem. 
Respectfully, 
Jon Ceazan 
303 41st Ave NE, Olympia WA 98506 
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Maya Teeple

From: Jennifer Davis
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2020 12:46 PM
To: Maya Teeple
Subject: Fwd: Docket item CP-11 Recycled Asphalt (RAP)

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Ramiro Chavez <ramiro.chavez@co.thurston.wa.us> 
Date: November 19, 2020 at 12:31:00 PM PST 
To: Joshua Cummings <joshua.cummings@co.thurston.wa.us>, Jennifer Davis 
<jennifer.davis@co.thurston.wa.us> 
Subject: FW: Docket item CP‐11 Recycled Asphalt (RAP) 

FYI 

Ramiro Chavez, P.E., PgMP 
County Manager  
Thurston County 
Ramiro.Chavez@co.thurston.wa.us 
(360) 754‐2960

From: County_Commissioners <county.commissioners@co.thurston.wa.us>  
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2020 11:53 AM 
To: Robin Campbell <robin.campbell@co.thurston.wa.us>; Robin Courts 
<robin.courts@co.thurston.wa.us>; Ramiro Chavez <ramiro.chavez@co.thurston.wa.us>; Kelli Lee 
<kelli.lee@co.thurston.wa.us>; John Hutchings <john.hutchings@co.thurston.wa.us>; Gary Edwards 
<gary.edwards@co.thurston.wa.us>; Tye Menser <tye.menser@co.thurston.wa.us>; Thomasina Cooper 
<thomasina.cooper@co.thurston.wa.us>; Katelyn Johnson <katelyn.johnson@co.thurston.wa.us> 
Subject: FW: Docket item CP‐11 Recycled Asphalt (RAP) 

From: Rick Bartholomew 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2020 7:52:39 PM (UTC+00:00) Monrovia, Reykjavik 
To: County_Commissioners 
Subject: Docket item CP-11 Recycled Asphalt (RAP) 

I support The League of Women Voters of Thurston County’s positions stated 
in their  letter to the BoCC on November 4, 2020. I am asking you to reject 
the Docket Item CP-11 Recycled Asphalt that is up for a public hearing on 
12/1/2020. There is no science that shows asphalt recycling should occur in 
the fragile Nisqually ecosystem. 

Sincerely, 
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Rick Bartholomew 
7429 Timberlake Dr. SE 
Olympia, WA  98503 
  
360-701-5257 
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Maya Teeple

From: Becky Beswick <bbeswick@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 22, 2020 9:03 AM
To: Maya Teeple
Subject: Docket Item CP-11 Recycled Asphalt (RAP)

I support The League of Women Voters of Thurston County’s positions stated in their  letter to the BoCC on November 4, 2020. I am 
asking you to reject the Docket Item CP-11 Recycled Asphalt that is up for a public hearing on 12/1/2020. There is no science that 
shows asphalt recycling should occur in the fragile Nisqually ecosystem.  

Sincerely, 
Becky Beswick 
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Maya Teeple

From: Joseph Diaz <flyingracer@comcast.net>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 3:17 PM
To: Maya Teeple
Subject: Lakeside Industries RAP Amendment 

To the Commissioners, 

My name is Joseph Diaz. 

I, like many others have a family and depend on Lakeside Industries to make a living. I have been with Lakeside 
Industries for 5yrs, and they have been really good to me and my family.  

In these very competitive times, if RAP was used, it would help Lakeside Industries bid at a more competitive rate with 
other companies. Most other companies use RAP in there mix, which reduces the overall cost in raw materials.  

Please help Lakeside Industries stay competitive so the families that rely on them can continue to prosper in this 
economy.  

Kind regards, 
Joseph Diaz 
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Maya Teeple

From: Ryan Heathers <ryanh@activeconstruction.com>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 3:11 PM
To: Maya Teeple
Subject: LAKESIDE INDUSTRIES CP11 RECYCLED ASPHALT POLICY

Hello, 

I am writing to comment on the upcoming vote regarding the use of Recycled Asphalt in Thurston County and by 
Lakeside Industries.   ACI performs many Public and Private Civil projects in the Puget Sound region and many in the 
Thurston County area every year.  A current Thurston County project ACI has in progress is the Mullen Road 
Improvement. 

The use of Recycled Asphalt decreases the high cost per ton of asphalt and would allow more competitive pricing with 
asphalt companies/plants in other counties and would help decrease the cost of asphalt in Thurston County.  Currently, 
a number of paving projects in Thurston County are supplied outside of the County resulting in dollars going to non‐local 
companies and higher asphalt prices.   The Mullen Road project will be paved by a Subcontractor and Asphalt Plant from 
Pierce County. 

Recycling of Asphalt can be beneficial to the environment as it reduces the stockpiling/disposal of old asphalt by reusing 
in new roadways.  Often times, the old asphalt since it cannot be recycled in new asphalt mix is trucked many miles and 
sometimes out of Thurston County to be disposed of. 

ACI has found Lakeside Industries to be a great company to work with and its integrity, Culture, Reputation, People and 
Environmental awareness are second to none.   

Thanks, 

R 
H 

RYAN HEATHERS | Construction Manager/ Estimator 
O: 253 248‐1091 | M: 253 606‐8638 | F: 253 248‐1092 |  
“GET ACTIVE” 

P.O. Box 430, Puyallup, WA 98371 | www.activeconstruction.com | ryanh@activeconstruction.com 
ACI is an Equal Opportunity Employer | FOLLOW US:    
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1

Maya Teeple

From: Laurel Smith <laurelswim@mac.com>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 1:17 PM
To: Maya Teeple
Subject: RAP amendment Nisqually sub area plan

Maya: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the RAP amendment. My comment to the Commissioners is below. 

Dear Commissioners:  

As a lifetime resident of Thurston County, I ask that you amend the Nisqually Subarea Plan to allow for asphalt recycling. 
Thank you for the opportunity comment on this amendment.  

Recycling asphalt is the right thing to do. The people of Thurston County drive on asphalt every day. The use of RAP 
saves on valuable resources, reduces greenhouse gases, allows increased competition in the pavement market, and can 
increase jobs in the industry.  

According to the state’s solid waste plan, construction and demolition waste makes up one third of the solid waste 
generated in the state. This amendment would allow for tons of asphalt pavement to be recycled and avoid the landfill.  

The impact of recycling is low and the benefits are immense. Please support asphalt recycling.  

Best regards, 

Dean Smith 

7711 119TH Lane SW 

Olympia WA 98512 

Thurston County Resident 
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Maya Teeple

From: Dusty Barringer <Dusty.Barringer@lakesideindustries.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2020 9:25 AM
To: Maya Teeple
Subject: CP-11: Allow Asphalt Recycling in the Nisqually Subarea

 Asphalt recycling reduces waste and preserves natural resources. I support Lakeside Industries’ amendment
to allow asphalt recycling in the Nisqually Subarea. Please vote in favor of asphalt recycling in the Nisqually
Subarea.

  ‐Christopher Paige 

 Lakeside Industries’ asphalt recycling amendment is good for the economy and supports local jobs. They are
a wonderful company to work for so please vote for Option 2 and allow asphalt recycling in the Nisqually
Subarea!

‐Dusty Barringer 
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1

Maya Teeple

From: Dan Wagner <Dan.Wagner@lakesideindustries.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2020 10:08 AM
To: Maya Teeple
Subject: CP-11: Allow Asphalt Recycling in the Nisqually Subarea

Good Morning!  

I support the use of recycled asphalt in the Nisqually Subarea.  Asphalt recycling reduces waste and preserves natural 
resources.  Please vote in favor of asphalt recycling in the Nisqually Subarea.  

Thank you 

Dan Wagner 
Project Manager, Lacey Division 
Lakeside Industries, Inc. 
Office (360) 491‐5460 
Cell (360) 250‐0184 
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tlaWAPA 
Washington Asphalt Pavement Association 

November 24, 2020 

Thurston County Community Planning and Economic Development 

Attn: Maya Teeple, Senior Planner 

Thurston County Courthouse, Building 1 

2000 Lakeridge Dr. SW 

Olympia WA, 98502 

Transmitted via email to: maya.teeple@co.thurston.wa.us 

RE: WAPA Comments on CP:11: Comprehensive Plan Amendment to Nisqually Subarea Plan Asphalt 

Recycling Policy E.5 

Dear Commissioners: 

The Washington Asphalt Pavement Association (WAPA) strongly supports an amendment to the Thurston 

County's Comprehensive Plan to allow asphalt recycling in the Nisqually Subarea. 

WAPA represents asphalt pavement material producers/paving contractors at the state level and has served this 

function since its founding in 1954. WAPA promotes improved communication and understanding within the 

entire hot mix asphalt (HMA) industry. WAPA member companies own and operate 60+ asphalt plants, which 

produce 98% of the hot mix asphalt (HMA) manufactured statewide. WAPA continuously partners with relevant 

local, state, and national agencies and industry partners to develop and refine the use of recycled asphalt 

pavement (RAP) in HMA. 

Asphalt Recycling is a Standard Practice: 

RAP use has been a broadly accepted standard in Washington for over 25 years and RAP represents more than 

20% of the annual HMA volume produced for both the public and private markets for asphalt paving. Across the 

state and country, we know of no other agency, county, or municipality that restricts the stockpiling RAP and its 

use in HMA is nearly universal. The Washington State Dept. of Transportation specifications allow for 20% RAP 

use in every standard HMA formulation, without exception. 

RAP stockpiling is well regulated by state sand and gravel general permits and RAP has never been linked, even 

remotely, to impacting groundwater in any way. The material is widely recognized as environmentally safe and 

benign. In fact, it is not uncommon for agencies to encourage RAP to be incorporated into their pavement mixes 

or to use it as a high quality road embankment (generally as inert fill or road base materials) or as a replacement 

for virgin crushed rock, either in the roadway section or in road shouldering applications. 

Asphalt Recycling is Sustainable: 

Recycled asphalt is a sustainable material for constructing pavements. About 90 million tons of asphalt pavement 

is reclaimed each year nationwide and over 95 percent of that total is reused or recycled. In 2019, about 1.1 

million tons of RAP was incorporated into new pavement mixtures throughout Washington state. 

Washington Asphalt Pavement Association 
451 SW 10th Street, Suite 110A 

Renton WA 98057 

(425) 207-8814 * Fax (425) 970-3178
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Asphalt Pavement Industry Survey on Recycled Materials and Warm-Mix Asphalt Usage: 2019 
Executive Summary 

The results of the asphalt pavement industry survey for the 2019 construction season show that asphalt mixture 
producers have a strong record of employing sustainable practices and continue to increase their use of recycled 
materials and warm-mix asphalt (WMA). The use of recycled materials, particularly reclaimed asphalt pavement (RAP) 
and reclaimed asphalt shingles (RAS), conserves raw materials and reduces overall asphalt mixture costs, allowing road 
owners to achieve more roadway maintenance and construction activities within limited budgets. WMA technologies 
can improve compaction at reduced temperatures, ensuring pavement performance and long life; conserve energy; 
reduce emissions from production and paving operations; and improve conditions for workers. 

The objective of this survey, first conducted for the 2009 and 2010 construction seasons, was to quantify the use of 
recycled materials, primarily RAP and RAS, as well as the use of WMA technologies by the asphalt pavement industry. 
For the 2019 construction season, the National Asphalt Pavement Association (NAPA) conducted a voluntary survey 
of asphalt mixture producers across the United States on tons produced, along with a survey of state asphalt 
pavement associations (SAPAs) regarding total tons of asphalt pavement mixture produced in their state. 

Asphalt mixture producers from 48 states, one U.S. territories, and the District of Columbia completed the 2019 
construction season survey. A total of 212 companies and a total of 1,101 production plants were represented in the 
survey. 

A degree of fluctuation in year-to-year comparisons of data is influenced by which companies responded to the 2019 
construction season survey versus prior year survey respondents. Respondents to the 2019 construction season 
survey decreased by 60 companies compared to 2018. Of the companies responding to the 2019 survey, 20 did not 
respond to the 2018 construction season survey. 

The following are highlights of the survey of usage during the 2019 construction season: 

Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement 
 Asphalt mixture producers remain the country’s most diligent recyclers, with more than 94 percent of asphalt 

mixture reclaimed from old asphalt pavements being put back to use in new pavements and the remaining 
6 percent being used in other civil engineering applications, such as unbound aggregate bases. 

 The total estimated tons of RAP used in asphalt mixtures was 89.2 million tons in 2019. This is a nearly 
8.5 percent increase from the 2018 construction season and represents a nearly 59.3 percent increase from 
the total estimated tons of RAP used in 2009. Since 2009, total asphalt mixture tonnage has increased only 
17.7 percent. 

 The percentage of producers reporting use of RAP was at 97.7 percent of respondents, up 0.3 percent from 
2018. Three producers reported landfilling a minor amount (52,550 tons, or 0.013 percent) of RAP during 
2019. 

 RAP usage during the 2019 construction season is estimated to have reduced the need for 4.5 million tons 
(24 million barrels) of asphalt binder and more than 84 million tons of aggregate with a total estimated value 
of more than $3.2 billion. 

 The total estimated amount of RAP stockpiled nationwide at the end of the 2019 construction season was 
about 138 million tons. 
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 Reclaiming 97 million tons of RAP for future use saved about 58.9 million cubic yards of landfill space, and 
more than $5.3 billion in gate fees for disposal in landfills. 

 The use of RAP in new asphalt mixtures reduced greenhouse gas emissions in 2019 by 2.4 million metric 
tons of CO2e, which is equivalent to the annual emissions of 520,000 passenger vehicles 

Reclaimed Asphalt Shingles 
 The total estimated tons of RAS used in asphalt mixtures decreased 12.5 percent to an estimated 921,000 

tons in 2019. This reversed the increase in the use of RAS reported during the 2018 construction season, 
with utilization at about 53 percent below the 2014 peak level of reported usage. 

 The total estimated amount of RAS stockpiled nationwide at the end of the 2019 construction season was 
about 1.14 million tons, a 16.5 percent decrease from 2018. 

 RAS usage during the 2019 construction season is estimated to have reduced the need for 184,200 tons 
(more than 1 million barrels) of asphalt binder and about 460,000 tons of aggregate with a total estimated 
value of more than $103 million. 

 Reclaiming 611,000 tons of unprocessed RAS for future use saved about 370,000 cubic yards of landfill 
space, and more than $33 million in gate fees for disposal in landfills. 

Other Findings 
 The use of softer binders and recycling agents with mixtures incorporating RAP and RAS was reported 

nationwide. There was little correlation between the level of RAP and RAS used and the use of softer 
binders and/or recycling agents. 

 Other recycled materials commonly reported as being used in asphalt mixtures during the 2019 construction 
season were recycled tire rubber, blast furnace slag, steel slag, cellulose fibers, and fly ash. 

 Nearly 1.3 million tons of other recycled materials was reported as being used in nearly 8.3 million tons of 
asphalt mixtures by 52 companies in 24 states during the 2019 construction season. 

Warm-Mix Asphalt Technologies 
 The estimated total tonnage of asphalt pavement mixtures produced with WMA technologies for the 2019 

construction season was 164.5 million tons. This was a 4 percent increase from the estimated 157.7 million 
tons of WMA in 2018, driven largely by increased WMA tonnage in the commercial and residential sector. 

 Mixtures produced with WMA technologies made up 38.9 percent of the total estimated asphalt mixture 
market in 2019. About 47.9 percent (78.8 million tons) of these mixtures were produced with a temperature 
reduction of at least 10°F. 

 Production plant foaming, representing 51 percent of the market in 2019, remains the most commonly used 
warm-mix technology, despite decreasing about 12.2 percent since the 2018 construction season. 

 Chemical additive technologies accounted for a little more than 48 percent of the market in 2019, an 
increase of 14 percent from their use in the 2018 construction season. 

 A continued increase in the use of chemical additive WMA technologies and a decrease in plant-based 
foaming technologies has been seen in the survey since 2011. 

 About 62 percent of survey respondents produce asphalt with WMA technologies; 130 producers in 44 
states reported using WMA technologies. 

 The use of WMA technologies to produce asphalt mixture at reduced temperatures reduced greenhouse gas 
emissions in 2019 by 0.05 – 0.21 million metric tons of CO2e, which is equivalent to the annual emissions of 
11,000 to 46,000 passenger vehicles. 
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November 23, 2020 

Mr. Joshua Cummings, Director 
Resource Stewardship 
Thurston County Planning Commission 
2000 Lakeridge Drive SW 
Olympia, WA  98502 

Re:  Public Hearing –Comprehensive Plan Docket Item CP-11 Recycled (Reclaimed) 
       Asphalt Policy 

Dear Mr. Cummings: 

This letter supports Lakeside Industry’s request for a Comprehensive Plan amendment to 
allow the use of Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement (RAP) at its facility in Thurston County.  

The Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) strongly supports the 
use of RAP throughout the state. Asphalt pavement is the most recycled material in the 
country today, far exceeding other materials and the asphalt industry remains the 
country’s number one recycler.  Based on data from the National Asphalt Pavement 
Association, of the 97 million tons of RAP reclaimed, contractor’s reused 89.2 million 
tons in new asphalt pavements in 2019.  This is a nearly 8.5 percent increase from the 
2018 construction season and represents a nearly 59.3 percent increase from the total 
estimated tons of RAP used in 2009, when this annual survey was first conducted. Also, 
the survey evaluated greenhouse gas emissions for the first time and found that RAP 
usage saved 2.4 million metric tons of CO2e, the equivalent of removing 520,000 
passenger vehicles from the road. Use of RAP is safe, efficient, cost effective, and 
reduces the environmental impact of our State’s highways and roadways.   

As mentioned above, the use of RAP is a key part of WSDOT’s efforts to improve the 
sustainability of Washington’s highways.   On most WSDOT projects, approximately 20 
percent RAP is used and in certain situations, WSDOT allows more. The use of RAP 
conserves limited resources and landfill space. 

I encourage you to amend the county’s Comprehensive Plan to allow use of RAP.  My 
agency relies on RAP to increase the sustainability of highway materials.  Please let me 
know if you have any questions.   

Sincerely, 

Roger Millar, PE, FASCE, FAICP 
Secretary of Transportation 
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1

Maya Teeple

From: Doug Smith <Doug.Smith@lakesideindustries.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2020 2:46 PM
To: Maya Teeple
Subject: CP-11: Allow Asphalt Recycling in the Nisqually Subarea

Sent from my iPhone 
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1

Maya Teeple

From: John Escobedo <johnescobedo60@icloud.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2020 4:07 PM
To: Maya Teeple
Subject: CP-11: Allow Asphalt Recycling in the Nisqually Subarea

‐          I support Lakeside Industries’ amendment to allow asphalt recycling in the Nisqually Subarea because they are a 
great partner in the community. Asphalt recycling is encouraged by local, state, and national agencies because it is safe 
and environmentally friendly. Please vote to allow asphalt recycling in the Nisqually Subarea. 

 ‐ John Escobedo  
   Johnescobedo@icloud.com 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Maya Teeple

From: Jim Holland <JimH@activeconstruction.com>
Sent: Wednesday, November 25, 2020 9:45 AM
To: Maya Teeple
Subject: LAKESIDE INDUSTRIES CP11 RECYCLED ASPHALT POLICY

Dear County Commissioners, 

I am writing to comment and support Thurston County changing the language of Policy E.5 in the Nisqually Subarea Plan 
to allow for asphalt recycling within the subarea. Active Construction Inc constructs and has constructed many Public 
and Private Civil projects in the Puget Sound region with many in Thurston County and plans to construct many more in 
the future in Thurston County. 

The utilization of Recycled Asphalt decreases the high cost per ton of asphalt and would allow more competitive pricing 
with asphalt companies/plants in other counties and would help decrease the cost of asphalt in Thurston County to the 
owner whether that be Public or Private.  

Adopting the use of Recycled Asphalt is beneficial to the environment keeping the recycled asphalt in the area as it 
lessens wear‐n‐tear on the roadways with less travel, less fuel emissions and it makes sense to adopt the utilization of 
Recycled Asphalt as other jurisdictions have in utilizing Recycled Asphalt in our new roadways.   

ACI recognizes Lakeside Industries as a superior company to work with as they have great Integrity, great Culture, great 
Reputation, great People and their Environmental awareness is second to none. We ask that Thurston County change 
the language of Policy E.5 in the Nisqually Subarea Plan to allow Asphalt Recycling in the subarea. 

Best Regards, 

‐Jim 

JIM HOLLAND | Project Manager/ Estimator 
O: 253 248-1091 | M: 253 495-8286 | F: 253 248-1093 | 
“GET ACTIVE” 

P.O. Box 430, Puyallup, WA 98371 | www.activeconstruction.com | jimh@activeconstruction.com 
ACI is an Equal Opportunity Employer | FOLLOW US:   

IMPORTANT/CONFIDENTIAL: This e-mail message (and any attachments accompanying it) may contain confidential information. The information is
intended only for the use of the intended recipient(s).  Delivery of this message to anyone other than the intended recipient(s) is not intended to waive any 
privilege or otherwise detract from the confidentiality of the message.  If you are not the intended recipient, or if this message has been addressed to you in
error, do not read, disclose, reproduce, distribute, disseminate or otherwise use this transmission, rather, please promptly notify the sender by reply e-mail, 
and then destroy all copies of the message and its attachments, if any. 
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Any new comments received between 
11/24/2020 and the public hearing will be 
included in an updated matrix and available 
online. All public comments received prior to 
the BoCC Public Comment period are also 
available in this same matrix.

https://www.thurstoncountywa.gov/planning/
planningdocuments/CP-11_Matrix%
20Summary.pdf 
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